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Washington, D.C. 20585 
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The Assistant Secretary for Environment is responsible for emergency planning 
response to operational accidents at Department of Energy sites and assistance 
for other radiological accidents and incidents occurring elsewhere. The 
Department of Energy inherited from its predecessor agencies, the Atomic 
Energy Commission and the Energy Research and Development Administration, 
a radiological assistance program ar.d therefore had in place the Interagency 
Radiological Assistance Plan (IRAP) which provided a mechanism for rapid and 
effective response by the Federal Government to a radiological accident. 
Early in the morning of March 28, 1979, the Department's Radiolo9ical 
Assistance Coordinator's office at Brookhaven National Laboratory was 
notified about the accident and alerted to the possible need for assistance. 
This triggered a number of events which eventually resulted in the Depart
ment of Energy's large program of assistance to the State of Pennsylvania 
and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission during the Three Mile Island accident. 

While our people were in the· Harrisburg area and still very much involved 
with the response, they recognized that there would be a need for a full 
documentation of the Department's parttcipation in what was clearly a 
historic event. The Department's Historian was invited to visit the field 
command post and his advice and assistance was sought on the best means for 
assuring that there was a complete and unbiased report on our response to 
the Three Mile Island accident. The Historian presented to me a proposal 
for preparation of this report by C&W Associates/Historical Consultants, 
and I agreed to provide the funding for it if he would supervise its 
preparation. 

Although Crisis Contained, which documents the history of the Department 
of Energy's activities at Three Mile Island, is the final product, 
Drs. Cantelon and Williams also assembled in the Historian's office an 
archive which proved invaluable to my staff when we prepared our testimony 
for Congress and the President's Commission on Three Mile Island. Crisis 
Contained breaks a different path in government writing, providing -an-----
historical perspective and analysis to a major contemporary issue. I 
believe that this historical approach can be of great value to policy 
makers throughout the government. 

Ru h C. Clusen 
Assistant Secretary for Environment 
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I am not one of those who think that commanders ought at no time to receive 

advice; on the contrary I should deem that man more proud than wise, who 

regulated every proceeding by the standard of his own single judgment. What 

then is my opinion? That commanders should be counselled, chiefly by per

sons of known talent; by those who have made the art of war their particular 

study, and whose knowledge is derived from experience; from those who are 

present at the scene of action, who see the country, who see the enemy; who 

see the advantages that occasions offer, and who like·people embarked in the 

same ship, are sharers of the danger. If therefore, any one thinks himself 

qualified to give advice respecting the war which I am about to conduct, which 

may prove advantageous to the state, let him come with me to Macedonia. 

Lucius Amelius Paulus, 

a Roman Consul, 168 BC 

from Titus Livy's 

History of Rome 



INTRODUCTION 

Doomsday is the eighth 
day of the week. 
-Stanley Kunitz 

W
hy a history of the Department of Energy at Three Mile Island? · 

Because, one is tempted to answer, like the mountain, it was there. 

After all, since the days of Thucydides, historians have chronicled 

government responses to crises. Telling the story of what happened to one 

federal agency during America's worst nuclear power plant accident provides 

a useful complement to the quick reporting of the journalist and the ex post 

facto recommendations of the investigator or policy maker. History is crucial 

in understanding events. The historian must, in this case, begin with a simple 

question: what was the role of the Department of Energy at Three Mile Island? 

But he must not end there. 

Unless historians evaluate the significance of the past, history becomes little 

more than a list of events. Department of Energy personnel were not merely 

present at the Three Mile Island accident. They were significantly involved 

from well before the first day until long after public attention had shifted to 

other matters. More than one hundred scientists and technicians funded by 

the Department of Energy, people with long and intensive training in radiation 

safety, conducted environmental monitoring of radiation, predicted meteor

ological and radiological conditions, tested laboratory samples of contami

nated materials, arranged for the possible evacuation of Department of 

Energy and Nuclear Regulatory Commission personnel and supplied the Nu

clear Regulatory Commission itself with everything from monitoring data, 

maps and lead bricks to photographic services. lJepartment of Energy p~rson

nel arrived at Capital City Airport near Harrisburg on the afternoon of March 

28, 1979, and quickly assumed leadership on gathering and disseminating 

radiological data. A thorough understanding of the Department of Energy's 

role at Three Mile Island is thus significant in contributing to our understand

ing of the mechanism and effectiveness of federal responses to nuclear emer

gencies in general. 

Unlike most historical events, the Department of Energy's role at Three Mile 
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Island included prior planning. Historians have traditionally concerned them· 

selves with causal explanations of unplanned events: Why did the French 

Revolution occur in 1789? Why did World War I break out in August 1914? 

In this case, the historian knows why the Department of Energy was at Three 

Mile Island: because it was responding according to the long-standing but little 

known Interagency Radiological Assistance Plan. In this situation a different 

set of questions is in order. What was expected to happen in the event of a 

nuclear accident? Did events occur as anticipated when an accident actually 

did happen? Were those involved aware of the plan? What was the balance 

between preplanned response and improvisation? And most important, how 

did the Department of Energy respond to the Three Mile Island accident in 

the spring of 1979? 

The historian writing the history of the Department of Energy at Three Mile 

Island finds himself in the position of telling a largely unknown story. Given 

the significance of the Department's activities, this requires some explanation. 

The Department's operations were located at a little known airport some 

distance from the plant and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's makeshift 

office quarters at what came to be known as 'Trailer City." The airport com

mand post was isolated from reporters, and many governm1=mt officials were 

unaware that the Department of Energy was even present. To an extent, this 

isolation was deliberate. The Department of Energy consistently muted its 

presence throughout the hectic days of the crisis and avoided making any 

public statement about its activities. As it happened, the low profile was a vir

tue. The Nuclear Requlatorv Commission was responsible for public relations 

at Three Mile Island. Men like Joseph Hendrie and Harold Denton quickly be

came television stars. Although the demands of the press could and did inter

fere with the ability of Nuclear Regulatory Commission personnel to ca'rry on 

their work, the Department of Energy operated with minimal interference. At 

the same time, what it did remained unknown to most Americans. 

The historian thus finds himself called upon to use traditional skills: telling a 

story, distinguishing the significant from the insignificant, comparing planned 

or intended actions with what actually happened, and making known the un

known. We did not, however, face the usual long and arduous process of 

seeking lhe evidence and assembling it, for relevant Department of Energy 

records - log books, notes, telephone logs, oral interviews, radiological data 
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- were all preserved. Our task was to create order out of chaos, and in doing 

so we have created a Department of Energy archive on Three Mile Island. 

Another task we faced was selection. The Department of Energy archives, 

combined with the records of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the Keme

ny Commission and other government agencies, are vast. Any historian of the 

twentieth century is familiar with the problem of dealing with too much data, 

not too little. In selecting which data to use and what stories to tell, we have 

tried to be reasonably comprehensive, but also to stress stories of significant 

human interest. For the story of the Three Mile Island accident is much more 

than a story of nuclear technology. It is a story of human beings making 

history. 

The human element was especially crucial at Three Mile Island. People 

often responded not to what was actually happening but to what they feared 

might happen, and their apprehension, unfounded as it turned out to be, af

fected decisions in the present. There was no sharp division between technical 

and human problems. Mechanical failures were magnified, even created by 

human decisions or indecision, and technical data often got lost in bureau

cractic entanglements. Scientists did not know where their technical data were 

going; meanwhile, politicians were making decisions without considering the 

technical data. Communications between expert and public, between scientist 

and politician, and between the center and the periphery were a constant 

problem. At almost every point in the accident, the key problems were not 

technical but human. 

To emphasize the human element in the story of Three Mile Island we have 

conducted a number of oral interviews with those who responded to the 

nuclear accident. Their recollections have provided a valuable supplement to 

the written evidence, for these people lived through a time of confusion, ex

haustion and fear that is not often reflected in the terse prose of bureaucratic 

documents. If Three Mile Island resembles a military battle, these were its 

veterans. Their testimony provided vital new evidence and different perspec

tives, and they helped reinforce our conviction that Three Mile Island is an im

portant story of human and institutional behavior, as well as of nuclear tech

nology. 

i:ri:ri:ri:ri:ri:ri:ri:ri:ri:ri:ri:ri:ri:ri:ri:r 

This history is the result of cooperation between two historians and a gov

ernment agency. On one level, we have told the story of that (!gency's role in 
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responding to a nuclear accident. We have also tried to place the Department 

of Energy in the broader context of the total response to the accident. In addi

tion, we have kept in mind the fact that Three Mile Island was a battle in both 

a metaphorical and literal sense. The Department of Energy teams, which had 

prior military experience with weapons-related accidents, often resembled an 

army engaged in a struggle against an invisible enemy, radioactivity. And as 

generals constantly learn from past battles, so the lessons of Three Mile Island 

are still being learned. 

We are grateful to the Department of Energy for making accessible its ar

chival holdings on Three Mile Island, and to the many employees and con

tractors who in oral interviews helped the documents come alive and facili

tated our understanding ot a complex historical event. In particular we would 

like to acknowledge the assistance and support of L. Joe Deal, Herbert F. 

Hahn, Jack M. Holl, Richard G. Hewlett, Rodney P. Carlisle, Roger M. Anders 

and Francis Duncan of the Department of Energy; George Mazuzan and 

Steven Scott of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission; Lee Johnson of the Na

tional Archives and Records Service; and John F. Doyle and Robert Meibaum 

of EG&G, Inc., Nevada. Bruce K. Segal, Ann Gilbert and Rorriuald J. Misiunas 

of C&W Associates/Historical Consultants worked tirelessly at various stages 

of our work and kept it going through difficult times. The book was designed 

by David B. Ryan. Patricia Garrison typed much of the manuscript, with skill 

and good humor. To Edith Notman, our editor and critic, and most important, 

an understanding and patient colleague, we are most grateful. We would also 

like to thank Ann K. Williams and Washington University for understanding 

and support in many ways. None of them should be held responsible for any 

sins of omission or commission on our part. 
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Chapter I 
Accident at Three Mile Island 

The basic philosophy was: "Everything is go
ing to work and it will be O.K." 

Ed Frederick 

I think we knew we were experiencing some
thing different, but I think each time we made 
a decision, it was based on something we 
knew about. 

Gary Miller 

T 
he familiar sight and sound alarmed no one. The time was four a.m., 
the date March 28, 1979. Technology seemed under control. 

Michael Donelan, handing out spare parts at a warehouse in the Unit 

2 complex, had heard and seen it before and thought nothing of it. A mile 
across the Susquehanna River in Goldsboro, John and Holly Garnish 

awakened that night to a familiar sound, and went back to sleep. Bill Whitlock, 

a retired civil engineer, stumbled out of bed and peered across the river at a 
rising column of white steam. Most residents of the Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, 
area, including those who had seen the film The China Syndrome the night 

before, were asleep, unaware that anything was happening at the plant. Yet in 
a few days the cooling towers at Three Mile Island would come to symbolize 

the dangers of America's most serious nuclear power plant accident, an acci

dent that would alter the perceptions and the directions of nuclear energy in 

the United States. But to nearby residents, the Unit 2 nuclear power plant on 

Three Mile Island was simply ventinq steam to the atmosphere.' 
To the men inside the Unit 2 control room on March 28 the initial events of 

what came to be known as the Three Mile Island nuclear accident were as or

dinary as the steam venting observed by Mike Donelan, Bill Whitlock and the 

Garnishes. Unit 2 plant operators were accustomed to constant alarms and 

signals during the course of reactor operation, and many had occurred in the 

year since March 28, 1978, when Unit 2 had first begun to operate at full 

power. The operators the morning of the accident were the graveyard shift, 
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coming on at eleven in the evening and going home at seven the next morn

ing. All were former Navy men from the nuclear program of Admiral Hyman 

G. Rickover. Operators Craig Faust and Ed Frederick had each spent about 

six years on nuclear submarines before coming to work for Metropolitan 

Edison, the utility based in Reading, Pennsylvania, that operated the Three 

Mile Island plant. The shift supervisor, Bill Zewe, also had six years of ex

perience with naval reactors, and the shift foreman, Fred Scheimann, had 

worked for eight years as an electrical engineer on similar submarines. 2 

On the night of March 27-28 these four men and six other technicians were 
operating the Unit 2 nuclear reactor at ninety-seven percent of full power. The 

night marked the first anniversary of the reactor's operation, which might 

have been cause for a small celebration. It was not.~ 

Not everything was running smoothly. For about eleven hours successive 

crews had been trying to unclog t~e Unit 2 demineralizer system. The demin

eralizer system removes silt and dissolved salts from river water before the 
water can enter the reactor piping; if the water does not flow freely, the system 

automatically "trips," or shuts off. To clear out some resin that had collected in 

the demineralizer system, workers had been using high-pressure streams of air 

and water. At about four a.m., the system became completely clogged, trip

ping the main feed water pumps, and finally the huge turbine of Unit 2. 4 

The first response of the system was completely automatic. The malfunc
tion triggered a series of mechanical actions to shut down the reactor. The tur

bine trip immediately produced a buildup of steam pressure in the reactor 

coolant system, automatically opening an electromatic relief valve and allow
ing steam to escape. Simultaneously the reactor shut down, or "scrammed," 

within eight seconds as control rods dropped into the reactor core to absorb 

the neutrons flowing between columns of uranium fuel pellets sheathed in 

silver-colored tubes of zirconium. 
Flashing lights and ringing alarms filled the Control Room. "As soon as I 

seen that," recalled Zewe, "I jumped up and just as I got through the door, I 

looked and I seen that we had a turbine trip and I took another step or so and 

got up to about the first few desks there and then the reactor tripped." 5 

"Oh my God," Ed Frederick reportedly exclaimed, "this is a classic." 6 

At this point the first mechanical problem developed. Although the reactor 

coolant pressure now dropped as anticipated, the electromatic pressurizer re-
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lief valve did not reseat as it should have. Instead it remained open, allowing 

reactor coolant water to escape into the containment building and then into 

the auxiliary building. The operators could not have known that for about two 

hours coolant water circulated through the reactor only to spill into the plant. 

A combination of mechanical and human errors compounded the initial 

problem. When the reactor had scrammed, an emergency core cooling sys

tem had automatically begun to inject high-pressure streams of water into the 

reactor core. Control room instruments indicated that this system was working 
properly, when in fact it was not. The instruments showed that water was ris

ing in the reactor core. However, the operators had no way of knowing that 

two valves in the emergency feedwater lines running to the reactor core had 

been closed two days earlier for routine maintenance - and were still closed. 7 

No water reached the core by this route, but the instruments did not reflect 
that fact. 

Lights on the Unit 2 control room instrument panel indicated that these 

valves were shut, but for eight minutes their warnings went unheeded. A large 

yellow caution tag hanging on the panel obscured one light. An operator 

blocked the other. 8 Instruments indicated that too much water was flooding 

the reactor core, when in fact the closed valves blocked the route. 

Next a human decision further exacerbated mechanical problems. Two 
minutes after the start of the accident, the emergency core cooling system 

started up. A minute later, Craig Faust decided that he was injecting too much 

water into the core, pushed six buttons that gave him manual control of the 

system, and throttled back the flow of water. He did this in part because a 

pressure gauge had risen off scale, implying that both the steam generator and 

the pressurizer, a device that enabled operators to control pressure in the reac
tor, were full of water. In fact, because of the two closed feed water valves, the 

stei.lm gP.nP.rator was not flooded. but was running dry. At 4:04 and 4:10a.m. 
Faust manually throttled back two pumps used to keep the reactor at a safe 

coolant level, attempting to solve a problem that did not exist. Here, as 
throughout the accident, the operators feared "going solid" - having too 

much water in the system and losing control of pressure - when they should 

have feared too little water and an uncovered reactor core. 

Eight minutes into the accident (Faust later said it seemed like only sixty 

seconds) the problems began to multiply. When operators identified the two 
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closed feedwater valves and opened them, they were promptly confronted 

with a Christmas-tree effect on the Unit 2 control room instrument panel as 

hundreds of red and green lights flashed and alarms sounded. "I would have 
liked to have thrown away the alarm panel," Faust later recalled; "it wasn't 

giving us any useful information." Having opened the feedwater valves, Faust 

and Scheimann observed that within another three minutes the level on the 

pressurizer gauge had dropped back on scale and was actually decreasing. 
Next they restarted the pumps in the emergency core coolant system - and 

created still another crisis for themselves. Now water flowed through the two 

newly opened valves, continued through the stuck electromatic relief valve 

and out into a tank designed to hold any overflow. However, deluged by 

thousands of gallons of radioactive water and steam, the rupture disk in the 

tank simply burst under the increased pressure. More than eight thousand 
gallons of water began rushing out of the containment building and onto the 

floor of the auxiliary building. 9 

In a report issued several months after the accident, the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission stated that, given these conditions, Unit 2 operators should have 

declared a Site Emergency at the Three Mile Island plant at 4:15 a.m. Ac

cording to the Metropolitan Edison Emergency Plan, a Site Emergency exists 

when there is a loss of primary coolant pressure, or increased pressure in the 

reactor building or high levels of water in the reactor building sump. At 4:11 
a.m. there had indeed been a high-water-level alarm. By 4:15 reactor coolant 

pressure had dropped below the point where the emergency core cooling 

system was activated, and reactor building pressure had risen. Yet no Site 

Emergency was declared, because the operators believed that the drop in re

actor pressure was under control, reactor building pressure seemed slight, and 

there was no evidence of any radiation release. 10 

The reactor refused to behave. At 4:38 operators finally realized that water 

Wi::IS now escaping from the containment building and turned off the sump 
pumps. But it was too late. The auxiliary building sump tank had overflowed 

into the auxiliary building sump, and radioactive water had backed up 

through floor drains onto the floors of the auxiliary and fuel-handling 

buildings. 11 By five a.m. technicians were monitoring increasing background 

rc':!Jialiun levels. At 5:18 the first of a series of radiation alarms sounded, in

dicating excessive radiation levels in the air of the containment building. To 
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complicate matters fuJ1her, paper jammed in an alarm printer in the Unit 2 

control room and a fire alarm sounded. 
"At that point," recalled Ed Frederick, "I felt it was increasingly difficult to 

determine the actual conditions of the reactor cooling system from the indica
tions that were present on the panel."' 2 Meanwhile, Faust and Zewe con
tinued to shut down all coolant system pumps in an effort to restore the air 
bubble in the pressurizer. 

This was the situation at about 5:45 that morning when Joe Logan, the Unit 
2 Station Superintendent and a twenty-five-year veteran of nuclear sub
marines, reached the plant. "What I saw when I arrived," said Logan, "was ex
tremely difficult to fathom; ... we had no pumps running, we had a steam 
generator that was isolated, we had a high pressurizer level which to me at 
that time indicated that we had the core covered; we had a low pressure, 
which didn't go along with the other indications." 13 

Radiation levels inside the plant were becoming a major concern. At 5:40 
Dick Dubiel, Radiation Protection and Chemistry Supervisor, arrived and im
mediately ordered an air sample taken from the containment building. "We 
were trying to determine the activity levels in containment atmosphere," 
Dubiel later recalled; "we had difficulty because the atmospheric monitor was 
in fact flooded with water which in fact was I believe steam condensing in the 
sample lines." 14 The sample contained traces of cobalt-60 and the noble gases 
xenon and krypton, suggesting a leak from the primary into the secondary 
coolant system. Dubiel also directed that a sample be taken directly from the 
reactor coolant lines. A few minutes later a radiation/chemistry technician was 
trying to change a filter in the containment air sample monitor. It blew out 
under pressure, indicating a buildup of steam inside the containment building. 

Increasing radiation implied possible fuel damage and leakage from con
tainment. Shortly after six that morning plant managers discussed the situa
tion in a 38-minute conference telephone call arranged among-the homes of 
several officials and the plant. On the line were Gary Miller, the Unit 2 Station 
Manager; George Kunder, the Unit 2 Superintendent for Technical Support; 
John Herbein, the Metropolitan Edison Vice President for Generation; and 

Lee Rogers, the site representative for Babcock and Wilcox, the builders of 
Unit 2. Miller summarized the call: 

Following some discussion of the conditions it was agreed we must 
believe our instruments. It was also noted by the plant that the reac-
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tor coolant pumps were presently off due to a loss of flow indica
tion, the electromatic valve was thought to be shut, and there was 
no indication of radiation at this time. Additionally, the rupture disc 
on the reactor coolant drain tank in the Reactor Building was noted 
to have been ruptured and, therefore, we were aware that there 
was some water within the Reactor Building sump. 15 

In fact, there were already indications of radiation. Moreover, the ruptured 

disk had flooded building floors, which surprised no one because it had hap

pened before. The men discussed the electromatic relief valve during their 

conference call but did not discuss the two feedwater valves that had been 
shut during the first eight minutes of the ilccident. 16 

At the time of the conference call, the reactor core was partly uncovered. 

Temperature readings inside the core later turned out to be extremely high. 

Only after eight a.m. did plant operators realize that these temperatures had 

reached 2620° F, raising the possibility of some damage to the zircalloy fuel 

cladding, the release of fission products, and the generation of hydrogen. 17 

None of this was known with any certainty at the time. 
One consequence of the partially uncovered reactor core was the produc

tion of increasingly high radiation levels inside the plant. At 6:24 a.m., the 

reactor building radiation monitor sounded an alarm. Two minutes later the 

area monitor in the reactor building also went off, indicating excessive radia

tion levels. Most important, at 6:35 the containment dome radiation monitor 

alerted the control room to additional radiation problems. For the second time 

that morning a condition had been reached which, according to the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission, should have resulted in the declaration of a Site 
F.meroenry Agr~in, it rlirl not 18 

Instead, Unit 2 personnel began surveying radiation levels in the plant. Be

tween six-thirty and seven a.m. Mike Janowski, a radiation/chemistry techni

cian, walked through the Unit 2 auxiliary building with a portable beta-gamma 

survey meter and reported rapidly increasing radiation levels. Dale Lauder

mitch, an auxiliary operator, later recalled that he was in the auxiliary building 

"trying to figure out where the devil is this water coming from" when Janow

ski ran down the hall yelling, "Get the hell out!" At 6:48 more monitor alarms 

sounded, this time from the vent stack particulate monitor and the machine 

shop in Unit 1, through which ran some unshielded reactor coolant sample 

lines. "This was very alarming to me,"recalled Dubiel; "I had thought we had 

some leaking fuel rods and it was apparently substantial."' 9 
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Nearly three hours after the start of the accident, Unit 2 declared a Site 

Emergency. At 6:48 a.m. an announcement over the plant public address 

system ordered all personnel out of the auxiliary building. At 6:55 Bill Zewe 

declared a Site Emergency, based on the alarms sounded by radiation 

monitors throughout the plant. At 7:02 Zewe placed a telephone call to the 

Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency, the state civil defense organi

zation. Zewe informed the duty officer of the Site Emergency and requested 
that he notify the Pennsylvania Bureau of Radiation Protection. 

For the first time since the start of the accident at Three Mile Island some

one outside the plant knew that the events of the previous three hours were 

not merely something unusual, but an emergency. 
Bill Whittock later claimed he, too, had noticed something unusual. Step

ping out his front door, he had noticed a strange metallic taste in the cool air 

of the early spring morning. He had wanted to call Civil Defense but could not 

find any listing in the telephone directory between Civil War Times Illustrated 
and Civil Air Patrol Squadron. Down at the marina across the river from the 

plant a young boy excitedly told him that a helicopter had landed in a nearby 

field. Whittock ·walked over to take a look and discovered a television news 
team, which promptly interviewed him. 20 

Bill Whittock had roused himself at four a.m. to witness the perfectly normal 

sight of Unit 2 venting steam over Three Mile Island, because as an engineer 
he found it interesting. He had gone back to sleep. Later that morning he 

found himself on camera as the first witness to what he was told were 

dramatic and alarming events. The scope of the accident was beginning to 

escalate both on and off Three Mile Island. 
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Chapter II 
Plans and Portents 

In spite of what may appear to be adequate 
control measures, a reactor failure is always a 
possibility. A complete we/1-conceiued disaster 
plan, including evacuation, treatment of in
jured and decontamination must be set up. 
Failure to do this can lead to chaos, panic and 
increased damage in the euent of an accident. 

Charles R. Williams 
June 1956 

Gently rolling farmland cradles the Susquehanna River below Har
risburg, Pennsylvania. Southeast of the state capital, about ten miles 
·downstream, the river veers sharply, turning nearly due south as it 

flows past the small borough of Middletown. Here the Susquehanna widens 
and turns sluggish, as if reluctant to push itself the remaining miles to the 
Chesapeake Bay. Seemingly exhausted, it sheds part of its burden of silt and 
in doing so has created over the centuries the many islands which punctuate 
its course to the sea. Events have focused world attention on the largest of 
thl!!l! i3lartJ3.' 

Three Mile Island. The origin of the name is obvious, Probably too obvious. 
Snuggled against the eastern shore of the river, the island is almost exactly 
three miles long. As ice age glaciers receded thousands of years ago, they 
deposited huge boulders in the wide channel of the river. Around these 
boulders river sediment collected, slowly building up the 625 acres which 
would become Three Mile lsland. 2 .. 

Evidence of past civilizations using Three Mile Island abounds. Archeo

logical digs indicate that the island was a popular hunting and fishing site near

ly four thousand years ago. Recent excavations have also uncovered shards 

of flat-bottomed soapstone bowls and clay pottery from as early as 1700 B.C. 

Stone chipped knives, spear points, arrowheads and other stone tools produc

ed by the Susquehannock Indians over a thousand years ago have also been 

unearthed. 3 

Present civilization has left its mark as well. Before construction began on 

the first unit of the power plant in 1968, Metropolitan Edison used the island 
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for agriculture and recreation. The company leased over half the island to 

local farmers who planted tomatoes and corn, and the cornfields provided 
food and shelter for a sizeable flock of ring-necked 'pheasants. The company 

also maintained a small picnic area with tables, fireplaces and a well. At 
another spot, the utility built a boat dock for sailors and fishermen. At the 
southern end of the island a wooded area of black locust trees provided a 
haven for white-tailed deer and other wildlife. Today, the trees still stand, but 
the fields and the picnic tables and the dock are gone. Instead, giant cooling 
towers, symbols of modern man's victory over the mysteries of nature, domi
nate the northern part of the island. • 

The four 370-foot cooling towers of Metropolitan Edison's Three Mile Is
land nuclear power station loom above the land much as a medieval castle 
towered over its surrounding countryside six hundred years ago. The analogy, 
if not perfect, is apt. Both structures project an aura of awesome power. To 
the serf of the fourteenth century, power and protection flowed from the 
military strength and legal authority held by the lord of the castle. To twen
tieth-century man, the power station produces vast amounts of electrical 
power to light his home, run his appliances and speed his communications: in 
short, to protect his standard of living. In the past the failure of a castle 
threatened the lives of those it was designed to protect. Today, the failure of a 
nuclear power plant presents a similar danger. Should the power locked 
within the walls of either structure become uncontrollable and escape whether 
in the form of armed men bent on pillage and bloodshed or an invisible cloud 
of radioactivity, the surrounding countryside would take years to recover. 

Fourteenth-century man and his twentieth-century descendant share a 
common fear: the unknown. In the fourteenth century the great fear was the 

terror of the Black Death, bubonic plague. Striking without warning, making 
no class distinctions, the plague drove frightened people from their homes in
to the countryside or the mountains to escape its agonizing grip. None under
stood the plague's origin, none could see its cause. In this sense, radioactivity 
is twentieth-century man's Black Death. It is invisible. It is terrifying. It is im
perfectly understood. It does not differentiate among its victims. It is believed 

by many laymen to be contagious. Like the plague, some survive exposure to 
radiation while others succumb. But even more terrifying than fourteenth
century man's blind battle with plague, excessive radiation can strike down 
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even those who survive, by affecting their ability to produce genetically sound 

children. 

The economic relation.ships between serf and castle, citizen and company, 

are different, however. Whereas the medieval serf paid part of his annual 

harvest to the lord of the castle for the use of the land and protection, those 

who lived in the shadow of the proposed Three Mile Island station viewed the 

power plant as provider to the community. The towns surrounding the island 

-Middletown, Highspire, Goldsboro, York Haven, Falmouth and Cly- had 

already benefited from the millions of dollars of tax revenues and the in

creased employment opportunities that the new plant generated. The closing 

of Olmstead Air Force Base in 1967 had significantly clouded the economic 

life of the region and the Three Mile Island nuclear power plant was widely 

regarded as a remedy. Perhaps the cloud did have a silver lining. 5 

By 1966 Metropolitan Edison had reached a decision to build a nuclear 

reactor at Three Mile Island. Two years later, in December of 1968, the com

pany decided to construct a second reactor, Unit 2, on the island, arguing that 

electricity could be produced more quickly and more efficiently by building 

the unit at Three Mile Island rather than another site. 6 

For Metropolitan Edison and its parent company, General Public Utilities, 

the main reason for building the plant on Three Mile Island was the cost. The 

island site, according to the utility's report to the Atomic Energy Commission, 

was "economically advantageous." Power transmission lines already existed 

and could be used while the older, less efficient coal-fired plants in the vicinity 

were being phased out. The Pennsylvania Turnpike and the Penn Central 

Railroad were both convenient. Another factor, the report continued, was the 

steady corporate market for electricity represented by the large Bethlehem 

Steel plant at Steelton and the giant Hershey Chocolate Company complex 

in Hershey. In addition, cooling water for the reactor was readily available 

from the Susquehanna River at a lower cost than at any of the alternative sites 

considered by the utility. A Metropolitan Edison feasibility report further 

pointed out that construction wage rates were low and worker productivity 

high in the area surrounding Three Mile Island. And finally, because the com

pany had owned the island since the early nineteen hundreds, no acquisition 

costs were involved. Persuaded, the Atomic Energy Commission agreed to 

license Three Mile Island Unit 2. 7 

At the center of Three Mile Island Unit 2 stands the containment building 
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housing the pressurized-water reactor designed and built by Babcock and 

Wilcox. Unit 2 was licensed on February 2, 1978, and began commercial 
operation on December 30. Its sister, Unit 1, was licensed for commerical 

power operation on April 19, 1974, and began commercial operation on 
September 2. When the accident occurred, Unit 1 was undergoing routine 
maintenance. In early 1979 both plants provided a much needed source of 
energy for southern Pennsylvania. 8 

Inside the containment building of the Unit 2 reactor is the cylindrical 
nuclear core, a steel vessel in which hang 177 tubular fuel assemblies. Each 
fuel assembly contains 208 enriched uranium fuel pellets, a total of 36,816. 

Between the fuel assemblies stand control rods which can absorb neutrons 
and determine the rate of fission. If the control rods are pulled up out of the 

assembly, more neutrons become available to split the uranium atoms. The 
more atoms that are split, the more heat is generated. If the control rods are let 
down into the fuel assemblies, they absorb neutrons, reduce fission, and lower 
the temperature in the reactor core. In an emergency the control rods are 
automatically lowered so that the reactor "scrams," or shuts down. 

Because of a nuclear power reactor's complexity, the possibilities for mal
function are numerous. Many involve the piping, valves, seals, wiring and 
switches common to any power plant. In the licensing and early operating 
phase for any nuclear plant, all malfunctions, or "events," must be reported to 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The Final Safety Analysis Report for 
Unit 2 at Three Mile Island anticipated a number of possible events, ranging 
from valve failures to earthquakes. The report did not anticipate the problems 

that a clogged demineralizer might cause, noting only that such a failure 
would not be "vital to the safe shutdown of the plant." 9 

Many events similar to those causing the accident had in fact occurred at 
Unit 2 before March 28, 1979. On October 19, 1977, water entered the air 

lines· of the demineralizer, and the air lines had to be cleared out. When this 
happened again in May 1978, air driers were installed. On March 29, 1978, 
the electromatic relief valve failed to close for four minutes when a fuse blew. 
The reactor tripped and the emergency core cooling system functioned pro

perly, but operators could not understand what had caused depressurization 
in the reactor coolant system because there was no indicator in the control 
room to show whether the valve was open or closed. Unit 2 personnel later 
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admitted the "there had been a concern that the block valve could stick shut 

or open if used too often." 10 

More problems followed. On November 3, 1978, Unit 2 was operating at 

ninety percent power when a technician mistakenly caused a loss of feed

water. When the main feedwater pumps tripped, pressure built up in the 

steam lines but was properly released by the electromatic relief valve. As the 

plant continued gearing up for commercial operation in late 1978, still other 

pump and valve failures occurred. In each case, backup systems worked and 
no radiation escaped. Consequently Unit 2 received its operating license and 

began to generate power on December 30, 1978. 11 

In early 1979 still more problems arose with Unit 2. On February 8 the 

diaphragm on the waste tank rupture disk broke and as of the summer of 

1979 it had not been replaced. In the control room the paper in the alarm 

typer, which prints out a record of reactor problems, had a history of jamming, 

tearing and running too slowly to affect operations. On March 26, 1979, a 

routine test on valves in the emergency core cooling system created a major 

problem that would complicate the accident. The valves were closed during 

the test. Maintenance men later testified that they then reopened them after 

the test. But forty-two hours later, in the early morning of March 28, the valves 

were still closed, preventing water from reaching the core. The men also 

noted that they had at other times found valves mispositioned; in one case the 

same valves were found closed "for some kind of test" but "the valves weren't 

reopened when they were supposed to be." Finally, an operator said that on 

one or two separate occasions a turbine had tripped because of "problems 

with the condensate polishing system." 12 

The problems that occurred at Three Mile Island were neither unique to 

that plant nor unanticipated at the time of the accident. According to Harold 

Denton of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, pressurizer relief valves were 

a recurring problem at other plants; they had stuck open about a hundred and 

fifty times on Babcock and Wilcox reactors. In 1977 at the Davis-Besse plant 

in Toledo, Ohio, a thousand gallons of water spilled into the containment 

building when the same type of valve stuck open. More than ten months be

fore the Three Mile Island accident, a Tennessee Valley Authority safety of

ficial, Carl Michelson, had called the problem to Babcock and Wilcox's atten

tion in a report. Babcock and Wilcox engineers Bert M. Dunn and Joseph J. 

Kelly, Jr., had also written memoranda in the winter of 1977-1978 urging 
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action on the pressurizer relief valve, warning that premature shutoff of 

emergency pumps and valves could also affect nuclear power plant accidents 

by misleading the plant operators during the accident. Finally, T. M. Novak, 

the chief of the Reactor Systems Branch of the Nuclear Regulatory Commis

sion, had also warned in January 1978 that if the pressurizer relief valve in a 

Babcock and Wilcox reactor should stick open, then a loss of primary coolant 

water "might not be indicated by pressurizer level" as seen by control room 

operators. Operators might then erroneously shut off emergency coolant 
water just when it was needed. 13 

Medieval castles were designed to offer protection to a feudal society in 
time of war, plague or famine. They were man-made citadels defending their 

inhabitants from ravages of nature and society. But at Three Mile Island the 

danger lay within, part of the risk of extracting nature's power through man's 

technology. 

*************** 
Like the plagues which periodically ravaged medieval Europe, nuclear 

radiation presents an invisible and deadly threat little understood by society at 

large. But it is a threat posed by the Promethean aspirations of man himself, 

not by nature. It can be deadly but it is not contagious, whatever the public 

may believe. Nuclear power experts must anticipate the dangers radiation can 

present, for the industry is required by law to prepare for even the most 

improbable nuclear emergency. 
As part of its Final Safety Analysis Report, Metropolitan Edison was re

quired to submit a "Site Emergency Plan." According to the plan, in case of 

emergency a utility Emergency Planning Group would immediately take over 

control of the reactor and serve as a liaison with state and local agencies. 

Medical facilities would be set up at the nearby Hershey Medical Center. The 

utility's own Radiation Protection staff would be available for help, as would 

resources of the Radiation Management Corporation of Philadelphia. 

Like Dante's circles of Hell, the emergency contingencies of Metropolitan 

Edison rippled outward from center to periphery. A personnel or local 

emergency involved potential or actual hazards to individuals within the inner 

circle of the plant itself. A site emergency would be declared in case of "an in

cident which would potentially result in an uncontrolled release of radioactivi

ty to the immediate environment" and possible off-site radiological dosage to 

the local population. A general emergency was defined as "an incident which 
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has the potential for serious radiological consequences to the health and safe
ty of the general public." 14 

According to the plan, a site emergency could be triggered by high radiation 

levels, radiation alarms or the loss of primary coolant pressure. If one were 

declared, plant personnel would evacuate affected buildings and notify the 

State of Pennsylvania and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. What actual

ly led to the declaration of a site emergency on March 28,1979, were high 
radiation levels in the reactor building. 

A general emergency required the same actions as a site emergency, plus 

immediate off-site monitoring beyond the island itself. The Final Safety 

Analysis Report for Unit 2 noted that serious accidents might occur, even 

though they were extremely unlikely. Serious accidents could include various 

types of loss-of-coolant accidents that might cause fuel rod damage, fuel 
melting or radiation leakage from the containment building to the environ

ment. The condition in the plant which led to the general emergency on 

March 28 was the sounding of the reactor building high-range gamma 

monitor high alarm, indicating excessive radiation in containment. 

In any emergency Metropolitan Edison personnel were to be assigned spe

cific tasks. The Unit 2 Station Superintendent would immediately become an 

Emergency Director implementing a Radiation Emergency Plan. Drills of ra

diological monitoring teams, fire brigades, repair parties, and first aid teams 

had been held before the accident. But none of these drills had anticipated the 

exact nature or severity of the events of March 28. '5 

Prior planning for a nuclear emergency had also included agencies of the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. According to the Unit 2 Final Safety Analy

sis Report, in case of emergency Metropolitan Edison was responsible for the 

"prompt notification" of Pennsylvania authorities, the Bureau of Radiological 

Health and Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency. The Bureau of 

Radiological Health would then be responsible for "the management of all off

site aspects ot a radiation emergency" and the Pennsylvania Emergency 

Management Agency would carry out "the required protective actions." By 

March 1979 the Bureau of Radiological Health had been renamed. Called the 

Bureau of Radiation Protection, it was directed by Thomas M. Gerusky. 

Reporting to Gerusky was the chief of the Division of Nuclear l<eactor Heview 

and Environmental Surveillance, Margaret A. Reilly, and her staff, including 
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nuclear engineer William P. Dornsife. The director of the Pennsylvania 

Emergency Management Agency was Colonel Oran K. Henderson, who had 

formerly commanded American troops in Vietnam. 16 

Pennsylvania also had an emergency plan for nuclear power generating 

stations. The Bureau of Radiation Protection plan described many contingen

cies involving nuclear plant accidents and off-site radiation exposure, dividing 

them into three different classes: industrial accidents involving plant personnel 

but "little or no off site radiological impact;" incidents involving a threat to 

public health and safety, security violations and minor radiation releases; and 

incidents creating a direct radiation exposure hazard to off-site populations. 17 

For all incidents, Pennsylvania required that the plant notify both the 

Bureau of Radiation Protection and the Pennsylvania Emergency Manage

ment Agency, but not the surrounding towns and counties. Once the Penn

sylvania Emergency Management Agency learned of an accident, it would in

form county civil defense agencies, which in turn would "be responsible for 

advising county and local government officials of those events which are in

dicated as being of potential public interest." 18 In the event of a serious acci

dent, the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency would activate a 

State Emergency Operations Center, and with Bureau of Radiation Protec

tion guidance, broadcast emergency information by radio and television. It 

· would also notify the Gov~rnor and Lieutenant Governor of Pennsylvania of 

the accident and of its subsequent activities. 
Under the plan the Bureau would alert state and local officials to radiation 

dangers and the need for protective action through the communications 

facilities of the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency. The Bureau 

was also responsible for "the notification of and the requesting of assistance 

from those federal agencies having intrinsic interest and expertise in radiation 

protection," including the Department of Energy. 19 The Bureau had the op

tion of requesting any necessary assistance from the Department of Energy, 

including "aerial surveillance for deposited radioactivity." 20 

At the state level, then, in case of emergency the Bureau of Radiation Pro

tection would conduct radiation monitoring, and the Pennsylvania Emergen

cy Management Agency would direct communications and, if needed, 

evacuation of the local population. There was also a Commonwealth of Penn

sylvania plan for an emergency at Three Mile Island itself. Anticipated ac-
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cidents included the unplanned release of radioactive waste into the Sus

quehanna River, potential release to the atmosphere and actual release to the 
atmosphere. Should radiation escape, the Bureau of Radiation Protection 

would perform off-site monitoring for radiation and would advise both the 

· State Police and county civil defense officials if emergency measures, such as 
"take cover" advisories or alerts, were to become necessary. 21 

In case of a major accident, Metropolitan Edison was to contact the Penn
sylvania Emergency Management Agency which would in turn contact the 

Bureau of Radiation Protection, which would then telephone the control 

room at Three Mile Island to determine the extent of any radiological danger . 

.The Bureau would subsequently advise the Governor if he should declare a 

state of emergency or evacuate the area. 
The federal government, notably the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and 

the Department of Energy, stood at the outer circle of emergency pre

paredness. The Final Safety Analysis Report for Unit 2 noted that because the 
Department specialized in radiation safety and medicine, it could provide 

"valuable assistance in case of an emergency." The Report also observed that 

while the Nuclear Regulatory Commission was primarily a regulatory and in

vestigatory agency, it might "render emergency assistan'ce." 22 The State relied 
on federal agencies for help with radiological problems, and the Department 

of Energy was the primary agency expected to give assistance. 

**************** 
In the summer of 1976, nearly two years after Three Mile Island's Unit 1 

began producing commercial electricity, a small silver and blue airplane, 

loaded with sophisticated electronic gear, eased off the runway at the Capital 

City Airport near Harrisburg, rose in easy circles toward the east and headed 

down the Susquehanna River. Inside the twin-engine Beechcraft the elec

tronic hardware began to measure and map the levels of background radia

tion in the area surrounding the power station. The flight was part of a pro

gram, begun by the Atomic Energy Commission and continued under the Nu

clear Regulatory Commission, to survey natural radiation levels around facili
ties handling nuclear materials. The crew and equipment were part of a large 

Department of Energy radiation assistance program. 23 

The scientists and technicians conducting the survey were in a sense the 

products of nearly twenty-five years of governmental concern with radiation 
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safety. The concern had grown out of the weapons testing program in the ear
ly 1950s, especially after the extensive fallout from the 1954 Bravo test in the 

Marshall Islands. After the passage of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, which 
encouraged the commercial development of nuclear energy, sites handling 
nuclear materials were no longer under direct control of the Atomic Energy 
Commission. The fact that the materials were more widely distributed meant 
that the probability of an accident which would threaten the public health and 

safety rose significantly. 
Initially developed to measure weapons fallout, aerial monitoring of radio

activity was soon applied to civilian projects, including nuclear power stations. 

The application of military techniques to civilian situations was practical and 
economic. Ideally, surveys could be flown to determine levels of natural 
radioactivity in the area surrounding a proposed nuclear site. Then, after the 
plant had begun operation, the area could be resurveyed to detect any 
changes. Moreover, the funds spent to keep the monitoring teams in readi
ness would not be wasted between military tests, for the scientists could con
tinue to hone their skills and their instruments on civilian projects. The direct 
ancestor of the silver-and-blue Beechcraft flying over Three Mile Island was a 
lumbering DC-3 equipped with radiation detection instruments. Operated by 
the United States Geological Survey, the plane had been used to locate urani
um deposits from the air and also to measure fallout from the Nevada 
weapons tests in the 1950s. In 1958 the Atomic Energy Commission's Divi
sion of Biology and Medicine, recognizing the value of such aerial mea
surements following the spread of contamination from a reactor accident at 
Windscale, England, acquired the DC-3 and began a nationwide program to 
measure radiation levels around nuclear facilities. But the cost of operating 
the DC-3 was too high, about $300 per flight hour, and the Commission 
decided to have the work done by an outside contractor. 24 

The next step was finding a contractor to do the work. In 1959, the Atomic 
Energy Commission approached Herbert Greer, a former professor at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the founder of EG&G, Inc., the 
company which had managed the Commission's Nevada operations. EG&G 

had had long experience at the weapons test site and could apply this to non
military radiation monitoring. Consequently, in the early 1960s EG&G began 
surveying government nuclear facilities near Las Vegas, Nevada, Norfolk, 
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Virginia, and Aiken, South Carolina. The survey used sodium iodide crystals 

to determine radiation levels and a Doppler radar navigation system to pin

point the aircraft's position. By combining the radiation results with the loca

tion of the plane when the measurement was taken, scientists could construct 

an accurate topographical map or "footprint" of radiation levels in the area. In 

1967, the Aerial Radiation Measuring System (ARMS), as EG&G dubbed the 

survey operation, began to map the areas around commercial reactors. Nine 

years later, the same company surveyed the Three Mile Island power 

station. 25 

Between August 2 and 4, 1976, the team of EG&G scientists and techni

cians headed by AI Fritzsche surveyed a 625-square-mile area surrounding 

the Three Mile Island plant. Only the area directly over the station was omit

ted from the survey. The plant operator did not want to risk an aircraft 

crashing into the reactor, Fritzsche recalled, even though the containment 

buildings were designed to withstand the impact of a commercial airliner. This 

safety feature had been required due to the proximity of the plant to the Har

risburg International Airport. The crew flew across the twenty-five-mile grid at 

half-mile intervals at a height of five hundred feet. In addition, circular patterns 

with a one-mile radius were flown around the station at 500, 1000 and 2000 

feet. At the same time a ground team collected soil samples from two sites 
east and southeast of the plant. The scientists found that the radioisotopes 

which were detected and the gamma ray exposure rates associated with those 

isotopes were consistent with the expected normal background levels. 26 

Once the field survey was completed, the EG&G team headed back to Las 

Vegas to prepare maps illustrating the radiation levels around Three Mile 
Island and draft a final report of their findings. More than two years later, these 

maps would play a critical role in flights conducted by other EG&G aerial 
monitoring teams following the accident at Three Mile Island. 

The aerial surveys were only part of the Atomic Energy Commission's 

radiation safety program. In 1958 and 1959 each of the contractor-operated 

national laboratories and testing sites had organized groups of qualified scien

tists and technicians into radiological assistance teams. Not only would these 

teams respond immediately to an accident at their particular national labora

tory or site, but they would also travel to the scene of an accident if a source of 

radioactivity were endangering public health and safety. Any citizen could re-
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quest radiological assistance and help with a nuclear-related problem, ranging 

from a lost radioactive needle used in a hospital to a malfunction at a nuclear 

reactor. Should a truck carrying radioactive isotopes be involved in an acci

dent and the materials scattered, a radiological assistance team would move 

in, survey the area, locate the radioactivity, advise local officials and insure 

that no one was harmed. 27 

Radiological assistance teams were prepared to conduct a wide range of 

radiation monitoring. Using the latest field instruments and mobile vans 

equipped with computers, the teams could collect soil, air, water and vegeta

tion samples and analyze them quickly in the field. Recognizing new needs, 

team members continually improved radiation measuring instruments. For ex

ample, in the months before the Three Mile Island accident, a scientist at the 

Brookhaven National Laboratory in Upton, Long Island, had developed a 

sophisticated filter which allowed an accurate measurement of the presence 

of radioactive iodine-131 in the air. Such measurements had been difficult 

previously because radioactive xenon and krypton, fission productS which 

were present with iodine, emitted higher levels of gamma radiation, saturating 

existing instruments and allowing the iodine to go undetected. Since iodine-
131lodged in the thyroid gland unless preventive action were taken, this new 

instrumentation represented an important advance in protecting the public. 28 

Another recent development in radiological safety had taken place at the 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory in Livermore, California. There, scientists 

combined computer technology with meteorology to predict possible levels 

and areas of radioactive fallout. The system was tagged with a convoluted 

name, Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability, but the acronym ARAC was 
much easier to handle and few knew the system by any other name. After 

locating the radioactive cloud or plume through aerial measuring, the ARAC 

could use the levels detected in the plume to calculate the radiation levels of 

the source. Then, plotting these measurements against weather conditions 

and the topography of the area, within five minutes the computer could tell 

ground monitoring teams where they should expect to find radioactivity. Not 

only did this system integrate aerial and land radiation monitoring efforts, but 

when used properly it could also provide invaluable aid in evacuation plan

ning. 29 

Long before the crisis at Three Mile Island, then, these radiological assis-
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tance teams, under contract first to the Atomic Energy Commission, then the 

Energy Research and Development Administration, and finally the Depart
ment of Energy, were responding to radiation problems throughout the coun

try. Most of the problems were quickly solved. A short phone conversation 

would pinpoint the difficulty and a team member would explain how the in
dividual on the spot should handle the situation. At other times, a team would 

travel to the "hot spot" and work with authorities there to clear up the prob

lem. A few responses took longer. A number of radiological assistance teams 

had spent several weeks in the Marshall Islands in the Pacific Ocean working 

with natives who had been caught in fallout from a weapons test in 1954. In 

spite of the diversity of their work, the radiological assistance teams viewed 

their task as a limited one: to determine if radiation levels were high enough to 

endanger public health and safety. If no problem existed, their job was over. If 
there were a danger, they would continue to take radiation measurements 

and furnish that information to local authorities. 

The distinction· between determining risks to public health and safety and 

making policy was an important one. Anyone could request radiological as

sistance from the Department of Energy, but neither the Department nor the 

contracting laboratories could respond unless asked. To scientists, technicians 

and Department of Energy officials, local authorities were always. in com
mand. The radiological assistance response was informational and advisory 

only. Policy decisions, while based on radiological assistance or aerial 

measurements, were made by others, such as private citizens, corporations, a 

state or another federal agency. In the end, these groups were responsible for 
actions taken to protect the public. 30 

Eleven federal agencies could respond to a nuclear crisis. Built around the 
Interagency Radiological Assistance Plan, the combined federal ability to res
pond to nuclear accident was long-standing, but untried. 

Federal interagency cooperation on radiation monitoring, like the develop

ment of radiation assistance teams within the Atomic Energy Commission, 

grew out of the military experience. In November 1957, the Department of 
Defense and the Atomic Energy Commission began to develop formal emer

gency plans to cope with accidents involving atomic weapons. Four months 

later, in February 1958, the two agencies signed an agreement to coordinate 
radiation monitoring and medical safety efforts in responding to weapons ac

cidents. In October the agreement was extended to include mutual assistance · 
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in any radiological emergency, military or civilian. 31 

Shortly after the Atomic Energy Commission and the Department of 

Defense agreed to combine their radiological knowledge, the Commission 

recognized that even this joint capability might not be adequate to cope with a 

major radiation accident. Consequently, a meeting with representatives of 

several federal agencies produced the Interagency Committee on Radiologi

cal Assistance, which operated on an ad hoc basis until 1961. In that year a 

formal Interagency Radiological Assistance Plan was signed by the Atomic 

Energy Commission, the Departments of Defense, Health, Education and 

Welfare, Labor, Treasury and Commerce, the Office of Civil Defense Mobil

ization, the Federal Aviation Administration, the National Aeronautics and 

Space Administration, the Post Office Department and the Interstate Com

merce Commission. Since 1961, the Interagency Radiological Assistance Plan 

has been periodically revised, and the Environmental Protection Agency, the 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Department of Agriculture have be

come participants. 32 

Under the Interagency Radiological Assistance Plan, successive nuclear 

energy agencies-the Atomic Energy Commission, the Energy Research and 

Development Administration and the Department of Energy-assumed pri

mary responsibility for implementing and administering an emergency re

sponse in cooperation with other federal and state agencies. The Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission, created in 1975 when the Atomic Energy Commis

sion's responsibilities were divided between the Nuclear Regulatory Commis

sion and the Energy Research and Development Administration, was primari

ly responsible for licensing and inspecting reactors, and had neither the per

sonnel nor the equipment to conduct radiation monitoring. Under a March 8, 

1977, agreement between the Energy Research and Development Ad

ministration and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the latter would "notify 

the ERDA immediately of an emergency involving N.KC licensees, facilities, or 

activities when NRC expects or anticipates that assistance and support from 

ERDA will be required." In return, the Energy Research and Development 

Administration was expected to "provide the resources of the Nuclear 

Emergency Search Team (NEST) and Aerial Radiological Measuring System 

(ARMS) assistance and radiological emergency assistance to support the 

Nuclear Kegulatory Commission response to emergencies to the extent these 
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capabilities are available and, with respect to radiological assistance, in ac

cordance with the Interagency Radiological Assistance Plan." 

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission-Energy Research and Development 

Administration agreement also provided that the Administration would 

undertake aerial radiological survey mapping of all nuclear sites, as had been 

done at Three Mile Island. When the Administration became part of the De

partment of Energy in October 1977, the agreement remained unchanged. 

When radiological monitoring, evacuation or medical assistance under the In

teragency Radiological Assistance Plan was required, such help would be re

quested by local authorities through the regional field offices of the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission or the Department of Energy. The Nuclear Regula
tory Commission regional office at King of Prussia, near Philadelphia, and the 

Department of Energy office at the Brookhaven National Laboratory on Long 
Island had initial responsibility for Three Mile Island. 33 

In the event of a nuclear emergency, the Department of Energy's response 

would be governed in part by the "Emergency Planning, Preparedness, and 

Response Program," an Energy Research and Development Administration 
manual chapter written in the summer and fall of 1976. The program outlined 

the responsibilities of the Energy Research and Development Administration 

headquarters and regional staff as well as those of the Administration's con
tracting laboratories. When the Department of Energy assumed the Energy 

Research and Development Administration's responsibilities in 1977, the 
guidelines were not changed. 34 

Accordingly, when an emergency report came in to the Emergency Opera
tions Center at the Department of Energy headquarters in Germantown, 

Maryland, the duty officer would obtain all the available facts and determine 
what additional actions should be taken. If the emergency appeared signifi

cant, such as an accidental release of radioactivity that presented a serious 

health hazard to the public, a group of senior Department of Energy officials 

known as the Emergency Action Coordinating Team would meet to discuss 
and coordinate the Department's response. Once a decision to respond was 

reached, the Emergency Action Coordinating T earn would marshal the 

Department's radiation assistance resources. 35 

The manual clearly indicated that the original jurisdiction in a radiological 

incident at a commercial power reactor belonged to the individual or organi-
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zation in control. However, it noted, other civil authorities such as local or 

state governments or another federal agency might take over. "Energy 

Research and Development Administration radiological assistance operations 

conducted on a site not under the jursidiction of the Energy Research and De

velopment Administration are normally those emergency actions approved or 
requested by the individual organization in control ... or an appropriate local 

civil authority. 36 

Once assistance had been requested for on-site accidents, the radiological 

assistance team closest to the scene would respond and, if necessary, establish 
a local command post to communicate with headquarters. lhe Department 

could quickly assemble equipment and alert personnel from the Aerial 

Measuring Systems operations in Las Vegas, Nevada and Andrews Air Force 

Base, Maryland. Additional radiological assistance teams from regional offices 

located in New York, Tennessee, South Carolina, Illinois, Washington, Idaho, 
New Mexico and California would also be alerted. Officials estimated that 

radiological assistance could be at the scene a few hours after notification. 37 

The equipment, the personnel, the guidelines for action were thus prepared 

and ready to respond to a nuclear accident before the spring of 1979. For 

twenty years radiological assistance teams and aerial monitoring crews had 

been honing their skills. It was upon this foundation that the Atomic Energy 

Commission, the Energy Research and Development Administration and the 

Department of Energy had constructed a continually evolving preparedness 

plan for a radiological emergency. Although there was a plan, it had never 

been seriously tested, but the personnel, resources and experience were avail

able. Three Mile Island would thoroughly test the plan and the people. 
In spite of this tradition of advance preparation, the Three Mile Island acci

dent occurred at a critical moment in the history of federal planning for nu

clear emergencies. On March 30, two days after the accident began, the 

General Accounting Office published a report to Congress entitled "Areas 

around Nuclear Facilities should be better prepared for Radiological Emergen

cies." The report warned that "there is only limited assurance that persons liv

ing or working near nuclear facilities would be adequately protected in case of 

a serious-although unlikely-nuclear accident." The report discussed "defi

ciencies in planning and preparedness" for emergencies at various faclllll~s 

operated by the Department of Energy, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

and the Depart.ment of Defense. Emergency plans were rarely tested in 
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emergency drills, and tests were often limited to the facility itself. Federal 

agencies and plant operators relied on state and local governments for off-site 

emergency measures for which they were ill prepared. The report, despite its 

emphasis on the need for a new federal emergency agency, did not mention 

the Interagency Radiological Assistance Plan. 38 

Whatever the validity of the General Accounting Office report, its critical 

tone suggested that the Three Mile Island accident would be, among other 

things, an opportunity for federal, state and local agencies to show they could 

respond to a nuclear emergency. Fire or not, the firemen would answer In · 

force. 

The Three Mile Island accident also occurred at a time of mounting public 

concern and debate over the future of nuclear power. The film The China 

Syndrome and the General Accounting Office report reflected this concern. In 

this atmosphere of doubt, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission withdrew its 

endorsement of the summary of the Rasmussen Report, the Commission's 

own study stressing the safety of nuclear reactors. The Commission also shut 

down five eastern nuclear plants because of their dubious capacity to with

stand earthquakes. The Clamshell Alliance, an anti-nuclear group, was cam

paigning to halt construction of the plant in Seabrook, New Hampshire. The 

award of damages to the estate of the late Karen Silkwood, a worker in an 

Oklahoma nuclear plant, suggested that the nuclear industry was not merely 

negligent, but possibly criminal, in its activities. The China Syndrome played 

upon this suspicion. 39 

These developments were crucial in amplifying the effect the Three Mile 

Island accident had on both public perceptions and government action. Th~ 

accident occurred within a political context that questioned not merely the 

safety of nuclear power in the United States, but its very right to exist. The In

teragency Radiological Assistance Plan was unknown to most Americans. To 

the general public at the end of March 1979, the looming towers of nuclear 

power plants had become a source of danger, rather than power. Fear stalked 

the land. Some thought they had seen the fifth horseman of the Apocalypse, 

and it was nuclear power. 
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What seemed like a cleanup operation began 
to grow. It became a political response, not a 
scientific one. 

Robert Friess 

T 
he weather on Long Island was crisp and clear, unusually pleasant 

for the end of March. Nathaniel Greenhouse, captain of a radiation 

assistance team at Brookhaven National Laboratory, decided to take 

advantage of the weather to ride his bicycle the several miles to work. He was 

finishing his coffee when the phone rang shortly after seven. A security officer 

at Brookhaven was on the other end of the line. He had just received a call 

from the control room at the Three Mile Island nuclear power station in Penn· 

sylvania, he told Greenhouse. The caller had reported a possible radiation 

problem; high levels of radioactivity were being detected in the containment 

building surrounding the reactor.' 

Greenhouse noted the control room's phone number and called im· 
mediately. Yes, someone told him, the plant had experienced a lack of feed· 

water and a radiation monitor in the dome of the containment building was 

reading six hundred Roentgens per hour, enough to be fatal. Possibly, the 

man added, there was a leak from the primary into the secondary coolant and 

this was causing the high radiation levels. Was the plant requesting radio· 
logical assistance, Greenhouse asked. No, the voice answered, the control 

room only wanted to alert the radiological assistance team as required by the 

plant's emergency procedures manual. Then the phone went dead. It was the 

last contact Brookhaven and the Department of Energy would have with the 

stricken plant. 2 

Even though the power plant had not requested any help, Greenhouse 

wanted to be ready if a radiological assistance team were needed. He phoned 

his department head, Charles Meinhold, and explained the situation. They 

quickly decided to have all the Brookhaven teams report immediately on a 

standby alert. What Greenhouse had originally envisioned as an "exercise" 

was rapidly developing into something much larRer. Moreover, his own at-
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tempt at exercise, a leisurely bicycle ride to the office, became a casualty of the 

need for swift preparation. 3 

Within an hour radiation safety experts had gathered at Brookhaven's Safe
ty and Environmental Protection Division to make contingency plans. Mein

hold explained that the reactor had suffered some fuel damage. With this in 

mind, the Brookhaven scientists began selecting the radiation detection equip

ment they would need, including a newly developed instrument which de

tected the presence of radioactive iodine. At the same time, Robert Friess, 

assistant director of the Department of Energy's Brookhaven Area Office, 
started making arrangements with the U.S. Coast Guard to fiy the radiation 

assistance teams and their equipment to Pennsylvania. Friess had difficulty 

making the phone call as the Coast Guard's telephone numbers had been 

changed. He finally reached them and was assured that the Coast Guard 

would provide two helicopters. 4 

While Friess was trying to line up Coast Guard assistance, his chief, David 

Schweller, was on another line notifying the Department of Energy's Emer

gency Operations Center in Germantown of the situation at Three Mile Island. 
Schweller repeated the information that Greenhouse had received from the 

Three Mile Island Unit 2 control room. Although the utility was not requesting 

any assistance, Schweller said, given the high radiation levels reported in con

tainment, he felt the plant had a "substantial" problem. In fact, Schweller told 

the Emergency Operations Center, conditions warranted sending the Brook

haven radiological assistance team to Three Mile Island. Consequently, he 

had asked the Coast Guard for support and everyone was standing by to go 

to Three Mile Island. The large clock on the wall read 8:05. More than four 
hours had passed since the reactor had tripped. 5 

No sooner had Schweller hung up after reporting to the Emergency Opera

tions Center than· his phone rang. Robert Bores, a scientist at the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission's Region I headquarters in King of Prussia, Penn

sylvani~, called to provide current intormation on the power station. Unit ~ 

had tripped earlier in the morning, Bores said, and possibly some of the fuel 
rods had melted. Radiation levels in the containment dome were high, 

perhaps between two hundred and six hundred Roentgens per hour. Bores 

also explained that the auxiliary building was contaminated and some radio

active gases had vented into the environment. Had Brookhaven sent anyone 

to Three Mile Island, Bores asked. Not yet, Schweller answered; did the 
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Nuclear Regulatory Commisson want a radiological assistance team? Bores 
said no, he didn't think anyone was needed at this time, but the Brookhaven 
crew should stand by. By then Schweller believed that, as he said later, 

something was "very grossly wrong down there." 6 

Brookhaven personnel may have been standing by, but they were not 

standing still. Convinced that initial reports of the accident indicated a serious 
problem and puzzled that neither the utility nor the Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission had requested their assistance, Charles Meinhold, the head of Brook
haven's radiation safety division, sought another way to get the Brookhaven 
team involved. Meinhold had directed a training program in radiation safety at 
Brookhaven for many years and had spent over two decades working in the 
radiation health field. One possible avenue of involvement, he thought, lay 
through the Pennsylvania Bureau of Radiation Protection in Harrisburg. The 
director of the Bureau, Thomas Gerusky, had gone to school with Meinhold 
at the University of Rochester. Later they had worked together at Brookhaven 

before Gerusky moved to Pennsylvania. Moreover, Margaret Reilly, 
Gerusky's assistant, was a former student of Meinhold's and had worked with 
him on a radiation safety project in the Marshall Islands the previous year. So 
Meinhold called with an offer of assistance. Gerusky, however, was reluctant 
to initiate a large federal response because there had been no unusual radia
tion detected off the island. But if anything developed, he promised Meinhold, 

he would call Brookhaven immediately. 7 

By nine in the morning, five hours after the Unit 2 reactor had malfunc
tioned and two hours after the utility had notified the radiological assistance 
team, Brookhaven scientists remained frustrated in their attempt to assist at 
Three Mile Island. Both Schweller and Friess strongly believed that the team 
should be assisting. Yet it could not respond without a specific request and 
Metropolitan Edison had never followed up its initial report or asked for any 
help. What was occurring on the island after the control room's call to Brook
haven emphasized the developing dilemma: radiation levels were rising within 
the reactor, but utility monitoring teams were finding only minimal radiation 
levels off the island. Consequently, neither Bores nor Gerusky cared to initiate 
a federal response with its attendant costs and public reaction without more 
conclusive evidence of danger to public health and safety. 8 

************** 
Shortly after seven a.m., the plant had declared a "site emergency" indi-
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eating that there had been an uncontrolled release of radioactivity into the im

mediate plant area. Just minutes after Greenhouse had spoken to the control 

room, emergency workers were ordered out of the auxiliary building due to 

rising radiation levels. A Bureau of Radiation Protection engineer who heard 

the evacuation order being given while he was talking to the control room 

from Gerusky's office thought to himself, "This is a biggie." Still, the accident 

appeared controllable. 9
-

During the site emergency, control room personnel began to alert state and 

federal authorities. The Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency in 

Harrisburg, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in King of Prussia, and the 

radiological assistance team at Brookhaven were all notified according to the 

long-established emergency plan. Under these emergency procedures this 

limited notification was all that was required. But the emergency quickly es
calated.10 

Inside the plant the incident certainly looked like a "biggie," and it was get

ting bigger. An alarm on the radiation monitor in the dome of the containment 

building had gone off just after the control room talked with Greenhouse. At 

7:24 the station manager had declared a general emergency because he felt 

that potential existed for "serious radiological consequences" to public health 

and safety. The plant had notified state authorities and the director of the 

Dauphin County Civil Defense agency. By 7:55, in response to the utility's re

quest, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission opened a direct telephone line 

between the Unit 2 control room and King of Prussia. No one, however, noti

fied those best prepared to respond to a radiological threat, the team at 

Brookhaven. 11 

As conditions inside the power plant worsened, off the island the situation 

appeared stable and safe. Metropolitan Edison sent out survey teams to mea

sure radiation levels at several spots around the plant. While one team re

ported increasing levels inside the auxiliary building, on the perimeter of the 

island little radiation was detected. T earns found levels under one millirem per 

hour on the west shore of the island and the same levels on the east side 

paralleling Route 441. A Pennsylvania state police helicopter ferried another 

team across the Susquehanna River to Goldsboro. Again, no unusual levels of 

radiation could be detected. As a result, the plant operators and Pennsylvama 

officials concluded that the accident at Three Mile Island was under control. 12 

Nonetheless, radioactivity in the reactor building continued to increase. 
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Shortly after a group of Nuclear Regulatory Commission inspectors arrived at 

the plant from King of Prussia, radiation in the Unit 2 control room rose above 

acceptable levels. The operators strapped on face masks to filter out airborne 

radioactive particles, but the respirators muffled their voices and communica

tions became jumbled and difficult. 13 

Outside the plant radiation monitoring continued. In the early hours of the 

accident the state and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission were dependent 

upon the Metropolitan Edison survey teams for radiation measurements. 

Lieutenant Governor William Scranton Ill told reporters that the utility had 

been monitoring the area around the plant since the accident and "no in

crease in normal radiation levels" had been detected through mid-morning. 

Later the Bureau of Radiation Protection sent its own people into the field. 14 

After 10:30 the Metropolitan Edison survey teams reported higher ex

posure rates, in the 3 millirem per hour range. A Bureau of Radiation Protec

tion crew found similar levels. Quick field estimates by the utility indicated 

high and possibly dangerous concentrations of radioactive iodine. This 

discovery, which later proved incorrect, alarmed Maggie Reilly and she de

cided that the Bureau would have to take a close look at the milk from local 

dairies. It may also have softened her resistance to Brookhaven's offer of 

aidY 
While the Metropolitan Edison survey teams were looking for radioactive 

iodine, Brookhaven officials continued to offer assistance. By nine a.m. 

Schweller had told Bores, the acting duty officer at King of Prussia, that he 

had two radiological assistance teams standing by. He also explained that ad
ditional Department of Energy resources were available in the form of an 

aerial radiation monitoring team located at Andrews Air Force Base near 

Washington, D.C. An hour later, Schweller's assistant, Bob Friess, asked Bores 

if he wanted the Andrews group to make an aerial survey of the radiation 

levels in the atmosphere above the power station. Bores declined the offer, 

because no off-site releases had yet been detected. Friess thought that was 

"crazy" and called the Emergency Operations Center to have the Aerial 

Measuring System/Nuclear Emergency Search Team (AMS/NEST as they 

were usually called) put on alert anyway. Friess' decision proved prescient. 

Moments later Bores called Friess, requesting that AMS/NEST be put on 

stand-by alert. Bores also wanted to know how long it would take the AMS/ 

NEST aircraft to reach Three Mile Island from Andrews. Friess didn't know 
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but said he would check and get back to Bores. About forty-five minutes later 
Friess got through the loaded telephone circuits to Bores. The AMS/NEST 

crew could be at the site within two or three hours of notification. Did Bores 

also want to make use of the Brookhaven teams, Friess inquired. Again Bores 

declined, but suggested that Friess re-establish contact with the Bureau of 

Radiation Protection. Soon, Meinhold was back on the phone to his former 

student, Maggie Reilly. It was nearly eleven. 16 

************** 
As the size and seriousn~ss of the accident became more evident durin~ the 

mid-morning hours, the Emergency Operations Center mobilized to meet the 

crisis. Located in a series of windowless rooms in the basement of the Depart
ment of Energy building in Germantown, Maryland, about twenty-five miles 

from downtown Washington, the Center kept a twenty-four-hour watch in the 

event of an emergency. Maps, movie screens, and pictures dotted the walls, 

telephones were scattered on a long conference table. To one side a photo
copying machine stood ready to produce extra copies of documents coming 

over the telefax system next to it. As people came to work Wednesday morn

ing and word of an accident at a nuclear power plant spread, the sound of 
concerned· voices and jangling telephones quickly began to fill the Center. 

The first call had come from Dave Schweller at the Department's Brook

haven area office around 8:45. A call to the Nuclear Reguiatory Commission's 
Incident Response Center in Bethesda, Maryland, confirmed the seriousness 

of the problem. Still, the Department's resources had not been called in, only 

notified. During the next hour the staff contacted officials from the Office of 

Military Application, which was responsible for the Center's day-to-day opera

tion. They also notified officials in the Office of Environmental Safety and the 

Office of Energy Technology, both of which had an important stake in the 
events at Three Mile Island. On Friess' recommendation the Center also 

alerted Herbert F. Hahn, the Department's representative at the AMS/NEST 

operation at Andrews. At 10:45 Major General Joseph K. Bratton, the Direc
tor of the Office of Military Application and the head of the Emergency Action 

Coordinating T earn, ordered that the team convene to respond to the acci

dent as effectively as possible. By the time the team met at eleven o'clock, the 

Center had already alerted radiological assistance teams from the Bettis 

Atomic Power Laboratory near Pittsburgh and the Oak Ridge National Lab

oratory in Tennessee, in addition to those at Brookhaven and Andrews. 17 
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Under the Radiation Assistance Plan for Region I, where the Three Mile 
Island reactor was located, the Department of Energy's Brookhaven office 
had primary responsibility for any nuclear accident. As events unfolded dur
ing the morning, Schweller and Friess were still trying to coordinate the De
partment's response with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Pennsylvania 
authorities, the Brookhaven National Laboratory, the AMS/NEST crew at 

Andrews Air Force Base, and finally the Emergency Operations Center. But 
the complexity of events soon transferred that leadership from the Brook
haven Area Office to the Emergency Operations Center. 

Just as the Emergency Action Coordinating Team meeting convened at 
eleven a.m., the plant supervisor at the .Unit 2 control room on Three Mile 
Island became alarmed at the increasing levels of radiation and ordered all 
non-essential personnel off the island. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
which still maintained a direct telephone line to the control room, must have 
realized the implications of the order and called the Emergency Operations 
Center with a formal request for the AMS/NEST aerial monitoring team. At 
the same time, Meinhold ·was trying to convince Reilly and the Bureau of Ra
diation Protection that Brookhaven scientists and equipment ought to be at 

Three Mile Island. The. utility thought it had detected radioactive iodine, and 
Brookhaven scientists had developed just the instrument to monitor it accu
rately, Meinhold reasoned. Unaware that the field reports on the iodine were 
erroneous, Reilly finally gave in. "All right, Charley," she sighed, "why don't 

you come." Meinhold later recalled thinking that Reilly meant only him when 
she said "you." But he interpreted the word as he wanted. to interpret it and 
made final arrangements to send down the two Brookhaven teams. 18 

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission made it quite clear that it was request
ing AMS/NEST assistance and not the resources from Brookhaven. Penn
sylvania's Bureau of Radiation Protection, on the other hand, asked only for 
Brookhaven help. As the need for centralized coordination became clearer, 
the Emergency Operations Center became the logical answer. Department of
ficials perceived the Three Mile Island situation as an environmental problem, 
not a nuclear one. Consequently, Whittie J. (Jack) McCool, a long time envi
ronmental specialist and Department employee whose career stretched back 
to the early days of the Atomic Energy Commission, directed the Depart
ment's various response efforts from the Germantown Emergency Operations 
Center. 19 Since the Department of Energy would be responding to separate 
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requests - one federal, the other state - coordination between the field and 

headquarters would be absolutely essential as the response grew. 
The Department of Energy coordinated its people in the field, but did not 

fully coordinate its activities at headquarters. In this sense, the right hand did 

not always know what the left was doing. Herbert Feinroth, Chief of the Reac-. 

tor Evaluation Branch in the Office of Energy Technology, received a mes

sage to come to the office of the director of Nuclear Energy Programs, Robert 

Ferguson. The Assistant Secretary of Energy Technology, John M. Deutch, 

had heard about the accident at Three Mile Island and wanted a oersonal rep
resentative on the scene, and Feinroth had been selected, Ferguson said. 

Feinroth agreed and left to hunt up a government car and a radiation badge. 

There was the inevitable delay in commandeering an automobile and it took 

two hours to get one. Then word came from Deutch's office: the trip was off. 

Deutch, unaware of the Department's response capability, had learned that 

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission was responding to the accident, decided 

that the problem was not one for the Department of Energy at that time and 

concluded that Feinroth did not need to go to Pennsylvania. This would not 

be the last time that the nuclear reactor people proved uninformed about the 

activities of those in environmental safety. 20 

As in any crisis, many individuals central to the Department of Energy's 

emergency response were involved in their daily routine when first notified of 

the Three Mile Island accident. L. Joe Deal, the chief of Environmental Pro

tection and Safety, was attending a meeting at the National Bureau of Stan

dards bUildmg m Ga1thersburg, Maryland, a tew miles trom Germantown. 

Deal had held the meeting there to escape the frequent interruptions likely to 

occur at Germantown. On the morning of March 28, Deal's careful plans for a 

quiet meeting soon went awry. 21 

Joe Deal had worked in the radiation health physics field since 1944, first at 

Oak Ridge after graduation from Lenoir-Rhyne College, then at Brookhaven, 

and subsequentlv with the U.S. Navy during several nuclear WP.i'lpons tP.sts in 

the Pacific. He had come back to Washington with the Atomic Energy Com

mission's Division of Biology and Medicine, which set up the first radiological 

assistance teams. Later, Deal had worked with F. Rnymond Zintz, drawinq up 

the Interagency Radiological Assistance Plan intended to coordinate federal 

efforts during a nuclear accident. As chief of the Environmental Protection 

and Public Safety branch, Deal continued to have an influential voice in the 
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field of radiation safety. So it was not surprising that the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission's Incident Response Center tracked Deal to his hideaway to in

form him of the problem at Three Mile Island. 22 

Deal asked his assistant, L.J. Beaufait, to alert the AMS/NEST group at An

drews and the Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability, known as ARAC, at 

the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory in California. Beaufait left the meeting 

and attempted first to phone the AMS/NEST headquarters in Las Vegas, but 

the line was busy. He had better luck reaching Herb Hahn at Andrews. 
Beaufait's news was the first Hahn had heard about the reactor and he im

mediately alerted the EG&G scientist in charge of the equipment to get ready. 

Beaufait tried Las Vegas again. He reached the manager of the AMS/NEST 

operations, John F. (Jack) Doyle, and told him to prepare for a response to 
the accident. It was 9:45 a.m. in Washington and three hours earlier in 

Nevada when Doyle began to assemble AMS/NEST resources. Beaufait then 

headed back to his Germantown office. From there he called the Livermore 

Laboratory and asked them to activate the ARAC computers. Within hours 

ARAC was projecting radiation levels in the plume spreading out from Three 

Mile Island. These predictions, based on weather conditions, topography and 
radiological information, were immediately passed on to the Emergency Op

erations Center and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 23 

The initial alert at Andrews produced what may best be described as the 

"telephone effect." In that children's game a phrase or sentence is whispered 

from one player to the next down a line or around a circle. The final message 
is then compared with the original, which, to the players' amusement, is vastly 

different. The same effect occurred when G. Robert Shipman, the EG&G 

scientist and acting duty officer, received a garbled message instructing him to 
prepare the AMS/NEST resources for a possible response to a nuclear acci
dent. Fortunately, the confusion did not affect Shipman's ability to respond. 

The game began, quite unintentionally, when Shipman phoned the Emergen

cy Operations Center to get additional information shortly after Hahn had 

relayed Beaufait's alert. He needed to obtain maps of the area around the 
reactor to plan the monitoring flights. The accident was taking place at the 

Nine Mile Island reactor on Long Island, Shipman was told. Checking the list 

of operating reactors, he discovered that there was no Nine Mile Island. But 

two sounded as if they might be the one - Three Mile Island near Harrisburg, 
Pennsylvania, and Nine Mile Point on Lake Erie in upstate New York. Realiz-



ing that accurate topographical maps would be essential, Shipman dispatched 
someone to buy from the U.S. Geological Survey maps showing the area 

around both plants. Although in the end the "telephone effect" did nothing 
more than stick Shipman with a good number of extra maps of Nine Mile 

Point, the maps he brought to Three Mile Island proved extremely important, 
since no other monitoring group or agency had any maps except some hastily 

obtained at a local gas station. 24 

Part of the message to Shipman had come through very clearly. There had 

been a "significant release off site," and Shipman, a Ph.D. in nuclear physics 

from the University of Florida, realized that after operating for a time, a nu
clear reactor would build up a sizeable inventory of radioactive fission pro

ducts such as iodine and cesium. The potential threat, he reasoned, could be 

"extreme." He immediately went to the AMS/NEST equipment room to 

check out and pack up the instruments an advance party might use. Since in
formation on the reactor was spotty, Shipman decided to take nearly every 

type of instrument in the AMS/NEST inventory. Better to haul along too 

much than too little, he thought. 25 

As Shipman readied the equipment, Herb Hahn wrestled with another 

problem: how to get the scientists and their instruments to Three Mile Island 

should it prove necessary. Most of the AMS/NEST aircraft were away from 

Andrews on another mission and the small H-500 helicopter sat alone in the 

EG&G hangar. It would be able to ferry some of the equipment or some of 

the personnel, but it could not carry both. The solution to Hahn's dilemma sat 

on the runway next to the EG&G hangar - several large Air Force heli
copters of the 1st Helicopter Squadron. Hahn phoned the squadron's com

mander, Lieutenant Colonel John L. Wells, explained the situation and asked 

if Wells could help out. 26 

Wells recognized the urgency of the request but had no official authoriza

tion to order his helicopters on such a mission. Yet time was crucial. Delays 

could be dangerous. So Wells scheduled a "training flight" to the Harrisburg 

area and asked for-volunteers. He carefully explained that those who might 

go would encounter "hazards of unknown proportions." A full crew had vol
unteered in minutes and when the call came to fly, they just "went ahead and 

went," as one crew member pulllY 

The request that the AMS/NEST crew assist at Three Mile Island came 

from Bob Bores of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission shortly after eleven 
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a.m. The aircraft was to fly to Capital City Airport in New Cumberland, about 
eight miles northwest of the plant, an? await further instructions. 28 

Once AMS/NEST had been called to the scene other logistics had to be 
considered. While Shipman and Ike Harris loaded the advance party's gear 

into an Air Force helicopter, Hahn arranged that the H-500, owned by the 
Department of Energy and flown by EG&G, would bring the balance of the 
equipment later. For Hahn the important task was to establish a command 
post at Capital City Airport. He had learned in field exercises and earlier call
outs that a coordination center at the scene was essential. Achieving coordina
tion and cooperation among Brookhaven teams working for the state, the 
AMS/NEST group flying for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and the 
Department of Energy's Emergency Operations·Center would not be easy. 
Moreover, hangar space and gasoline supplies for aircraft, an area for scien
tists to locate their instruments and field laboratories, a telephone communica
tions center and motel rooms for people working out of the command post 
had to be arranged. While the scientists and technicians monitored radiation 
levels, Hahn faced a less romantic but equally vital task. As the first helicopter 
lifted off and headed toward Pennsylvania, Hahn looked at his watch. It read 
ten minutes to one. Nearly nine hours had elapsed since the Unit 2 reactor 
had tripped. 29 

The Capital City Airport in New Cumberland had once been the hub of air 
transportation for Harrisburg and the surrounding area. But Capital City had 
become a quiet backwater when Olmstead Air Force Base closed down and 
was converted to civilian purposes. Renamed the Harrisburg International Air
port, the old base had subsequently absorbed the bulk of commercial air traf
fic. The Governor's plane remained at Capital City and the State Department 
of Transportation maintained a hangar there. The rest of the airport was used 
by private planes and the Civil Air Patrol. 

The thrupp-thrupp-thrupp of the Air Force helicopter jarred the little airport 
at 1:45 p.m. on March 28. For the next two weeks Capital City Airport would 

be the buzzing cente~ of the Department of Energy's response to Three Mile 

Island. 30 

The advance AMS/NEST party. from Andrews Air Force Base touched 

down and Hahn bounded out of the helicopter to find the airport manager 
and establish contact with the Emergency Operations Center. Meanwhile, 
Shipman, Harris and the helicopter crew unloaded the equipment. Dropping 
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out of the blue, as he literally did, Hahn's presence and his insistence on ob

taining office space might have caused more alarm than cooperation. But a 

quick explanation of the situation at Three Mile Island and of the Department 

of Energy's responsibilities and needs eased any doubts. Moments later Hahn 

moved into a vacant office, checked in with the Emergency Operations Cen
ter, and spoke with the telephone company about installing additional lines. 

Then he worked on motel arrangements for the AMS/NEST and Brook

haven teams, an activity which foreshadowed a prolonged monitoring effort. 31 

The afternoon of the 28th was clear and cold. The flight from Andrews to 
Capital City had been uneventful except for one incident. As the helicopter 

approached Three Mile Island the red light of the Inflight Blade Inspection 
System (IBIS) blinked on. The system is a safety feature: when lit, it warns the 

pilot that at least one of the helicopter's rotor blades has been damaged and 

the aircraft should land immediately. But this time the light blinked off. The 

pilot assumed that the system had malfunctioned and he continued to Capital 
City. 32 

Minutes later the Coast Guard helicopter carrying the Brookhaven team ar

rived. The Bureau of Radiation Protection had sent them to the helipad at the 
Holy Spirit Hospital, not far from the Bureau's offices in downtown Har

risburg, but the landing area was too small, so the helicopter flew to Capital Ci

ty. Near the airport, the helicopter narrowly avoided colliding with a small 

private plane, but the Coast Guard pilot, like his Air Force colleague, was con

cerned because the light on his IBIS system had lit up. He was also puzzled 

when it winked off. On the ground, a comparison of notes solved the riddle. 

Radiation, the two pilots realized, triggered the blade inspection system. 

Should something happen to a rotor blade, a small radioactive source was 

released, setting off the warning light on the helicopter's instrument panel. 

Nothing was wrong with the blades, the pilots and scientists decided. Rather, 

both helicopters had flown through the invisible radioactive cloud, or plume, 

as they passed near Three Mile Island. Radioactive xenon escaping from the 

reactor had triggered the alarm. Since xenon is a noble gas and does not com

bine with other elements, when the helicopters left the piume, the radioactivity 

dissipated and the light went out. 33 

While the Brookhaven radiological assistance team did not consider xenon 

to be an environmental hazard, they were concerned about the possible pres

ence of radioactive iodine. Immediately they "swept" the Coast Guard heli-
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copter with their instruments and began taking soil, air, water and vegetation 

samples around the airport. All were free of abnormal radioactivity. 34 

By late afternoon cars from the Bureau of Radiation Protection picked up 

the Brookhaven team and drove them to Gerusky's office in the Fulton Build

ing for a briefing with Maggie Reilly. The office was a chaos of ringing tele
phones and insistent people. Bob Friess was shocked by the disorganization. 

Gerusky's staff was simply too small and too harried to cope adequately with 

the increased demands which had been placed on them. Friess decided that 

someone from Brookhaven should man a phone in the Bureau's office to 

facilitate communications with Hahn at the Capital City command post. By 

then it was apparent to Freiss that his group would be staying overnight. They 

had not expected that, and none had brought a change of clothing. 35 

************** 
The IBIS alarms on the two helicopters indicated only that there was radio-

activity in the air over Three Mile Island. How much radioactivity and where it 

was drifting were key pieces to the puzzle for the scientists from AMS/NEST. 
When the rest of their equipment arrived with pilot Jac Watson just before 

three in the afternoon, Bob Shipman set out to find some of the answers. 
Shipman and Watson eased their chopper off the Capital City runway and 

headed out over the Susquehanna. Shipman wanted to get a "water count" 
for his instruments. Since water does not conduct radioactivity, Shipman 

could obtain an accurate background reading by which he could set his highly 

sensitive instruments. Because the equipment was calibrated to detect very 

low levels of radioactivity, Shipman wanted to be certain of background radia

tion in the area in order to determine the levels in the plume. 36 

When the water count was completed, the helicopter began a slow circle 

toward the plant. It was about two thirds of the way through the arc when 

Shipman's sensitive instruments started going crazy, the needles on the 

meters pegged to the limit. Shipman shouted to Watson and the pilot veered 

quickly away from the area. The needles returned to normal. 37 

Shipman knew that his equipment was sensitive to extremely low levels of 

radiation, but the fact that the plume from the power plant had saturated the 

instruments alarmed him. He estimated the level three miles from the plant to 

be "a few" milliroentgens per hour, yet he could not be certain. Then the two 

men began to fly in and out of the invisible plume, tracking it with radiation 

counters. Wh<;m the count dramatically increased, they knew they had en-
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tered the plume. When the count dropped off, they had left it. In this manner 

they tracked the plume to a ridge line sixteen miles north of Harrisburg. After 

an hour of tracking, Watson headed back to Capital City. Once more he flew 

over the river. Shipman's instruments registered normal background radiation 
levels, which indicated that the helicopter had not been contaminated. This 

meant, Shipman reasoned, that the plume consisted only of noble gases, 

primarily xenon, and not the more dangerous fission products such as cesium, 

iodine or strontium that would have adhered to the aircraft. 38 

As maps, equipment and people overflowed the vacant office Hahn had 
commandeered earlier in the afternoon, he realized that the growing opera

tion would need more space. The local telephone company asked how many 

phones should be installed. Off the top of his head Hahn said a dozen. Fine -
the installers would be at the airport at eight the next morning. Where should 
they put the phones? Hahn paused. He would let them know tomorrow when 

they arrived. He would have to find a new command post. 39 

That evening Hahn checked over three possible command post areas at the 

airport. From past operations he knew that an area that was easily protected 

from the public and could be expanded as the operation grew would be best. 
He selected an unused office area in the barn-red Pennsylvania Department 

of Transportation hangar. The rooms were dusty and lacked any furniture, but 

there was more than enough space. The hangar area to the rear of the office 
space was clean and could also be used. Over the next few days, charts, maps, 

pictures and signs were taped and tacked to the faded grey-green walls, and 

picnic tables and chairs supplied by the Middletown FirP. Department held 

stacks of papers, ringing telephones, busy scientists, portable laboratory equip
ment and a host of people coordinating the activities of the Department of 

Energy's response at Three Mile Island. 40 

************** 
A flurry of Department of Energy activity was also taking place that after-

noon away from Capital City Airport. Personnel at the Emergency Operations 

Center in Germantown, by then realizing that the accident was a major event, 

decided that more resources should be transported to Three Mile Island. But 

before this could be done, lines of command had to be established. There was 
some confuston over the relationship among different agencies and groups re

sponding to the emergency. No one knew for sure who was running the show 

for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Was it someone from the Region I 
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office at King of Prussia? Several people from that office had been in the Unit 

2 control room since mid-morning. Or was it an official at the Incident 
Response Center in Bethesda? With whom should the command post deal 
when the AMS/NEST scientists had completed a plume flight? Should some

one call King of Prussia, or Bethesda, or Germantown? Pennsylvania officials 
were also uncertain of the lines of command. 

To improve coordination among the Brookhaven radiological assistance 
teams, the AMS/NEST people, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the 
Pennsylvania Bureau of Radiation Protection, the directors of the Emergency 
Operations Center decided to send David E. (Ed) Patterson, chief of the En
vironmental Compliance Office's safety analysis branch, to Capital City Air
port as the Department's senior representative at the scene. Patterson signed 
out a government car and drove to Pennsylvania that evening. With a coor
dinator at the command post, the Emergency Operations Center staff felt 
more comfortable about calling in additional resources. Brookhaven agreed to 
send five additional people and the Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory prepared 
to dispatch two additional radiological assistance teams of six scientists and 
technicians each. Ano~her team at the Argonne National Laboratory west of 
Chicago prepared to come. 41 

The two Brookhaven monitoring teams already on the scene met with Reil
ly before starting out on their sampling missions. The first team left the Fulton 
Building in a chilly rain and drove out of Harrisburg toward Hummelstown. 
Using that day's New York Times weather maps to check the prevailing wind 
direction, the team found the edge of the radioactive plu_me extending ten 
miles north of the plant near Hummelstown on Route 441. From there they 
drove south on 441 to Route 283 north of Middletown, collecting samples of 
ve$etation, soil and water as they went. A second team went out after dinner, 
around Gight o'clock. Sr~mples tnken by both groups were analyzed in the 
Bureau of Radiation Protection lab but nothing unusual was found, notably 
no radioactive iodine. 42 

Bob Friess conveyed this good news and the results of two AMS/NEST 
plume flights to a late-night briefing for Pennsylvania Governor Richard 
Thornburgh and Lieutenant Governor Scranton at the Governor's Mansion. 
Friess, who had had nothing to eat that day except a piece of cold chicken on 
the helicopter ride down from Long Island, was grateful for the sandwich Mrs. 
Thornburgh made for him. The Governor and his staff were even more grate-
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ful for Friess' information. The AMS/NEST aircraft was monitoring the radio
active plume, Friess explained, and the Brookhaven monitoring teams were 

taking soil, plant and water samples. Thus far, he continued, neither group 

had identified any above-normal levels of radioactivity except from noble 

gases. They had not found any iodine 131, which would have been a signifi

cant danger to public health and safety. In short, there was no danger. Scran

ton, Friess later remembered, seemed relieved by the information. Exhausted, 

Friess left the mansion and headed for his motel to sleep. 43 

By the end of the first day nearly everyone at the Capital City Airport com

mand post recognized the need for fresh faces. The morning alert, the excite

ment, the travel and the continuing monitoring efforts once on the scene had 

been demanding. Like 1-"riess, everyone was drained. The Brookhaven learn 

had been active since seven that morning. Jac Watson and Bob Shipman had 

been either flying or preparing to fly since ten o'clock. When the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission requested a post-midnight plume flight, Watson 

begged off. The weather had closed in, visibility was minimal and he was ex

hausted, Watson told them. The risks of flying under those conditions were 

simply too high. Accordingly, Hahn convinced the members of the AMS/ 

NEST operation who had just returned to Washington to fly up that evening 

and pinch-hit for Watson and Shipman the next morning. Another AMS/ 

NEST contingent from Nevada was also en route. So was a fresh radiation 

assistauce team and additional equipment from Brookhaven. 44 

Although it was evident that a large Department of Energy response was 

underway at Thr4?e Mile Island, the radiation levels detected during the first 

day had not been disturbing. Members of the Brookhaven team, used to re

sponding to an emergency, spotting the radiological danger and then assuring 

the public's safety, had found no radiological danger and began to wonder 

why they were needed any longer. Even though sensitive AMS/NEST equip

ment had become saturated by radioactivity in the plume, concentrations of 

noble gases, primarily xenon 133, were relatively low. More important, as 

Friess had told the Governor, they had detected no iodine 131. When tests 

from samples taken in Goldsboro confirmed to the Bureau of Radiation Pro

tection that no iodine was present, Maqqie Reilly becamP. mn11inc~d that thoro 

were no environmental problems off the island. 45 

Ignored in the confusion and excitement of the first day was the fact that 

the technical response to the nuclear accident was only a part of the whole. As 
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newspaper reporters and television crews descended upon Middletown and 
Walter Cronkite reported on the evening news that events at Three Mile 

Island were "the first step in a nuclear nightmare," the response became 

political as well as technical. The dichotomy between political and scientific 

considerations was to lead to misunderstanding on the part of politicians and 

scientists alike during the accident. Moreover, the technical people had their 

own confusions and limitations to overcome. For example, the Brookhaven 

monitoring teams would not have had to rely on weather maps from the New 

York Times had they known about the ARAC plume predictions or checked 

plume data gathered by the AMS/NEST flights. Radiation assistance had ex
isted for years, but never had so many people been working in one spot be

fore. The scientists from Brookhaven, AMS/NEST, ARAC, and other Depart

ment of Energy laboratories would have to learn more about each other's 

capabilities and then mesh them effectively. 45 

************ 
Throughout the early hours of Thursday morning, replacements streamed 

into Capital City Airport. An AMS/NEST computer van, a search van, por

table analyzers and other equipment came from Andrews. Five additional 
AMS/NEST scientists and pilots arrived in a second helicopter to relieve Ship
man and Watson, bringing the total of Andrews-based AMS/NEST people to 

thirteen. Meanwhile, Hahn, who had stayed up all night, began directing the 
move to the new command post in the Commonwealth hangar. New tele

phone lines were installed and the fire department moved in tables and chairs. 
Working with the chief of the airport police, Hahn established tighter security 
procadures to keep the curious out of the area. 47 

On Thursday, Department of Energy radiation teams continued to monitor 

off-site radiation levels. After a few hours' sleep, the Brookhaven teams, 
rumpled in Wednesday's clothing, set out early in the morning to look for 

radioactive iodine. They found none and felt that their efforts were "almost a 

clean-up operation." Bob Friess continued to see little threat to public safety 

and thought the continued presence of the Brookhaven team unnecessary. 

The teams standing by at the Bettis Laboratory were asked to assume Brook

haven's responsibilities and Friess began to make plans to get his men back to 

Long Island. The AMS/NEST plume flight that morning confirmed Friess' 

judgment that there was little public danger. The helicopter detected only low 
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levels of radioactive noble gases thought to be escaping from the auxiliary 

building. 48 

Since Wednesday, the ARAC computer at the Lawrence Livermore Lab

oratory had been using weather information to predict the movement of the 

plume. On Thursday, Marv Dickerson, a Livermore scientist who had helped 
develop the ARAC system, called Ed Patterson at the command post. He of

fered to come to Capital City and establish an on-the-spot ARAC operation. 

In fact, he was over half-way to Harrisburg already, because he had been 

working in Chicago. Patterson told him to continue east and by the next 

morning the Capital City command post had established a direct phone link 

with the ARAC computer at Livermore on an around-the-clock basis. From 

that time the ARAC system provided meteorological forecasts, predicted 

pluine concentrations and performed dose assessments for plume exposure. 
This information was then relayed to the Emergency Operations Center and 

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Incident Response Center. 49 

As additional personnel and equipment made their way to Three Mile 

Island, the Emergency Operations Center also expanded its activities. The at

mosphere in the operations room was one of "calm confusion," according to 
one participant. The event was turning out to be much larger than those in 

charge had originally anticipated. More resources were arriving and coordina
tion was growing more complex. Others, outside the Department of Energy as 

well as senior officials within the Department, were clamoring for additional 

information. Numerous briefings were held for government officials from the 

Department of Defense, congressmen gnd their staffs nnd nthP.r ronrPrnt?d 

parties. The Japanese government wanted the latest information to transmit 
to its citizens. And while this was going on, the director, Jack McCool, placed 

additional resources at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory on alert. By mid

morning, the Emergency Action and Coordinating Team had decided to send 

Joe Deal to Capital City to replace Ed Patterson, with the idea that PeOPle 
should be relieved before they were exhausted. However, soon after Deal ar

rived at the command post he realized that such a policy would sacrifice con
tinuity. He remained for the next six days. so 

************** 
Tit~ inillal sense of urgency had dissipated by Thursday afternoon. Informa-

tion on the reactor indicated high levels of radioactivity in the auxiliary build-
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ing, but only low levels off site. Near the plant the plume still saturated the 
highly sensitive AMS/NEST equipment and would continue to do so until less 

sensitive instruments were taken on plume flights. 5 1 

Communications and coordination between the plant and the Department 
of Energy command post remained limited at best. Shortly after noon, the 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission issued its first press release on the accident. 
There were high levels of radiation in containment and a "continuing release 
to the atmosphere of detectable levels of radioactive gases." Nonetheless, the 
release added, the plume measurements were "far below" the thousand mil
lirem level ilt which the Environmental Protection Agency recommended pro
tective action. Clearly, this information was based on the AMS/NEST moni
toring flights. Yet even as Lieutenant Governor Scranton was touring the con
trol room and auxiliary building in an anti-contamination suit, booties and 
respirator in the early afternoon, a Metropolitan Edison helicopter flying just 
above the Unit 2 vent stack measured three thousand millirems per hour on 
its monitors. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission Incident Response Center 
in Bethesda received a report of this release but never relayed it to Ger
mantown or to the command post at Capital City Airport. Consequently the 
Department of Energy's aerial measuring team did not monitor the burst. 
Over two hours later the AMS/NEST helicopter did measure levels of about 
ten millirems per hour near the plant, but the scientists had insufficient in
formation to link it to the previous release. 5 l 

Metropolitan Edison officials had specifically requested that the AMS/ 
NEST helicopter not fly over the plant, fearing the consequences of a crash, a 
compilny spokesman explained. Thus, only the utility's helicopters monitored 
the area where the radiation levels were highest. Any other readings timed 
with a release from the plant had to be made away from the plant and could 
not be checlwd against any simultaneous measurements taken over the reac
tor building. Moreover, either the utility or the Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion had to inform the command post before a release was expected so that a 
monitoring flight would be prepared. On Thursday, neither the Nuclear Regu
latory Commission nor Metropolitan Edison mentioned that a release would 

occur. 53 

By Thursday evening the situation around Three Mile Island was charac
terized by crowding and confusion. When Joe Deal arrived he found condi

tions at the command post under control, but he soon discovered that the 
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same was not true at the Bureau of Radiation Protection or with the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commisson staff. At the Fulton Building, he noted that the Bureau 

of Radiation Protection was overwhelmed, its employees constantly harassed. 

Local reporters, the national press, ringing telephones, long hours, constant 

pressure and no relief had "overloaded the circuits," Deal later recalled. Press 

demands were interfering with vital work. In a quick visit to the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission staff located in their makeshift "Trailer City" across 

from Three Mile Island behind the Metropolitan Edison Observation Center, 
Deal found a similar situation. Disorganization reigned and D(!g! had to drilg 

p~uple away from an aggressive television interviewer to discuss coordinating 

the radiation monitoring efforts. Even the air above Three Mile Island had 

b~LOIIU:~ cuny~sted. Press helicopters whirred nround the piant, filming it from 

all angles and hindering the AMS/NEST monitoring surveys. This risky condi

tion ended when the Federal Aviation Administration at Harrisburg Interna
tional Airport created a "special use airspace" and barred private aircraft from 
the area. 55 

If the crush of reporters confused the response effort for the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission and the Bureau of Radiation Protection, the com

mand post at Capital City Airport was calm. The airport was isolated from the 

hordes of reporters and cameramen hunting down the latest news. This was 
just what Department of Energy officials had wanted. From past experience 

with other radiological responses, such as Operation Morning Light when 

many of these same individuals had helped track down the pieces of the 
Soviet Cosmos Satellite that re-entered the earth's atmosphere and crashed in 

Canada, they had learn~d that the public relations part of the mission had to 

be far removed from the scientific role. The airport police and a contingent 

from the Civil Air Patrol helped cordon off the command post area and 

screen out reporters and curiosity seekers. Consequently, after the first day of 
the accident, reporters rarely visited the command post and the people staff
ing it were not troubled by the press. 5 6 

In addition, the Department of Energy had made a policy decision not to 

speak to the press. The Emergency Operations Center carefully explained to 

those participating in the response that employees of the Department of 

Ene1gy dliU lls contractors were at Three Mile Island at the request of the state 

or the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and working for them. Therefore, 

since it was not a Department of Energy operation, any public information 
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should come from others. It was this reasoning which had caused the can

cellation of Herb Feinroth's trip to Three Mile Island as John Deutch's per

sonal representative. Moreover, the radiological information collected by the 

Department's monitoring teams had to be analyzed fully before being made 
public, officials in Germantown believed. The public and the Department of 

Energy had everything to lose and nothing to gain from a misrepresentation 

or misreading of the data. 5 7 

The history of the Department of Energy also affected the decision to keep 

a low profile during the Three Mile Island operation. As a descendant of the 
Atomic Energy Commission, the Department was highly vulnerable to criti

cism that it was "pro-nuclear." The Union of Concerned Scientists had ac

cused the Atomic Energy Commission of covering up unfavorable results of 

nuclear power reactor tests. If the monitoring results showed little or no harm

ful radioactivity in the environment, as appeared to be the case, and these 
figures were released by the Department of Energy, it was thought that this 

might renew ~ttacks on the findings from already suspicious anti-nuclear ac
tivists. Thus the monitoring results were passed on to the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission and the Bureau of Radiation Protection for public dissemination. 
The Department would supply a number of people from its Office of Public 

Affairs to aid the Commission's efforts, but they would remain in the back
ground. Of course, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, another child of the 

Atomic Energy Commission, might also be accused of being pro-nuclear and 

skewing the data for its own ends, but this was not a Department of Energy 
concern. 58 

One additional consideration may also have influenced the decision to 
maintain a low profile. The AMS/NEST operation had worked in secrecy until 

only recently. What the group did and how they did it had been classified and 

most of the details still were. There was little incentive to chan~e that situation 
for reporters at Three Mile Island. 

************** 
By Thursday evening the situation, confusing as it may have seemed to 

those at Three Mile Island, appeared more reassuring to those watching the 

events unfold on their television sets. Walter Cronkite, who had talked about 

the China Syndrome and the "first steps in a nuclear ni~htmare" on Wednes
day night, was telling his audience that there was "more heat than light in the 

confusion surrounding the incident." Other national television commentators 
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also felt that the crisis had passed. A press conference held by Charles Gallina 
of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and Governor Thornburgh was just as 
reassuring. The Governor addressed his remarks to the people who lived near 
Three Mile Island and told them he believed there "was no cause for alarm." 
Gallina was even more optimistic. Three times in the course of the briefing he 
told reporters that the danger to people off-site was over. 59 

Thornburgh was somewhat troubled by Gallina's assertion. His concern 
turned out to be well founded. Deep inside the reactor vessel a different story 
was unfolding. Results of an analysis of reactor coolant water indicated far 
more damage to the core than had been thought. Later the Nuclear Regu
latory Commission phoned the Governor with this information, adding that 
now there was a greater possibility for radioactive releases from the plant. 
Thornburgh began to question the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's reliabili
ty. But none of this new information about the status of the plant was passed 
on to the Department of Energy or, for that matter, to the Bureau of Radiation 
Protection. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission had received the coolant re
port by six-thirty p.m. Thursday, but Joe Deal, who was working with people 

.in Gerusky's office until after midnight, never learned of the new danger. At 
eight a.m. Friday, when he phoned in his report on Thursday's events to the 
Emergency Operation Center, he said that the "reactor is under control." At 
the same time the Metropolitan Edison helicopter was reporting a reading of 

twelve hundred millirems per hour over the Unit 2 vent stack. 60 
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There are a number of conflicting versions of 
every event that seems to occur. 

Governor Richard Thornburgh 
12:30 p.m., March 30, 1979 

The level of hysteria increased directly pro
portional to the square of the distance from 
Three Mile Island. 

Gordon McCleod 
Pennsylvania Director of Health 

0 
n October of 1938, millions of Americans became alarmed about an 

invasion that never happened. Orson Welles' radio broadcast of 
H. G. Wells' 'The War of the Worlds" on the night of October 30 

convinced many that an army of Martians had just invaded the United States. 
Conditioned by the march of events toward World War II, men and women 
assumed that a fictional radio broadcast was describing a real event. The result 
was widespread hysteria, evacuation, and jammed switchboards across the 
cotintry. "What time," asked one alarmed caller to the New York Times, "will 

it be the end of the World?" 1 

Although the Three Mile Island accident was fact, not fiction, the media 
played a mixed role in interpreting it to the American pubUc. Radio broadcasts 
were probably the best means of communicating up-to-date information. 
Newspapers carried news that was hours out of date. Telephones were essen
tial, but switchboards were often jammed. Television carried to an anxious 

public a view of the accident that stressed what might have happened, as 
much as what was actually happening. Ignorant of the language of nuclear 
power and radiation, conditioned by films such as The China Syndrome, the 
public lacked both the knowledge and the information to distinguish real from 
imaginary. The Three Mile Island accident they watched on television was not 
the total fiction of Welles' 1938 broadcast, but a product of imagination and 
fear, based on reality. For ·on Frid~y experts from around the country con-
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verged on Three Mile Island in an invasion that heightened, rather than 

lessened, the sense of crisis. 
Friday began in calm and ended in concern. Until then it seemed that the 

accident had come to an end, with the plant in stable condition, low off-site 
radiation readings, and no iodine. On Friday the situation changed. Three 
Mile Island generated circles of public fear that radiated outward via the 
media. By nightfall Friday there was talk of explosion and meltdown, a mas
sive weekend exodus from the Harrisburg area, and the arrival of additional 
Nuclear Regulatory Commisssion experts sent by the White House. Why? 

Friday appears to have become a turning point in the history of the accident 
because of two events: a sudden rise in reactor pressure shown hy control 
room instruments Wednesday afternoon which suggested a hydrogen explo
sion and which only became known to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Friday; and the deliberate venting of radioactive gases from the plant Friday 

morning which produced a reading of twelve hundred millirems directly 
above the stack of the auxiliary building. What made these significant was a 

series of misunderstandings caused, in part, by problems of communication 
within various state and federal agencies. Because of confused telephone con
versations between people uninformed about the plant's status, officials con
cluded that the twelve hundred millirem reading was an off-site reading. They 
also believed that another hydrogen explosion was possible, that the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission had ordered evacuation and that a meltdown was 

conceivable. Garbled communications reported by the media generated a de
bate over evacuation. Whether or not there were evacuation plans soon be

came academic. What happened on Friday was not a pli'lnned evacuation but 
a weekend exodus based not on what was actually happening at Three Mile 
Island but on what government officials and the media imagined might hap

pen. On Friday confused communications created the politics of fear. 
Inside the plant Friday, operators were busy taking action to avoid further 

damage to the reactor core. hom midnight on, with Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission consent, Metropolitan Edison operators were venting radioactive 

gases from one tank to another in order to control reactor pressure. This 
pressure was needed to maintain a proper water level in another tank used to 
store borated water for cooling the core. This venting went through the aux
iliary building vent stack. At 7:56 a.m. a technician in the helicopter took a 
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reading of one thousand millirems. Five minutes later the instrument read 

twelve hundred millirems. 2 

The venting of radioactive gases Friday morning was carried out at the ex
press instructions of James S. Floyd, Supervisor of Operations for Three Mile 
Island Unit 2. Floyd had been at Babcock & Wilcox headquarters in Lynch
burg, Virginia, when the accident began, and he returned to Three Mile Island 

on Thursday after running simulation tests of the accident on a Babcock & 
Wilcox computer. At midnight Thursday, Floyd took over as Shift Supervisor 

of the crippled nuclear reactor. 
Floyd feared running out of borated water in the storage tank, the source of 

the emergency core coolant system. "I had that one source of water," he later 
testified, "between me and another LOCA (Loss of Coolant Accident)." At 

7:10 Friday morning he therefore ordered an operator to vent the tank. "I 
knew this would lead to a radioactive gas release into the buildings," recalled 
Floyd. At 8:34 Floyd called the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agen
cy and spoke with an unidentified official in a conversation that Floyd later 

characterized as "one of the classic miscommunications of all times." When 
asked, "Are you ready to evacuate?" Floyd answered, "Yes, we're always 
ready to evacuate." It was not clear whether evacuation referred simply to the 
island or to the surrounding area, or whether Floyd's answer recommended 
evacuation or expressed a general readiness to evacuate. "I was quoted as or
dering the evacuation," Floyd later complained, "which is beyond my authori
ty."J 

A few minutes later the second communications snafu arose in Harrisburg. 
At 8:40 Kevin J. Molloy, director of the Dauphin County Office of Emergency 
Preparedness, called Colonel Oran K. Henderson at the Pennsylvania 
Emergency Management Agency and reported that "somebody from the 
plant wanted us to get hold of them in a hurry. I forgot who it was." Hender
son's communications officer, Carl Keene, reported a phone call in which the 

caller was "going ape" about the twelve hundred millirem release. Keene told 
Henderson, "they have got a serious accident at Three Mile Island." Hender
son promptly obtained wind and weather data and called Lieutenant Gover
nor Scranton. At 9:25 Henderson then called Molloy back, reported "some 
type of release" at Three Mile Island, and said "probably very shortly" Molloy 
would receive a call to "start an evacuation procedure."4 
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Henderson's concern about evacuation was based on yet another confused 
telephone call from Washington. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission's In
cident Response Center, some one hundred miles from Three Mile Island, 

'lacked direct communication either with Governor Thornburgh in Harrisburg 
or with its own inspectors in the Unit 2 control room. Among those present 
that morning was Harold E. Collins, Assistant Director for Emergency Pre
paredness for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Office of State Programs. 
Around nine the Nuclear Regulatory Commission had received news of the 
twelve hundred millirem release, producing at Bethesda what Collins recalled 
as a new "atmosphere of significant apprehension."" By coincidence the 
twelve hundred millirem figure had just been considered as a hypothetical 
pogsibility. Coincidence cpawnod urgency. 

Bethesda was now thinking about evacuation. Commission officials Edson 
Case, Roger Mattson and Harold Denton spoke of "moving people." The 
Commission relayed the twelve hundred millirem reading to the White 
House. "I think the important thing for evacuation to get ahead of the plume," 

said Denton, "is to get a start rather than sitting here waiting to die. Even if we 
can't minimize the individual dose, there might still be a chance to limit the 
population dose." Collins was instructed to call Pennsylvania officials and rec
ommend preparation for evacuation. At about nine-fifteen he called Hender
son.6 

Collins asked Henderson what he had heard. Henderson replied that he 
knew of the twelve hundred millirem release but had not been given any in

structions. Collins then said: 
It is the opinion of the management people in this Nuclear Regu
latory Commission operations center that you should start thinking 
about evacuation, and it is the recommendation of these people 
that you start evacuating people out in the direction of the plume. 

Both Collins and Henderson later testified that Collins had then recom

mended a ten-mile evacuation, but in different words. Collins recalled saying: 
It is our recommendation that you evacuate people in the direction 
of the plume out to ten miles. 

According to Henderson, Collins said: 
We are recommending that you evacuate immediately a ten mile 
evacuation around Three Mile l~l:md. 

Was evacuation to begin or not? If so, was it to be along the plume or in a ten
mile circle? Neither man made his intention clear. Henderson added that he 
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could only plan for five miles. About five or ten minutes later Collins called 

back and said the Commission would support the five-mile figure. Henderson 
promptly called Scranton and recommended evacuation.' 

In Harrisburg, state officials were divided over the evacuation recommen
dation from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The Pennsylvania Emer
gency Management Agency was recommending it on the basis of Collins' 
phone call and the twelve hundred millirem release from the plant. Lieutenant 
Governor Scranton later testified that Henderson "called me at home and 
said Mr. Collins from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission - and I didn't 

know who Mr. Collins was - said there was an unplanned release of twelve 
hundred mr from the island and that he thought we had to evacuate." But 
both Dornsife and Gerusky of the Bureau of Radiation Protection opposed 
evacuation on the grounds that off-site radiation readings were consistently 
lower than on Thursday. Gerusky felt that the Nuclear Regulatory Commis

sion recommendation should have been approved by his office rather than 
directly going to Henderson and Scranton. Collins' telephone conversation 
was "a wild one" that needed corroboration, he later observed. And since 
Gerusky did not agree with the recommendation, he sent Dornsife to Thorn
burgh's office to try to stop the evacuation.· 

The Bureau of Radiation Protection and other opposition to evacuation 
was based on more extensive monitoring data than the one reading used in 
Washington. Charles Gallina was in the Unit 2 control room around ten a.m. 
and recalled that "everything was going pretty smoothly at the plant." Sud
denly a plant worker ran into the control room and reported that his wife had 

just heard that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission was recommending evac
uation. Confused, Gallina promptly called the Region I office. People there 
had heard of Collins' recommendation, but did not believe it was necessary. 
Gerusky shared the same view. So did Metropolitan Edison's John Herbein. 
who told a late-morning press conference at the American Legion Hall in Mid
dletown that he "hadn't heard the number twelve hundred," and that evacua

tion was unnecessary. 9 

Faced with division among his advisors, Governor Thornburgh decided to 
call the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Before he could, Commissioner 
Hendrie called from Bethesda to cancel Collins' evacuation order and apolo
gize for the "staff error." Admitting that "we are operating almost totally in the 
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blind," Hendrie recommended only "that it would be desirable to suggest that 

people out in that northeast quadrant within five miles of the plant stay in

doors for the next half hour." Paul Critchlow, press aide to Governor Thorn

burgh, then issued a statement from the Governor advising those within a ten

mile radius of the plant to stay indoors and keep their windows shut. 10 

The evacuation rumors initiated by the Collins' telephone call to the Penn

sylvania Emergency Management Agency were shortly reinforced by other 

events. At about 11:09 there was another release from the plant. A few min

utes later an air raid siren went off in downtown Harrisburg, creating consid

erable confusion. The Middletown telephone system became overloaded, and 

school buses were readied to evacuate children to Hershey Park. At the same 

time President Carter called Governor Thornburgh and told him he was send

ing Harold Denton to Three Mile Island as a special emissary, adding that it 

was best to "err on the side of safety and caution." By 11:30 some fifteen 

thousand state office workers were leaving for the weekend, adding to the 

unplanned exodus of thousands of fearful citizens from the area. Around that 

time Hendrie recommended to Thornburgh a partial evacuation of the five

mile radius area. 11 

At twelve-thirty Governor Thornburgh, with the morning's events in mind, 

held a press conference in Harrisburg. Present were Lieutenant Governor 

Scranton, Tom Gerusky and Craig Williamson, deputy director of the Penn

sylvania Emergency Management Agency. After noting that he had spoken 

with Carter and Hendrie, Thornburgh said that there was "no reason for panic 

or implementation of emergency measures," but that 

based on advice of the Chairman of the Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission and in the interest of taking every precaution, I am advising 
those who may be particularly susceptible to the effects of radia
tion, that is, pregnant women and preschool age children, to leave 
the area within a five-mile radius of the Three Mile Island facility 
until f11rthP.r noticP.. 

Despite this advisory, Thornburgh emphasized that "there is no evacuation 
being ordered or undertaken.'; 12 

Thus by Friday afternoon the twelve hundred millirem reading had trig

gered an evacuation recommendation, later withdrawn, and led to the more 

moderate advisory ot Governor Thornburgh. Washington seemed more con

cerned than Harrisburg, and certainly than Metropolitan Edison. 
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The second major factor that heightened concern on Friday was the be

lated report of a hydrogen explosion Wednesday and the presence of a bub

ble within the reactor core. At nine-fifty a.m. the Nuclear Regulatory Commis

sion in Washington transmitted its laconic "Preliminary Notification of Event 

or Unusual Occurrence" which noted that Unit 2 was "continuing to remove 

decay heat through the steam generator." It also reported two bubbles in the 

reactor, one in the pressurizer, an intentional means of maintaining pressure 

level, and "one in.t_he reactor vessel head caused by the accumulation of non

condensible gases from failed fuel and radiolytic decomposition of water." 13 

This was the first official admission of fuel damage, and the first mention of the 

famous "hydrogen bubble." 

Regarding the twelve hundred millirem reading, the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission notification said only that "at eight-forty a.m., on March 30 the 

licensee began venting from the gaseous waste tanks. The impact of this 

operation is not yet known." 14 

What alarmed the Nuclear Regulatory Commission most was that around 

ten that morning it learned from Metropolitan Edison that there had been a 

pressure spike on a Unit 2 control room instrument at one-fifty Wednesday 
afternoon. "We are guessing," Roger Mattson told Hendrie, "that may have 

been a hydrogen explosion. They [Metropolitan Edison], for some reason 

never reported it here until this morning. That- would have given us a clue 

hours ago that the thermocouples were right and we had a partially dis

assembled core." 15 Mattson calculated that there was now a one-thousand
cubic-foot bubble, "mostly hydrogen," in the upper head of the reactor 

vessel. 16 Commissioner Kennedy mentioned "a chance of having an explo
sion from the bubble." Mattson admitted that "it is a failure mode that has 

never been studied. It is just unbelievable." He speculated that "we probably 

melted some fuel" and had a "severely damaged core." By two o'clock Matt

son admitted that "we have got an accident that we have never been de

signed to accomodate." He warned that "I don't know what you are protect
ing by not moving people." 17 

On Friday the White House involved itself more directly in the Three Mile 

Island accident. Colonel William Odum, military aide to National Security 

Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski, ordered a helicopter to fly Harold Denton to the 

plant. 18 Around noon President Carter watched videotapes of news brqad-
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casts from Thursday evening and Friday morning and was reportedly dis

turbed by exaggerated media reports of the danger. Brzezinski called Jack 

Watson, the presidential assistant for intergovernmental relations, and as

signed him to coordinate federal and state response efforts. Brzezinski charac

terized the situation as "at best uncertain" and Jessica Matthews, President 

Carter's National Security Adviser on Nuclear Reactors, warned Watson that 

the accident "could be very serious. 19 

At one-thirty the White House convened a special meeting to review the 
situation and coordinate federal action at Three Mile Island. Chairec! by 

Brzezinski, the meeting included Watson, Matthews and Jody Powell of the 

White House staff, Chairman Hendrie and representatives of the Department 

of Defense, the Federal D~saster Assistance Administration and the Depart

ment of Energy. Hendrie described the plant situation: the reactor was cooling 

down; core damage was believed to be greater than originally estimated; low

level radiation releases had occurred that morning as a result of procedures to 

cool down the plant; and Denton was due on site to take charge of federal ac

tions. Hendrie also described the potentially serious bubble problem. After 

some discussion the White House agreed that Denton would handle technical 
matters, Powell would deal with the press and two others would be named to 

handle evacuation planning and liaison with Governor Thornburgh. 20 

By mid-afternoon the scene shifted back to the plant itself. Around two, 

Harold Denton and twelve colleagues arrived at Three Mile Island. After 

meeting briefly with Herbein and telephoning the President, Denton estab

lished a temporary operations center in a private home and then held a brief 

press conference in the yard. According to Denton, communications were 

"just frightfully inadequate," the Nuclear Regulatory Commission was op

erating out of a borrowed highway patrol trailer and the reactor core was 

more seriously damaged than had been thought. Denton told Hendrie pri
vately that they were even considering a "possibility for the melt of the 

core." 2
' 

In the popular mind the idea of a "meltdown" of the reactor core through 

overheated fuel elements, the famous China Syndrome, was the ultimate 

nuclear plant disaster. The movie and several books had portrayed it. But 

shortly before four Hendrie called Governor Thornburgh and assured him 

that neither a hydrogen explosion nor a meltdown were likely. Originally, the 

.. 
' 

\ 
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Commission announced only "high fuel temperatures" and a "large bubble of 

noncondensible gases in the top of the reactor vessel." 22 But at a four o'clock 
newsbriefing in Bethesda a Commission official, Dudley Thompson, used the 
word "meltdown" and thereby provoked the following memorable press 

release: 
(Meltdown) (By Alice Cuneo) 

Washington (UP!) - The Nuclear Regulatory Commission said 
this afternoon the Three Mile Island atomic power plant in Penn
sylvania faces "the ultimate risk of a meltdown" - the most serious 
type of nuclear catastrophe - within the next few days as engi
neers try to cool down the crippled reactor. 

Dudley Thompson, a senior official in the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission Office of Inspection, said the threat was posed by a 
steam bubble inside the reactor that could increase in size as pres
sures within the reactor are lowered, leaving the core without vital 
cooling water_ 

"We are faced with a decision within a few days, rather than 
hours (on how to cool down the core)," Thompson told reporters 
at a Nuclear Regulatory Commission news center_ 

"We face the ultimate risk of a melt-down" depending on "the 
manner we cope with the problem. If there is even a small chance 
of melt-down, we will recommend precautionary evacuations." 

The story was immediately disavowed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion in a six-thirty announcement that "no immediate danger of a core melt" 

existed. But it was too late. The story was out. 
Such misunderstandings and confusions were commonplace by Friday. 

The local Harrisburg Patriot wrote that residents were now "frightened and 
concerned" and that "the credibility of the experts went out with the radia
tion." The New York Times editorialized that "the profusion of explanations 
and contradictions has meant troubling confusion;" "the reactor's operators 
said one thing, state officials another, federal officials yet another, not to men
tion the contributions of the equipment manufacturers and politicians." The . 
Washington Post also noted "separate and conflicting statements." While 
Metropolitan Edison's Herbein was telling residents they had nothing to fear 
because radiation was "insignificant" and "minuscule," antinuclear scientists 

George Wald and Ernest Sternglass were in Harrisburg saying that radiation 
levels were fifteen times higher than normal and demanding a permanent 
shutdown of the reactor. Whom was a citizen to believe? 24 
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Friday evening Harold Denton became familiar to millions of Americans. 

His immediate task was to convey an accurate picture of the reactor's threat to 

public health and safety directly to Governor Thornburgh. In the larger sense 
Denton had to explain clearly the science and the technology to a confused 

public. At Middletown, Denton had come to question the wisdom of evacua

tion which he had proposed from the distance of Bethesda. He realized that 

garbled communications among exhausted scientists, persistent newsmen 

and a fearful public had created "a madhouse." He also noted that "the utility 

is a little shy, in my view, of technical talent." But by 6:45 that evening he 

could report that: 

The information which I was going to relay to the Governor is I 
think we are stable, that the releases themselves, even if they were 
to continue, which they occasionally have, don't warrant evacua
tions, that I think the condition of the core doesn't warrant evacua
tion. 25 

From eight-thirty to ten that night, Denton, Thornburgh and Henderson met 

in Thornburgh's office to discuss the situation. While stressing the "stable" 

situation at the plant and the unlikelihood of disaster, Denton mentioned that 

evacuation plans out as far as twenty miles and involving 700,000 people 

might be prudent. Henderson testified later that Denton also "discussed the 

hydrogen bubble," and "was talking terms of a core meltdown, however 

remote." 26 At a ten o'clock press conference, Thornburgh calmly emphasized 

that "no evacuation order is necessary at this time," that his earlier advisory 

that people within ten miles of the plant stay indoors would be lifted at mid

night, but that his advisory on preschool children and pregnant women re

mained in effect. Denton also reassured the press that the possibility of a melt

down was "very remote," and that there was no "imminent" danger to the 

publicY 

These reassurances came too late to alter the shift from calm concern to 

confused fear in the media. ''Today Show" cover.age Friday morning still 

minimized the danger. But on the evening news the alarm was clear. Frank 

Reynolds called the accident "much more serious." Citing Thompson's state

ment, he spoke of "the possibility, though not yet the probability, of what is 

called a meltdown of the reactor core" which would lead to "a catastrophe." 

Walter Cronkite philosophized about Prometheus, Frankenstein and man's 

"tampering with natural forces," adding that "we are faced with the remote, 

but very real, possibility of a nuclear meltdown at the Three Mile Island atomic 
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power plant." 28 Such alarmist comments only reflected· the confusion and 

contradictions in Thompson's and Denton's statements, and television com

mentaries magnified the potential for disaster. 

Despite official assurances, Friday had been a day of fear. Perhaps 100,000 

people had now fled the area. Mayor Kenneth Myers of Goldsboro described 

it as a ghost town with empty streets. Robert Reid, Mayor of Middletown, 

ordered a curfew and announced that looters would be shot on sight. Alle

gheny Airlines cancelled five of its flights into Harrisburg. Nonetheless, most 

citizens who stayed behind remained calm, if puzzled. And their confusion 

was understandable, for rumor and misinformation spread far beyond Three 

Mile Island. 

**************** 
For Department of Energy personnel at Three Mile Island, Friday was also a 

day of confusion. For two days the Brookhaven radiological assistance team 

had searched for iodine and found only xenon. Thursday afternoon they 
went home tired, hungry and dirty, thinking that the emergency was over. 

Wednesday and Thursday had been a successfully completed exercise, they 
thought. Tony Greenhouse later said there was "no further need for us to 

stay." Bob Casey found the situation "precautionary" but not serious. This 

feeling was reinforced by the fact that Brookhaven personnel had been work

ing with their old friends and fellow scientists Tom Gerusky and Maggie Reilly 

of the Bureau of Radiation Protection and not the evacuation-oriented Penn

sylvania Emergency Management Agency. The Brookhaven team went t'"' 
bed on Long Island Thursday night believing the crisis was over. It was not. 29 

To the Brookhaven scientists the events of Friday morning seemed far 

more alarming from the periphery than at the center. Bob Casey heard radio 

reports about "uncontrolled releases" from the plant and "potential evacua

tion" of the area. He could not believe Governor Thornburgh's advisory be

cause he thought the situation was not serious enough to warrant such a 

response. Casey promptly called Gerusky's office and (ound that, as he put it 

later, "they were as dumbfounded as we were." Statements by the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission and the news media were creating an impression of 

imminent catastrophe, overestimating the risk to the public and providing con

tradictory statements. Thornburgh's advisory was a "big mistake," thought 

Tony Greenhouse, and "evacuation should never even have been considered 
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as a possibility." Bob Casey thought Walter Cronkite's seven o'clock newscast 

that evening created the impression of a "war zone" at Three Mile Island. 30 

The Brookhaven team's astonishment was of course understandable. They 

were no longer seeing events with their own eyes, but through those of the 

government and the media. Since many decisions were coming from Wash

ington, the view from a distance was far more alarming than from close up. 
They could not believe that the Department of Energy ordered them back that 

Friday morning. "Every event which led to us going back," as one of them put 
it, "was a non-event." 31 

The discrepancy between direct scientific data and media reporting in

creased Friday. That morning Jim Sage called Brookhaven and reported that 

the Bettis crews found virtually no iodine in samples taken on both sides of 
the Susquehanna River. But there would be more "planned releases," he 

added, and Brookhaven would be needed for "several more days." The 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission now wanted an instrument calibrated to 

read very high radiation levels without becoming saturated. Brookhaven im

mediately sent it by car. Were the releases planned or unplanned? Was Joe 
Deal now planning to bring in the teams from Argonne and Oak Ridge, or to 

use Brookhaven, or both? By noon Friday the invasion of the Three Mile 

Island area by new Department of Energy scientists, along with the Nuclear' 

Regulatory Commission and the media was beginning to generate its own 

sense of confusion. 32 

In the meantime the Department of Energy was continuing its monitoring 

operations out of Capital City Airport. The soon-to-be famous twelve hundred 
millirem release which had occurred at eight a.m. had not been monitored; 

Tom Maguire and Jac Watson made the first plume flight from ten-thirty to 
eleven-thirty and found what they considered rather low readings - well 

below thirty millirems within a quarter mile of the plant. However, the com

mand post at the airport was getting no information directly from the plant 

and by mid-day was hearing rumors of a "nasty hydrogen bubble in the core," 

and possible evacuation. "The major cause of our fear," recalled Walt 

Frankhauser later, "was probably just a lack of information; rumors just fly 

under those sorts of conditions." In addition, it was impossible to know when 

to make plume flights. In theory, Metropolitan Edison would let the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission know of a planned release and the Nuclear Regu-
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latory Commission would notify the Department of Energy, which would con

duct a plume flight to check radiation levels. In fact this rarely happened, and 

most Nuclear Regulatory Commission requests to fly were to monitor radia
tion releases that never occurred. 33 

On Friday the pilots were at least getting some relief. Pilots from the 1st 

Helicopter Squadron, who had been ferrying anxious Congressmen and the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission officials up from Washington on Thursday 
and Friday, now helped fly plume flights. These Friday flights were being com
plicated by a profusion of press helicopters over the island and the grounding 

of the AMS/NEST H -500 helicopter due to engine trouble. 34 

Three flights on Friday revealed a continuing pattern of low-level releases 
of noble gases from the plant. Most readings were below ten millirems, and 
during the day the plume shifted from the southeast to the northwest. Such 
low-radiation data gave no reason for the growing concern across the nation 
about events at Three Mile Island. 

Friday's major problem for many involved at Three Mile Island was com
munications. The Department of Energy was no exception. Joe Deal com
plained that the phones were "overloaded" when he called the Emergency 
Operations Center at ten-thirty that morning. He reported the eight o'clock 
twelve hundred millirem release as "fairly hot stuff," but could add nothing 
more. Henderson hqd recently called Deal and said that the Nuclear Regu
latory Commission was recommending evacuation, but on checking Deal 
gathered that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission officials at Three Mile 
Island were angry and "don't know what's happening." McCool told Deal that 

the Emergency Operations Center was "getting conflicting reports on whether 
evacuation was ordered or not." "That's what we're trying to find out, too," 
said Deal. 35 

At five past eleven Deal again talked to McCool at the Emergency Opera
tions Center and reported that "the King of Prussia [Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission] people tell us that there was a conflicting signal on the evacuation." 
On Commission advice, he reported, Thornburgh was recommending simply 
that people near the plant stay indoors. 36 

Because of heavy telephone traffic, they agreed that Deal would simply call 
in a report from the command post to Germantown every halt hour. 

Throughout Friday, the Department of Energy continued to pursue its main 
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mission: providing monitoring data, ARAC meteorological predictions and 

other assistance to Pennsylvania and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission as 

outlined in the Interagency Radiological Assistance Plan. In addition, the 

problem of people "dipping in and out at random," as the Brookhaven team 

had done, was solved by agreeing to coordinate all activity through the com

mand post and Department of Energy headquarters. By noon Friday the Ar

gonne and Oak Ridge radiological assistance teams had been activated and 
were on their way to Pennsylvania.H 

Early that afternoon both Metropolitan Edison and the Nuclear Re~ulatory 

Commission asked for additional Department of Energy support. At twelve

thirty, Joe Lenhart in Oak Ridge called the Emergency Operations Center 

and reported that Herman Dieckamp, Vice President of General Public Utili

ties, had requested a special team to monitor iodine and help assess the com

position of the hydrogen bubble. The Emergency Operations Center was also 

trying to soothe Congressional staff members who called to ask about a "melt

down" or "China Syndrome" at Three Mile Island. Gerry Combs, working in 

the center, told them that the Department of Energy was "not handling the in

cident" but simply "providing radiological assistance." As Combs informed 

one caller from the House Science and Technology Committee, the accident 
was ''serious as far as the reactor is concerned; as far as public health and safe

ty, not so bad." The main source of radioactivity, he noted, was xenon, "and 

the body has no use for xenon. They haven't seen any iodine at all." 38 While 

continuing its monitoring activities and briefing Congressional staffers, the 

Department of Energy began one of its most important support efforts, analyz

ing the hydrogen bubble. 

Around one-thirty in the afternoon, Sol Levine of the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission telephoned L. J. Ybarrondo, an EG&G scientist at the Depart

ment of Energy's Idaho National Engineering Laboratory near Idaho Falls. 

Could his staff help with the bubble? Ybarrondo thought so and immediately 

assembled a group of EG&G experts. A few hours later the Nuclear Reg

ulatory Commission asked if Ybarrondo could use the Idaho Laboratory's re
actor model to investigate venting the bubble. The Commission also wanted 

information on the bubble's detonation potential. By late evening Ybarrondo's 
team recommended that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission continue cool

ing the reactor. In the meantime Idaho would test a semiscale model of the 
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reactor, using electrical power and nitrogen gas rather than nuclear power 
and hydrogen, to see if the bubble could be vented. But actual tests, Ybarron

do warned, could not begin until Saturday morning, when a computer named 
"Puff, the Magic Dragon" would become available. 39 

Meanwhile the Department of Energy became involved with the Friday 

afternoon White House meeting. Environment and Defense Programs, the 

two branches directly participating at Three Mile Island, were somehow not 

represented at the meeting. Energy Technology was. The acting Assistant 

Secretary for Energy Technology on March 28 was John Deutch. Secretary 

James Schlesinger had designated Deutch, who had experience in the area of 

nuclear waste management, as the Department spokesman on Three Mile 

Island. The Department of Energy traditionally looked to Energy Technology 

for advice on nuclear energy policy, but not on military or environmental mat

ters. Although it had had no prior experience with the Three Mile Island reac

tors, Energy Technology became the point of contact with other federal agen

cies and the White House. 
Energy Technology representatives to the White House meeting Friday 

afternoon were Herb Feinroth and Jack Crawford. Feinroth had had fifteen 

years' experience in Admiral Rickover's naval reactors program before he 

joined the Atomic Energy Commission and the Department of Energy. Craw
ford, a former Rickover assistant, substituted for Deutch, who had received 

the invitation to the meeting. Feinroth recalled later that there was a "lot of 

running in and out to be sure that we were getting adequate telephone com
munications" with both Three Mile Island and Harrisburg. Brzezinski found 

the inadequate communications to be "unacceptable" and had the Army Sig

nal Corps set up new lines from Washington to the site. After Hendrie's report 

that the reactor was "stable" but that the hydrogen bubble represented a 
"potential problem," questions followed about the plant and the possible need 

for evacuation. 
By now evacuation had become a central concern in Washington, if not at 

Three Mile Island, but no one could reach any final decisions as to how far or 

how many people would be affected. Hendrie had no answer. Yet the rest of 

the meeting focused on planning an evacuation without unduly alarming the 

public. Existing disaster plans seemed inadequate. The Federal Emergency 

Management Agency existed only on paper. Someone labeled documents on 

disaster planning as "no good."~0 
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For the Department of Energy, the meeting provided little guidance. 

Neither Feinroth nor Crawford had been involved with the Interagency 

Radiological Assistance Plan or the Nuclear Emergency Search Team and 
neither was familiar with the Department's emergency plans and capabilities. 

All Crawford could offer Hendrie was the Department's assistance in handling 

waste materials. Later that afternoon F~inroth reported on the meeting to 

Deutch, and the two men drafted a letter to Secretary Schlesinger. But the 
Energy Technology link with the White House went no further and other 

Department operations continued at Germantown and Three Mile Island un

aware of and unaltered by the meeting. 

By three o'clock that afternoon Bernie Weiss of the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission called the Emergency Operations Center with current data. 

Cooling the reactor, he said, would involve intermittent releases of radioactive 

gases. into the atmosphere. There was evidence of severe fuel damage in the 

core, and of a large gas bubble. 4
' This was the first communication the Depart

ment of Energy had received that day depicting the seriousness of the situa

tion at Three Mile Island. 

At three-thirty Joe Deal telephoned McCool at the Emergency Operations 

Center. Denton's staff didn't "know what to do with what they have got. We 

are going to have a meeting with them here tonight at seven," Deal added, 

"and we are going to give them a map. They don't even have a map of the 

area; you won't believe it, they are working on a sketch of a plan and that's 
it."42 

By now the command post had enough telephones. The Bettis radiation 

teams were monitoring off site, and arrangements were being made with the 

Department of Energy's Lawrence Livermore Laboratory in California to 

make ARAC's data on weather conditions and radiation readings more avail

able. At Trailer City, where the Nuclear Regulatory Commission had estab

lished headquarters, television reporters constantly interfered with the scien
tists' work. Seeing this, Deal made certain his staff did not talk with reporters 

or appear on television. The invaders at Capital City Airport were not the 

media, but scientific experts. Gerry Combs observed to Deal that "people are 

coming out of the walls," and when the Victorine Instruments Company of

fered to provide an additional two hundred health physicists, Deal answered, 
"Oh, God, no." 43 
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The exodus of citizens was now being matched by an influx of experts. 

Once the White House became involved, the Three Mile Island area was over
run by officials, not only from the Department of Energy and the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission, but from the Department of Defense, the Federal 
Disaster Assistance Administration, the Department of Health, Education and 
Welfare, the Federal Drug Administration and other federal agencies. The 

newcomers, observed Deal, are "all running around and nobody knows what 
the hell they got." The Bettis and Brookhaven teams had responded to a re
quest from state officials. Those from Argonne and Oak Ridge had come at 
the request of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission as had the AMS/NEST 
team. To coordinate and provide continuity to these efforts, Deal offered to 
stay through the weekend. 44 

Throughout Friday evening more Department of Energy teams arrived. 

Four representatives from the Argonne National Laboratory drove in around 
eight, and another five-man team was driving east in a van bringing additional 
monitoring equipment. Oak Ridge sent six men that evening and two more 
on Saturday with several dozen respirators. Later Friday evening the 
Brookhaven team returned to join the battery of experts now laying siege to 
the crippled plant. 

Meanwhile the Capital City command post was quietly coordinating federal 

and state efforts at Three Mile Island, not in response to any specific instruc
tion, but simply because the Department of Energy had been in the area for 

more than two days and had the experience and technical capability to do the 
job. Plume flights were flown on a fairly regular basis. Detailed maps, aerial 
photographs, and charts covered the command post walls. The telephone 
communications at Capital City were superior to those available through the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission or the plant. In addition, Marv Dickerson 
had set up a telecopier that provided accurate meteorological predictions di
rectly from a computer at the Livermore Laboratories. Because of its early 
presence and technical capabilities, the Department of Energy operation now 
became, unknown to the press or the public, the de facto center of the effort to 
monitor radiation and coordinate state and federal data-gathering efforts. 

Friday afternoon Joe Deal had arranged a meeting for that evening at 
Capital City Airport to coordinate all environmental monitoring efforts at 

Three Mile Island. Deal felt that the isolated location would avoid the confu

sion which existed at Trailer City and the office of the Bureau of Radiation 
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Protection in Harrisburg. The meeting began at seven, with state and federal 

technical experts representing the Department of Energy, the Federal Drug 

Administration, the Environmental Protection Agency, the Department of 

Health, Education, and Welfare, and Pennsylvania's Bureau of Radiation 

Protection present. Nuclear Regulatory Commission representatives arrived 

about seven-thirty. Each agency briefly summarized its activities. 

The Federal Drug Administration representative reported that the state milk 

analysis facilities had become overloaded, and that the federal Drug Admin

istration would use its laboratory at Winchester, Massachusetts, to ease the 

burden. The Environmental Protection Agency promised that air sampling air

craft and ground sampling equipment would arrive from Las Vegas the next 

day. Joe Deal explained what the Department of Energy was doing. He said 
that the Brookhaven and Bettis scientists had taken one hundred and fifty 

samples, analyzed a hundred and ten of them and found no traces of iodine. 

The Bureau of Radiation Protection reported continuing ground monitoring 

with dosimeters in Falmouth, Goldsboro, Middletown and close by the reac

tor. No one present was sure how often the dosimeters were being read or 

how they were calibrated , but the meeting allowed the uncertainty to surface 

and enabled the AMS/NEST scientists to iron out any problems. Finally, there 

were brief reports by Jack Doyle on the AMS/NEST plume flights, Marv 

Dickerson on the ARAC predictions, and Jim Sage on the results of Bettis 
radiological assistance team monitoring. 45 

The meeting made it clear how substantial the Department of Energy effort 

was. There were sixty scientists and support personnel at Three Mile Islnnd by 

Friday evening, working under the direction of Joe Deal and the Emergency 

Operations Center. Monitoring data were undergoing analysis, plume flights 

were proceeding on schedule and wind-and-weather predictions were being 

carried out. Not surprisingly the various representatives on the spot decided 

"that one agency ought to be responsible for collecting information on data 

gathered by all the agencies and since the Department of Energy seemed to 

have the greatest resources, it was asked that they do this job."46 

Beyond the command post and those directly involved with the monitoring 

efforts, the Department's role remained largely unknown. Neither aerial moni

toring nor the Interagency Radiological Assistance Plan was mentioned at the 

Friday White House meeting or in the press. The Nuclear Regulatory Com-
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mission knew of the flights, of course, and may even have thought that the 

Department's aircraft, rather than the Metropolitan Edison helicopter, were 

the source of the twelve hundred millirem reading. Harold Denton testified 
later that "we went back to the national labs and the Department of Energy for 

a· lot of this expertise." In fact, Friday's events illustrated the existence of two 

levels of federal involvement at Three Mile Island: The White House-Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission coordinated response that began Friday afternoon, 

and the Department of Energy-Interagency Radiological Assistance Plan 

operation that had begun two days earlier when AMS/NEST and Brook

haven teams arrived on Wednesday. The White House stood in the national 

and international spotlight, and the Department's efforts remained largely 

unknown. "I was not aware of the magnitude of the massive effort that the 

Department of Energy had provided," recalled John Villforth, a Department 

of Health, Education, and Welfare scientist, "until later when I had gotten up 

there. I don't think in the very beginning that I appreciated that this was, in 

fact, an Interagency Radiological Assistance Plan exercise and that the teams 

were there under this Plan." 47 

By Friday evening most of the area around Three Mile Island was occupied 

by an army of federal and state experts who faced an opposing army of ques

tioning reporters. In the search for news, reporters interviewed other re

porters. Many civilians in the battle area had fled. A survey of area residents 
revealed that fifty-three per cent of those living within twelve miles of the 

Three Mile Island plant had evacuated some or all of the members of their 

family, compared with only nine per cent of those beyond twelve miles. Over 

half of those who did evacuate the area at all did so on Friday, and most 
stayed with friend or relatives in other parts of Pennsylvania. None of this hap

pened according to plan, and evacuation routes appeared in area newspaper 

only on Monday. Hy late Friday many occupants of Middletown and Golds

boro were not residents but scientists and newsmen. 48 

On Friday Three Mile Island became the focus of world attention in the 

news media. Fear, confusion and uncertainty radiated outward, initiated by 

contradictory statements from government experts and amplified by the 

press. Television brought the crippled plant into American living rooms. The 

further away from the center, the greater the fear. A Chinese report said that 

eight million people had been evacuated from around Three Mile Island, 
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while Amish folk in nearby Lancaster County's Pennsylvania Dutch region, 

who had no electricity or television, did not know there had been an acci

dent. 49 Nuclear Regulatory Commission officials in Washington speculated 

about a possible meltdown, while Commission experts inside the Unit 2 con

trol room were surprised to learn that there had been an evacuation advisory. 

No wonder many nearby residents who watched the news that night drove off 

in the family car for the weekend. 

The fact that Three Mile Island became a media event on Friday did not 

mean that the danger was not real. Many sr.ientists and nuclear industry ex

perts were deeply concerned about the reactor. But accurate information was 

in short supply because of poor communications, and public fear increased as 

media reports became more alarming. An invasion of experts and an exodus 

of residents was the result. Having arrived as the vanguard, the Department of 

Energy had established the beachhead on what was about to become a bat

tlefield. 
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Entrance sign to Three Mile Island on Pennsylvania Route 441 , just east of the plant. 



Shot of Three Mile Island from AMS/ NEST helicopter. The pilot is on the left, the 
scientist is taking measurements on the right. 



AMS/ NEST helicopter on a monitoring mission. 
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Department of Energy Command Post, Capital City Airport Left to right, L. Joe Deal, 
Herbert F. Hahn, and Wayne Adams. 
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Wall of command post showing organization chart, 1976 background survey, and 
monitoring station maps. 



L. Joe Deal (1.). briefs Eric Beckjord and Andrew Pressesky of the Office of Energy 
Technology early in April. 



A member of the Department of Energy's radiation assistance team analyzing samples 
at the command post. 



Loading a fifty -five gallon drum containing a sample of reactor core coolant. The 
drum was shipped to the Bettis Laboratory for analysis. 



President and Mrs. Carter tour the Unit 2 control room with Harold Denton (1.) on 
Aprill. 



L. Joe Deal, director of the Department of Energy's activities at the command post. 



View of Unit 2 . Cylinder-shaped containment building is in the background and the 

square auxiliary building in front left. 



Placing a monitor with a local resident. 



T. P. Stuart, senior scientist at EG&G, Inc., Nevada, preparing to count radiation levels 
collected by an air sample. 



Brookhaven scientists logging in samples collected during the day. 



Examples of terrestrial samples collected on Aprill5, 1979. 



Steven Gage of the Environmental Protection Agency during a tour of the command 
post. 



Pennsylvania Department of Transportation hangar at Capital City Airport. The large 
containers on the trucks contain communications and technical equipment. 



Briefing visitors at Capital City Airport. Left to right, Herbert F. Hahn, Commissioner 
RichardT. Kennedy of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and L. Joe Deal. 



Five o'clock briefing. Gene Start of National Ocenographic and Atmospheric Ad
ministration is giving weather briefings. 
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ChapterV 

The Battle of Three Mile Island 

There were two different levels. One was the 
White House department head level which 
had one perception of what was happening, 
what was going on, and what should be going 
on. Then, the scientific level of people know
ing what they had to do, and the resources 
and they were up there digging in the 
trenches and doing a good job. 

John Villforth, Department 
of Health Education and Welfare 

I don't know whether to cry my eyes out, 
scream my head off, or wet my pants. 

Baby poster on the wall of 
Three Mile Island Control Room 

0 
n Saturday, March 31, Three Mile Island became a confused bat
tleground in which two armies, almost unaware of each other's ex

istence, laid siege to the crippled reactor with its real or imagined dan

gers: radiation, explosion and meltdown. The first army consisted of the scien-

tists and radiation experts from around the country who began arriving as 

soon as the accident began on Wednesday, acting accordins to plan. The sec

ond army was a marvel of improvisation, an invasion of government officials 

and reporters dispatched from around the country and from Washington. 

Throughout the weekend these two armies, scientific and non-scientific, . 

deployed their troops and equipment almost independently of one another. 

The scientific response was planned; the non-scientific response was not. 

As on Friday, media amplification of public statements by government of

ficials generated a sense of apocalyptic crisis. At the center of fear was the 

hydrogen bubble, whose existence and unknown size and composition trig

gered rumors of meltdown, explosion and massive evacuation. These rumors 

culminated at eight-thirty Satuday evening in the following Associated Press 
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wire story: 

Harrisburg, PA (AP). Federal officials said Saturday night that 
the gas bubble inside the crippled nuclear reactor at Three Mile Is
land is showing signs of becoming potentially explosive, compli
cating decisions on whether to mount risky operations to remove 
the gas. 

Officials said earlier that tens of thousands of people might have 
to be evacuated if engineers decided to try to remove the bubble, 
operations that could risk the meltdown of the reactor and the re
lease of highly radioactive material into the atmosphere. 

But the NRC said Saturday night that it might be equally risky 
uol lo try the operation, because the bubble showed signs of grad
ually turning into a potentially explosive mixture that could wreck 
the already damaged reactor. 1 

On Friday, misinformation and poor communications created a situation of 

calm at the plant and fear in Washington. On the weekend that fear, fed by 

rumors such as those carried in the Associated Press story, was brought to 

Tlu~~ Mile Island by the invasion of reporters, scientists and politicians who 

joined the experts already there. Fears of a meltdown or explosion were thus 

passed down to Department of Energy scientists at Capital City Airport, lead

ing to a series of hurried contingency plans for evacuation from the area. The 

Three Mile Island accident somehow became magnified over the weekend 

because Washington came to Three Mile Island. 
To an anxious public, the main event of the weekend was the President's 

hurried trip to the plant on Sunday afternoon. The visit marked the height of 

the political response and became the major media event at Three Mile Island. 

But at center, things were calmer; plant workers having beers, sandwiches or 

peanut butter ice cream at Kuppy's Diner in Middletown felt that the reactor 

was now stable and that it would soon be brought to a safe shutdown. 

**************** 
The major problem at Three Mile Island was a large hydrogen bubble that 

had formed in the head of the reactor vessel. Small amounts of hydrogen are 

generally present in any pressurized water reactor in the steam space at the 

top of the pressurizer. Excess pressure can generally be "burped" or vented 

through a pressurizer by a spray nozzle-much like a bottle of soda pop. What 

wds unusual and alarming at Three Mile Island was that hydrogen, produced 

when steam reacted with the overheated and uncovered zircalloy fuel rods in 

the reactor, had escaped from containment and into the primary coolant sys-
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tern itself. Government officals and utility operators were afraid that the 

hydrogen, if present with sufficient oxygen, might become flammable, or even 

explosive. 2 

Plant operators worked throughout the weekend on various schemes to 

reduce the size of the bubble (estimated at between eight hundred and a thou

sand cubic feet) and to cool the reactor core. A sizeable group of Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission officials and nuclear industry experts from around 

the country, the so-called Industry Advisory Group, or "Think Tank," brought 

to Pennsylvania by General Public Utilities' Herman Dieckamp, advised the 
men in the plant. Initially on Sunday radioactive gas was being vented 

through a temporary pipe. Later the standard operation of recombining hy

drogen and oxygen into water was employed to eliminate the bubble. At the 

time of the President's visit on Sunday the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

had enough accurate technical advice from around the country on the bub

ble's flammability and detonation potential to feel that a meltdown or explo

sion was virtually impossible. In Roger Mattson's words, "it's not going to go 

boom." 3 This growing technical confidence was not conveyed to the outside 

world, which continued to hear predictions of doom generated on the basis of 

Friday's confusion, miscalcuation and misinformation. 

At eleven Saturday morning, Metropolitan Edison's Jack Herbein held his 
last press conference and announced that, "I generally think the crisis is over." 

This was promptly denied by Harold Denton, who said that the hydrogen 

bubble was larger than Metropolitan Edison's estimate and contained a 

dangerous and increasing level of oxygen. He implied a crisis situation that 

would last until the reactor reached a state of cold shutdown. Only late Satur.

day evening, at an eleven o'clock news briefing in Harrisburg held in response 
to media reports of impending disaster, did Denton maintain that an explo

sion was now impossible and evacuation unnecessary. "There is not a com
bustible mixture in the containment or in the reactor vessel," said Denton, 
"and there is no near-term danger at all." 4 

Washington's invasion of Three Mile Island thus placed a single federal 

spokesman in charge of all public relations for the utility and the government. 

Denton now began to brief the press and government officials on a regular 

basis. On Saturday morning the growing Nuclear Regulatory Commission en

campment at Trailer City behind the Metropolitan Edison observation build-
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ing across the river from the plant became the center for new information. At 

noon Denton held a press conference in Middletown at which he questioned 

Herbein's optimistic reports of a shrinking bubble and stated that no mean

ingful conclusions could be drawn as to its size. As Denton assembled a larger 

staff to deal with publicity, he began to schedule daily press briefings at the 

Middletown borough hall gymnasium. _ 
Over the weekend the area around Three Mile Island took on the eerie 

quality of a battlefield deserted by the civilian population. Many residents had 

left the area, refugees from fear, and Middletown resembled a ghost town. 

The Harrisburg Patriot wrote of residents fleeing Goldsboro in droves and of 

"nuclear refugees" throughout Pennsylvania. Schools and businesses had 

closed, churches and homes stood empty, motel and restaurant employees 
were gone. The Rev. Clyde W. Roach of the Ebenezer A.M.E. Church said 

two-thirds of his congregation had left the area. "I cancelled this morning's ser

vice," he said, "but if I had preached it would have been along the lines that all 

things made by man are imperfect." On Sunday the Cathoiic diocese in the 

area granted general absolution to its members. s 

Scientists monitoring off-site radiation that weekend found no cause for 

alarm. Environmental Protection Agency samplings of drinking water, food 
and milk turned up traces of iodine and cesium that were tens of thousands of 

times lower than Environmental Protection AR~n~v protective action levels. 
Pennsylvania agriculture officials delivered samples to the Department of En

vironmental Resources showing equally low levels. "The readings have been 

negative," said Pennsylvania Secretary of Agriculture Penrose Hallowell; "so 

far there is zero radioiodine and only one test shows noble gases in tiny pro
portion, a barely measurable quantity." John Cope, vice president of 

Ashcombe Farm Dairies, also noted that there was no contamination. "We 

have monitoring devices with which we have been checking the area around 
our farms for radiation, and we've found no reading at all," he told reporters. 6 

Despite such reassuring statements, state and local officials were busy plan
ning further evacuation to cope with potential disaster. The Pennsylvania 

Emergency Management Agency was planning for a massive evacuation by 

Tuesday, possibly out to twenty miles and involving some 600,000 people. 

Dauphin County officials, unable to reach Governor Thornburgh on Satur

day, announced that they would begin their evacuation Sunday morning at 

nine; only a two a.m. telephone call by Lieutenant Governor Scranton sue-
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ceeded in halting the planned move. Evacuation fears were fueled by the 
delivery of potassium iodide, an antidote to radioiodine, to Pennsylvania. But 
in the end, exodus preempted evacuation and officials did little more than 

belatedly publish escape routes in the Harrisburg Patriot on Monday. 7 

Many fears originated in Washington rather than in southern Pennsylvania. 
Throughout Saturday morning Department of Health, Education and Welfare 
Secretary Joseph Califano made inquiries regarding his Department's role in 
case of evacuation. At noon Califano sent a memorandum to the White 
House recommending a high-level meeting of cabinet officials and urging that 
the White House "make certain NRC closely consults with HEW and EPA 
public health experts." Despite a lack of information regarding conditions 
around the plant, Health, Education and Welfare officials in Washington 
favored evacuation out to ten or twenty miles and were busy arranging for the 
delivery of 240,000 potassium iodide vials to the Harrisburg area on Jack 
Watson's order. But Watson initially resisted the idea of a cabinet meeting on 
the grounds that it would be an unnecessary "Presidential media event." 8 

In Bethesda the Nuclear Regulatory Commission continued to be preoc
cupied with the bubble. Around noon on Saturday Joseph Hendrie called 
Denton, expressing concern that oxygen freed by radiolysis was building up in 
the reactor and urging Denton to warn Thornburgh of the danger. Shortly 
before three Hendrie held a news conference in Bethesda at which he noted 
that the reactor "continues to be in a stable configuration" but that "we do 
need to get the bubble out of the reactor vessel." He admitted that evacuation 
was "certainly a possibility" and answered reporters' questions about whether 
or not the bubble might explode and disperse radiation as far as Washington 
itself. In conference with other Commission officials Hendrie continued to talk 
of the "unknown" and the "edge of the precipice."9 

Reactor safety expert Roger Mattson was equally disturbed. Around three
thirty Saturday he met with the Commissioners and warned that a buildup of 
oxygen could make the bubble flammable or explosive within a few days. "No 
plant has ever been in this condition," said Mattson; "no plant has ever been 
tested in this condition." Only Saturday evening did a report by James Taylor 
of Babcock & Wilcox reach the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The report 
contained an engineer's earlier calculation that no excess oxygen was being 
generated, and that the danger was therefore much less acute than believed, 
but the report apparently never reached Mattson. Instead, what came out on 
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the AP wire Saturday evening was reporter Stan Benjamin's interview with 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission officials stressing a potential explosion. 10 

The Three Mile Island accident became more explosive politically that 

weekend. Anti-nuclear rallies were held across the country. Consumer ad

vocate Ralph Nader called for the immediate evacuation of all who lived 

within thirty miles of the plant. Senator Gary Hart, a Democrat from Col

orado, declared on "Face the Nation" that nuclear power now had a "credi

bility gap." Governor Jerry Brown of California wired the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission asking them to close down temporarily the Rancho Seco power 

plant near Sacramento. Dr. Norman C. Rasmussen of the Massachusetts In

stitute of Technology, author of an important report on the probability of 

nuclear power plant accidents, admitted that "we may have to change our 

projections somewhat" regarding future accidents. There were reports of 

"suicide volunteers" offering to enter the containment to shut down the reac

tor, of plans to disperse radioactive gas in balloons, and of evacuation for 

horses, cows and goldfish as well as people. "Stop the Merchants of Atomic 

Death," pleaded a banner outside President Carter's First Baptist Church in 

Washington. 11 

Mounting political pressure also forced the White House meeting which 

Califano had been urging. Chaired by Jack Watson·, the meeting lasted until 

Saturday evening and included four officials from the Department of Health, 

Education and Welfare. No Deparment of Energy representatives were in

vited. None of the Health, Education and Welfare officials except John Viii

forth were aware of the Interagency Radiological Assistance Plan or of the De

partment of Energy's role at Three Mile Island. There was some discussion of 

the need to let state and local officials lead the way, and minimize public anxi

ety by avoiding statements to the news media. But the meeting ended by as

signing to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission the major role for coordinating 

environmental monitoring data-the very role which the Department of 

Energy, at the request of Pennsylvania officials, was already playing. The 

White House remained unaware of the Department of Energy commitment, 

yet the Department continued to serve as the lead agency in off-site monitor

ing, completely unaffected by the high level decision. 12 

**************** 
The idea of a Presidential visit to Three Mile Island originated early Satur-

day evening. Presidential domestic affairs adviser Stuart Eizenstadt suggested 
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the idea in a telephone conversation with President Carter who was aboard 

Air Force One en route to Milwaukee to give a speech. Eizenstadt then 

cleared the plan with Harold Denton. That evening the President announced 

his intention. Admitting that a "very serious problem" still existed and that the 

crisis was not over, even if "improving," Carter announced that he planned to 

visit Three Mile Island "in the near future." 13 

The near future was nearer than Jessica Tuchman Matthews, the White 

House nuclear adviser, knew. At two o'clock Sunday morning she was 

awakened at home by a telephone call and asked to report to her office and 

prepare a briefing memorandum for the President. Upon arrival at the White 

House she called Harold Denton in Pennsylvania, and then spoke with 

Zbigniew Brzezinski and Vice President Mondale. With Jack Watson, Mat

thews then wrote a memorandum urging the President to say nothing during 

his visit about the technical problem at the reactor and not to convey the im

pression that the danger was over. 14 

By Sunday morning Vic Stello of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission had 

concluded that no more oxygen was being added to the hydrogen bubble. 

Unfortunately, Roger Mattson and Joseph Hendrie, who had already left 

Bethesda for Three Mile Island to help Denton brief the President, carried ob

solete data indicating that the bubble was now flammable and that more 

oxygen levels were rising. As Mattson recalled it, Stello told him he was 

"crazy" and that the Commission had made an error in calculating the bub

ble's explosive potential. "Stello says we're nuts and poor Harold is there; he's 

got to meet with the President in five minutes and tell it like it is ... And here 

he is. His two experts are not together. One comes armed to the teeth with all 

these national laboratories and naval reactors people and highfalutin' Ph.O.s 

around the country, saying this is what it is and this is his best summary. And 

his other, [the] operating reactors division director, is saying 'I don't believe it. I 
think it's wruny.' " 15 

Against this background of confusion, President and Mrs. Carter got off a 

U.S. Marine helicopter at one o'clock Sunday afternoon at an Air National 

GuarJ airport near Three Mile Island. 

At an airport briefing, Denton gave both Mattson's and Stello's views on the 

reactor. The Carters, Denton and Governor Thornburgh then boarded a 

school bus and headed for the plant. The Presidential party donned yellow 

plastic booties and made their way through the crippled plant to the Unit 2 
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Control Room. There Jim Floyd and Harold Denton explained the current 

status of the reactor. 
After touring the plant, the President returned to Middletown for a press 

conference at the borough hall gymnasium. Hand-shaking his way through a 

cheering, if small, crowd on West Emmaus Street, the President confronted 

several hundred reporters in a forest of microphones, cameras, cables and 

glaring lights. Together with Denton and Thornburgh, Carter urged calm and 

promised that "everything can and will be done in coping with the problem 

and those that miqht occur in the future." 16 

The Carter visit helped calm a difficult situation. Most Middletown residents 

still remaining in the area found the President's visit reassuring. At lease one 
did not. A forty-five-year-old iron worker, Carl Lankert, reportedly remarked: 

"What has he got to do with all this? It's just good politics." 17 

The Presidential visit was in fact the result of mounting pressure in Wash

ington, especially from the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, to 

demonstrate high-level political involvement at Three Mile Island and a visible 
concern for public health and safety. Until the time of the visit, however, 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission officials still thought that the bubble was 

flammable and potentially explosive, that a meltdown was theoretically possi

ble, and that evacuation was therefore a possibility; officials in Harrisburg were 

discussing evacuation contingencies even as the President toured the plant. 

We know now that the dangers of the bubble exploding were based on rumor 

or false calculation. The President's Commission concluded that "throughout 

Sunday the NRC made no announcement that it had erred in its calculations 

or that no threat of an explosion existed." 18 

The Presidential visit characterized a Washington response to the Three 

Mile Island accident that was sometimes ad hoc and political, rather than 

preplanned and scientific. A chain of misinformation, confusion and poor 

communications stretched from the distant offices of the federal government 
to Harrisburg and the plant. But there was also a parallel chain of command 

stretching from distant laboratories in California, Idaho and Nevada through 

Germantown to Three Mile Island involving scientists from around the coun

try. Contrary to Mattson's comments about "highfalutin' Ph.D.s," laboratory 

scientists were accurately assessing the plant's difficulties. Unfortunately, this 

information was not properly used. This second chain of command remained 

almost invisible to the press and the politicians. Riding into Middletown like 
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the U.S. cavalry, they failed to see the weary vanguard that had been en

camped for days on the battlefiel<;l. 

i:ri:ri:ri:ri:ri:ri:ri:ri:ri:ri:ri:ri:ri:ri:ri:r 

- By Saturday the Department of Energy had quietly established itself, at the 

request of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and Pennsylvania officials, as 

the main federal agency involved in monitoring, analyzing and coordinating 

the increasing amount of data on off-site radiation from the plant. Over the 

weekend the Department became involved not only in radiation monitoring, 

but at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's request, in the ferrying of lead 

bricks from Pittsburgh and Long Island to shield the recombiner machines 
employed to reduce the hydrogen bubble and in the transport and analysis of 

samples from the primary coolant system. The Department also made plans 

to evacuate all Nuclear Regulatory Commission and Department of Energy 
personnel from the area if necessary and analyzed detonation potential and 

dispersal possibilities of the hydrogen bubble. The basis of this expanded role 

was not planned, but resulted from requests from other agencies for 

assistance. 

Pilots and scientists continued to fly plume flights near the plant on a regu

lar schedule. From six to seven-fifteen a.m. Saturday morning Tom Maguire 

flew out thirty miles from the plant going along the plume but did not en

counter readings of more than one millirem. Three more flights Saturday 

revealed no major changes, no iodine and no readings above three millirems. 

In general, low off-site radiation readings persisted, in marked contrast to 

rumored dangers of explosion and meltdown emanating from public officials 

and the mediaY 

Plume flights were conducted on a three-hour basis. Helicopters had to 

compete for air space around the plant with Metropolitan Edison and the 

mP.rlin. At times as many as seven helicopters were in the air simultar:teously. 
Pilots drew straws to see who would fly at night when conditions were dan

gerous; those who won, or lost, were rewarded after their flights with beer and 

sandwiches, courtesy of Tony Sauder at the Red Baron restaurant at Capital 

City Airport. Even during routine flights the adrenalin flowed freely, and the 

men grew weary. 20 

In addition to plume flights, there were other sources of off-site radiation 

monitoring data. On Saturday, some thirty people in different Department of 

Energy teams were undertaking terrestrial monitoring in the area. This was 
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usually done by car, with drivers and escorts provided by the Pennsylvania 

State Police with the cooperation of the Bureau of Radiation Protection. Most 

terrestrial monitoring utilized scientists from Brookhaven and Bettis Labora

tories, riding in assorted station wagons, vans and four-wheel-drive vehicles, 

using radiation detectors and bringing samples back to Capital City Airport for 

analysis. 21 

Analysis of local weather data by ARAC also began on a regular basis 

Saturday. Since Thursday Marv Dickerson of the Livermore Laboratory had 

been at Capital City Airport making calculations based on wind, weather and 

plume readings and relaying his information to both the Department of Ener

gy and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. On Friday ARAC was installed 

at the airport, so that hourly predictions of weather, plume direction and 

dosage could be obtained by telephone directly from the ARAC computer at 

Livermore. By Saturday, twenty-five people at the laboratory were involved, 

under the tlirection of Christine Sherman, in making computer calculations 

for Three Mile Island. 

Radiation monitoring and data analysis were by now routine. But on Satur

day the Department of Energy was called upon to play a broader role in re

sponding to the accident than emergency planning had anticipated. 

**************** 
Don Ross did not sleep much on Friday night. At three-thirty Saturday 

morning Bill Ward of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission called Ross at the 

Emergency Operations Center and informed him of a new problem. Metro

politan Edison had requested the Commission to obtain as many lead bricks 

as possible to shield recombiners and other equipment to be used in reducing 

the size of the hydro~en bubble. They were asking for two thousand lead 

bricks in a matter of hours. "Fast is the word," said Ross. 22 

Ross promptly called the Command Post, the Bettis Laboratory in Pitts

burgh and the Joint Nuclear Accident Coordination Center in Albuquerque. 

By 5:05 he had learned that Bettis had a thousilnd bricks stor~d two miles 

from the airport in Pittsburgh. He informed the Nuclear Regulatory Commis

sion, then called 0. J. Woodruff at Bettis and asked him to transfer the bricks 

to Allegheny Airport for shipment to Three Mile lslrmci on iln Air Force 

C-130. 23 

The request for lead bricks was passed on to Brookhaven that night. By 
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seven Saturday morning two flatbed trucks, each with twenty thousand 

pounds of lead bricks, began rolling toward Three Mile Island. By Saturday 

afternoon, another 89,200 pounds of lead bricks were ready at Westhampton 

Air Force Base for shipment to Three Mile Island by the Military Air Transport 

Command. At 7:45 Sunday morning the Nuclear Regulatory Commission re

ported that enough bricks had been delivered (400 tons) and they did not 

need any more. Work began on the shielding for the hydrogen recombiner. 24 

Don Ross received another jolt from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Saturday morning. Shortly before six Leo Higginbotham of the Commission 

had asked Ross what contingency plans the Department of Energy had in the 

event of a core meltdown at Three Mile Island. Within half an hour Bernie 

Weiss also called to inquire about Department plans for an escalated emer

gency. Ross told Higgenbotham that he could call him back by eight, but 

Weiss did not want to wait. Given this new sense of urgency, Ross promptly 

called Roy Lounsbury. 25 

Colonel Roy Lounsbury was the man who would bring military contingen

cy planning to the battle of Three Mile Island on Saturday. Since October 

1976, Lounsbury had worked for the Department as manager of the Emer

gency Operations Center and coordinator of NEST operations. The Center 

and its Emergency Action Coordinating T earn operated under the Office of 

Military Applications. In the event of any emergency, the director of the Team 

would be from that Office. But except for the 1978 Operation MorninH Light 

search for the downed Soviet satellite in Canada, the system had never been 

tested, nor had there been much coordination with the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission. Morning Light had provided valuable experience in a quasi-mili

tary radiological operation, and there was coordination at Las Vegas between 

NEST and Environmental Protection Agency personnel. 26 

Lounsbmy nnrl his staff hac! learned lessons from Operation Morning Light 

that would be crucial at Three Mile Island: therP. must be a single Department 

field representative on site in any emergency; whenever an operation was de

ployed, prepare a staff for at least twenty-four hours; bring your own com

munications system, including AT&T long-line telephones; bring more than 

you need. In addition, isolation from the press was essential to efficiency. 

These lC!;!;ons would be invrthmhle at Three Mile Island. 

Lounsbury had first heard of the accident at Three Mile Island late Wednes

day morning at the Pentagon. At first he had felt that it was, as he put it, "noth-
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ing for me to get excited about." Later that afternoon he went out to Ger

mantown, visited the Emergency Operations Center, talked to Jack McCool, 

and recommended that a senior Department person be put in charge at Three 

Mile Island. By this time Lounsbury encountered an atmosphere of "calm 

confusion" at the Emergency Operations Center and realized he was dealing 

with a nuclear accident of serious potential. Since it was not a weapons

related accident, General Joseph K. Bratton designated McCool of Environ

mental Safety as the man in charge of the Center. But until Saturday 

Lounsbury saw no need to go to Three Mile Island himself. 

What changed the situation was a telephone call from a Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission official to Joe Deal's motel room at six Saturday morning. Did 
the Department have a place to move its operations in rae;" of a oariouc r;1di;1 

tion release? asked the caller. No, grumbled a sleepy Deal. The command 

post might not be far enough away, and contingency plans for evacuation of 
personnel might be in order. "By the way," soid the caller, "while you're at it, if 

you can find a place for our people to go, they'll go with you." Deal promptly 

dressed, drove out to the command post and telephoned General Bratton, 
who decided it was time to send Lounsbury and Walt Plummer of the Office 
of Military Application to Three Mile Island. 27 

Half an hour after Deal had been rudely awal~ened from a sound !;(eep, 

Don Ross at the Emergency Operations Center reported the heightened 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission concern to Lounsbury. Asked if there were 

any additional plans for an escalated emergency. Lounshury replied that "for 
what they're calling the meltdown, we w01jld just have to find-we would pro

vide whatever is needed in the way of RAP [radiological assistance]; that's all 
we can do. We don't have anything else. We're not going to be bringing in five 

hundred people," said Lounsbury, "because there is nothing five hundred 
people can do." 28 

Around seven Ross put out a situation report on thP. arcident, which did not 
reflect the concern for contingency planning: the reactor was stable and cool

ing, but "to avert a potential H2 explosion hazard, the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission would like to start the hydrogen recombiner." Off-site sampling 

still showed no iodine in milk, no detectable radiation in downstream filtration 

p(;1nt3, and very low Iddlallon levels. 19 

By eight o'clock Saturday morning the command post and the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission were requesting Emergency Operations Center aid 
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in planning for a new emergency. Joe Deal told Jack McCool that he wanted 

Lounsbury up at Three Mile Island as soon as possible. Bernie Weiss of the 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission told McCool that "people are getting a little 

pessimistic in the sense that we ought to do some more contingency planning 

in case something much worse happens." The problem was not to obtain 

more people, but to design an evacuation plan for government personnel. 

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission's alarm was spreading. 'They're think
ing about evacuation in the event of a large release," McCool told Deal; 

"They're thinking about the meltdown and they want to be prepared to move 

people out in a hurry if possible." 30 

If the Nuclear Regulatory Commisssion in Washington wanted to move 

people out, more scientists were moving in. The command post was bustling. 

Four separate teams from Bettis, Argonne, Brookhaven and Oak Ridge were 

out doing terrestrial off-site monitoring under the general direction of Bob 

Friess. Bettis and Brookhaven teams also established portable laboratories to 

analyze the samples at Capital City Airport. Oak Ridge and Argonne person

nel were assigned to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for field monitoring. 

In addition, Joe Deal had divided operations into three general areas: terres

trial radiological monitoring under Friess, AMS/NEST aerial monitoring 

under Jack Doyle and ARAC operations under Marv Dickerson. Capital City 

Airport remained the center of Department of Energy operations. Deal later 

testified that the airport was "easy for everybody to get to and it was private in 

the sense that we [had] made arrangements with the Capital City Airport 

Chief of Police [Donald Grow] to provide us guard service, and so we weren't 

interrupted by people we didn't want around the place." 31 

Establishing the command post at Capital City Airport turned out to be a 

wise and prudent decision. Supplies and personnel could be brought in direct

ly by r~ir tn thP. place where plume fli~hts and other monitoring operations 

originated; contact with headquarters and the national laboratories was 

assured by extensive dedicated telephone lines established on Wednesday. In 

contrast Joe Deal observed that, in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania officials were 

"absolutely paralyzed" by almost constant requests to brief the Governor and 

the press on the operations. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission also had 

"press everywhere; guys sticking microphones under them and cameras 

working around." In addition, Deal noted that being on the scene, rather than 

in Washington, was crucial. "It can't be planned from down there," he told 
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Jack McCool, "and that's why we need Lounsbury's help." 32 

By mid-morning Saturday Lounsbury and Walt Plummer were in an Air 
Force helicopter flying north over the rolling Maryland countryside on their 
way to Three Mile Island. Their mission was to establish an alternate location 
for the command post in case evacuation became necessary. The most likely 

spot was the U.S. Army Post at Carlisle, Pennsylvania, twenty miles west of 
Harrisburg, and Lounsbury had already arranged its availability by telephone. 

Upon arrival at Capital City Airport, Lounsbury called Scranton's office and 
asked if any state officials wished to participate in arranHinH for relocation; 
they d1d not. After briefings by Deal, Hahn and Doyle, Lounsbury and Plum
mer enjoyed lunch at the Red Baron, and headed off by helicopter for 

Carlisle.'~ 

By late Saturday afternoon, Lounsbury and Plummer had inspected the 

Carlisle Barracks, and General Bratton had reserved half of Building 684 in 
case of evacuation. In addition, Lounsbury had decided upon the code name 
"Jim Thorpe" for such an operation, named after the fabled Indian All

American football player from Carlisle College. If evacuation were to be 
ordered, the name "Jim Thorpe" would be passed along to all Department 
·personnel at Three Mile Island. This plan was first unveiled by Lounsbury at a 
"worst case contingency planning meeting" held at Pennsylvania Emergency 
Management Agency headquarters in Harrisburg, complete with a large wall 
photo of a mushroom-shaped cloud. 34 

The relocation plan called for all Department personnel and scientists to 

move to Building 684 at Carlisle Barracks. National laboratory scientists 

would move first, command post personnel second, and aerial monitoring 
teams last. Each group was expected to provide its own cars or other means 
of transportation. Flight operations would continue as long as possible, di

rected by the senior EG&G scientist, Lounsbury said. Carlisle itself would fea
ture U.S. Army cuisine and "humble but adequate sleeping facilities." In addi

tion, a Department memo emphasized that in an emergency the Department 
could bring in additional doctors, health physicists and scientists with ex
perience in serious nuclear accidents. 35 

When Lounsbury repeated his briefinq at the command post later, ne 
created a stir. Lounsbury was a military man used to contingency planning. In 

his mind, he was giving a kind of "morale booster" speech that said, in effect: 
Don't worry because if the worst happens, we are prepared for it. He outlined 
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the threat of a hydrogen explosion. He described the evacuation plan. He 

urged all Department personnel and scientists to be ready to move at any time 

and to have their suitcases packed. According to Lounsbury, there was little 

overt reaction to his briefing, only a mood of prudent preparation. 36 

Lounsbury's briefing had a more serious impact than he knew. Joe Deal 

had been alarmed by Nuclear Regulatory Commission talk of a meltdown and 

had had Marv Dickerson prepare a hypothetical plume pattern and map over· 

lays for display at the briefing. 37 This visual worst-case display upset Penn· 

sylvania officials, because the radiation appeared to spread well beyond the 

twenty mile distance for which they had any evacuation plans. Others inter· 

preted Lounsbury's plan as "an exercise." Air Force pilots Creel and Bauland 

were military men and equally unconcerned; to them it was just "a standby 

plan." 38 But Tom McGuire recalled thinking about "the real possibility of some 

kind of danger." If an Army colonel was there, "these guys are playing for 

real," he thought. Bob Casey could not remember Lounsbury's last name, but 

remembered a "very strong concern" about possible meltdown. Bob Friess 

had trouble sleeping afterwards and recalled that "a lot of us were a little 

uneasy;" Saturday, he felt, was definitely the "crisis day." 39 

Bob Shipman, who had been at Three Mile Island since Wednesday, was 

also alarmed by Lounsbury's speech. The radiation levels he had recorded 

seemed far from dangerous, but here was a military man talking about melt· 

down, evacuation, and potassium iodide capsules. "That was scary," said 
Shipman. "I had this sudden vision of all these DOE people running like rab· 

bits out through the hills trying to get away from this green cloud."•o Louns· 

bury's very presence now lent credence to rumors and press reports of explo· 

sion and meltdown. 

Washington's fears had come to Three Mile Island. 

**************** 
At one-thirty Saturday afternoon Jack McCool called Department of Ener· 

gy Secretary James Schlesinger from the Emergency Operations Center and 
gave him an update on the situation. McCool reported the latest information 

concerning the bubble in the top of the pressure vessel, noting that "the 

radioactivity in the primary coolant is quite high. The radioactivity off site is 

fJUite low." Radiation readinqs five miles from the plant were about one milli· 

rem, showing xenon and no iodine. Schlesinger was not greatly concerned 

and asked few questions.•• Unlike Califano, his direct involvement in the 
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Three Mile Island response was minimal. Intervention from Washington did 

not seem necessary. 

More significant that afternoon was the Department of Energy contribution 

to the hydrogen bubble problem. This contribution took two forms: delivery of 

a sample of highly radioactive gas from the bubble to the Bettis Laboratory in 

Pittsburgh, and an analysis of various strategies for venting the bubble, carried 

out at the Department's Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. 

At 7:45 a.m. Saturday Joe Lenhart of Oak Ridge called the Emergency 

Operations Center and reported that the plant had taken a sample of gas from 

the bubble and needed an analysis of its hydrogen content. Lenhart recom· 

mended that the analysis be done at Bettis Laboratory in nearby Pittsburgh, 

rather than at Oak Ridge. He asked Don Ross to call the plant to get thP. sam· 

pie released to the Department of Energy, something Ross felt could be easily 

done since "apparently Schlesinger called the plant manager and told him he 

expected cooperation so we should have no trouble getting cooperation." 

Ross also call Joe Deal to set up the lab analysis with Bettis and arrange 

transportation. By nine Jack McCool had scheduled the Bettis analysis and in· 

formed Lenhart. He had also instructed Ed Patterson to pick up the sample at 

the plant and told Jim Floyd that Patterson was coming. 42 

At 11:25 a.m. Bernie Weiss called McCool and said he had a second sam· 

pie drawn from the reactor's primary coolant loop to be analyzed. Again, Me· 

Cool decided to do the analysis at Bettis rather than Brookhaven or Oak 

Ridge. All of this became academic since the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

did not provide the sample untill;~tP.r 43 

At 10:49 Saturday night Bettis telephoned the results of the gas sample to 

the Emergency Operations Center; the gas was showing mainly fission pro· 

ducts xenon and iodine. 44 More significantly, early Sunday morning the lab 

called in the results of the mass spectrometry analysis for the second sample 

of primary coolant and reported very little uranium, signifying essentially no 

fuel melting in the reactor. This was important evidence that the accident was 

less serious than had been teared. 45 

Two thousand miles away from Three Mile Island the Idaho National Engi· 

neering Laboratory sprawls across 893 square miles of Idaho sagebrush. The 

labtHdlury slls upon the Snake River plain, a massive volcanic rock formt'ltion 

whose run-off water is home for ninety percent of the rainbow trout sold in 

American stores and restaurants. Antelope graze within a few hundred yards 
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of the cement-block buildings. A major function of the laboratory is to reclaim 

nuclear materials from spent fuel rods used in reactors, especially in Navy sub

marines. The laboratory also possesses computerized semiscale reactor mock

ups to simulate accidents. In December 1978 it completed a series of suc

cessful tests on the response time of emergency core cooling systems under 

various accident conditions. 46 

Work on the bubble program was well underway there by Saturday. All Fri
day night, technicians had modified the blue-and-yellow semiscale reactor to 

conform to the conditions at Three Mile lsland-2 and injected nitrogen gas to 

simulate the eight-hundred-cubic-foot bubble. "The entire crew volunteered to 
work on the experiments," recalled Larry Ybarrondo; "We had more people 

than we actually needed." At about seven o'clock Saturday morning the test 

began. By noon the test was completed and engineers were starting to 

evaluate the data. That evening Ybarrondo and Willis Bixby, at the request of 
the utility's Herman Dieckamp, called Vic Stello of the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission at the plant site and agreed that Ybarrondo would come to 

Three Mile Island as soon as possible. At ten p.m. (Mountain Standard Time) 

the test results-240 separate printouts from the computer called Puff, the 

Magic Dragon-were sent to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission by telefax. 
Thus by midnight (Eastern Standard Time) the Department had provided the 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission with its requested bubble analysis: the semi

scale model had successfully forced a bubble of gas into the outlet pipe of the 

coolant system and into containment, lowering pressure without uncovering 
the fuel rodsY 

Throughout Saturday Idaho scientists were also busy devising ways to col

lapse the bubble and vent the hydrogen. "Imagine a pressure cooker with boil

ing water that is turning into steam," said Willis Bixby to an eager reporter. "If 
you laave the lid off, P.ventually the water will boil dry. But if you close the lid 

the pressure will increase. In order to lower the pressure without boiling it dry, 

you have to reduce the heat." Four options were considered: 1) to raise the 

pressure inside the reactor to collapse the bubble by dissolving it into the water 

of the primary coolant; 2) to lower the pressure, further exposing the core, in 

order to siphon out the bubble along with the primary coolant water; 3) to 

drop tha water level and thP.n reflood the reactor with fresh water, sinking the 
bubble; 4) to restart the reactor, creating heat sufficient to turn the water into 

steam and bursting the bubble. The fourth option was almost immediately re-
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jected on grounds that restarting a reactor with possibly damaged fuel rods 

was both dangerous and impractical. Ultimately, the solution involved none of 

these options but the standard use of recombiners to turn the hydrogen and 

oxygen back into water. 48 

All day Sunday the Department continued to aid federal and state efforts at 

Three Mile Island. Helicopter plume flights continued every three hours 

around the clock, despite rain and dense fog. Two scientists from the Depart

ment's Environmental Measurements Laboratory in New York arrived by van 

and began monitoring around the plant area. AMS/NEST communications 

pods arrived from Las Vegas: airline cargo containers holding telephones, 

radios, handi-talkies, TV receivers, a telecopier and other communications 

equiptw:ml. Dick Beers arrived from Las Vegas to supervise some thirty 

EG&G personnel involved in AMS flights. And again, the five o'clock Depart

ment briefing at Capital City Airport provided an opportunity for agencies to 

exchange views and data. Yet the President's Sunday visit did not include the 

major off-site facility at Three Mile Island: the Department of Energy com

mand post. The Department's profile remained low. 49 

****.::;*********** 
Only on Monday did most scientists and officials realize that the dangers of 

the hydrogen bubble had been overestimated, and that it was now greatly 

reduced in size. Relieved Nuclear Regulatory Commission officials in Bethes

da said privately that they were "not concerned about the bubble and any ex

plosion problem with it" and even wondered "whether there ever has been 

any substantial bubble." At an eleven fifteen a.m. news conference in Mid· 

Jletown Harold Denton reported a "dramatic decrease in the bubble size" 

(from 850 to 50 cubic feet), a drop in off-site radiation levels and "reason for 

optimism." The daily Nuclear Regulatory Commission bulletin also admitted 

that "further analyses and consultations with experts has led to the develop" 

ment of a strong consensus that the net oxygen rate inside the noncondensi

ble bubble in the reactor is much less than originally conservatively esti

mated." This was the closest the Commission came to admitting that it had 
been wrong. 50 

Yet public concerns created over the weekend were nnt so quickly di~ 

sipated. Schools in the Harrisburg region remained closed until Wednesday, 

evacuation routes were published in the Harrisburg Patriot and only seventy 

per cent of Harrisburg's state employees showed up for work (6,500 absen-
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tees, as opposed to the usual 2,500). Many depositors lined up to withdraw 

money from local banks. "Gas Bubble Still a Hazard," read a Washington Post 

headline; "the battle to avert a major disaster" was still raging, said the Wall 

Street Journal, and "officials indicated that they need to come up with a solu

tion within the next several days or conditions within the reactor might reach 

an explosive state." By noon Monday, however, reporters knew that the bub

ble was nearly gone. Monday's stories reflected the weekend's fears and con

fusion, not the latest reports from the crippled reactor. 51 

After all the activities of the weekend, the solution to the bubble problem 

was routine: spr~y nozzles in the pressurizer removed hydrogen-laden 
coolant through a nozzle in the top of the pressurizer, and Monday afternoon 

the recombiners began to convert excess hydrogen and oxygen back into 

water. Whatever the nature of the bubble, by Monday it was being eliminated. 

**************** 
The Department of Energy remained active on Monday. Terrestrial moni-

toring continued, but plume flights were cancelled due to more bad weather 

and poor visibility. A C-141 was put on standby to carry a fifty-five gallon 

drum with a primary coolant sample to the Bettis Laboratory for analysis. The 
daily five o'clock briefings continued at Capital City Airport, complete with 

aerial photographs, topographical maps and radiation iospleth maps. Evacua

tion plans remained in effect, however, and the Nuclear Regulatory Commis

sion now requested Department assistance in cleaning up contaminated 

buildings and equipment at Three Mile Island. By now there were over one 
hundred department personnel operating out of Capital City Airport. 52 

Problems persisted. Getting accurate up-to-date information from inside the 

plant and from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission remained difficult. Ac

cording to Pennsylvania Secretary of Health Gordon McCleod, who visited 

the command post Monday, rRports of iodine in milk samples had caused a 
number of farmers in the area to evacuate, leaving their dairy herds behind. 

Dr. Walter H. Weyzen of the Department's Office of Health Studies and En

vironmental Research also reported a "lack of liaison between the Depart

ment and state health authorities, and the local lack of expertise on either side 

to utilize monitoring information in medical decision making." 5
l 

**************** 
The major problem over the weekend at Three Mile Island was com-

munication between scientists and politicians, the site and Washington, the 
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plant and off-site experts. More particularly, it would appear that commands 

and statements were transmitted in profusion from Washington to scientists at 

Three Mile Island, but scientific data gathered through monitoring and labora

tory analysis were not effectively understood in Washington. The army of 

scientists had plenty of guidance from its officers, the politicians, but the of

ficers operated without the intelligence gathered by their army. 

By early Sunday morning, Department laboratory analysis should have 

convinced the Nuclear Regulatory Commission that the hydrogen bubble was 

of little danger and could be vented. In the case of Vic Stella, it apparently die;!. 

Dul lital analysis was going directly from Idaho to the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission, not to the Department itself; Jack McCool reported Monday 

mornin~ lltC:Il h~ had learned of the lcli!hn simulation tasts on the bubble only 

from watching television. 54 Because of poor communications between the 

plant itself and the command post, information often came from the national 
media, rather than directly from industry or government. 

By Monday the quick and accurate communication of technical data to a 

fearful public and a distant federal government was better. Harold Denton 

was an effective spokesman to the press and the public, a valuable conse

quence of Washington's invasion of Three Mile Island. Public ~oncern les

sened and refugee residents began to return home. Scientists from industry 
and government were at the plant advising on procedures for a cold shut

down. The battle of Three Mil~ Island continued on new fronts. 
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Chapter VI 
The Changing of the Guard 

You Americans don't solve problems, you 
overwhelm them. 

Canadian official 
at Operation Morning Light, 1978 

A
s the weekend ended, it became clear that the immediate crisis had 

also ended but that a long campaign to bring the reactor under con

. trol was about to begin. Temporary expedients became permanent 

procedures. Fresh recruits replaced grizzled veterans. Those who had thought 

the crisis had been checked on Wednesday or Thursday now realized they 

were in for a long stay. Slowly residents returned to the area and their daily 

routines, but for days schools remained closed and motel rooms filled with 

scientific and official visitors from around the country and the world. The 

"Harrisburg Syndrome" continued to make headlines even as the less 

glamorous tasks of cleanup began. 

At the Middletown gymnasium, Harold Denton and a staff of tired and 

overworked Nuclear Regulatory Commission and Department of Energy pub

lic relations personnel held twice-daily press briefings amid a forest of bright 

lights, cables snaking across the floor, and hungry reporters trying to meet 

deadlines. At times the world's entire press corps seemed to be jammed into 

the old building at one time, asking endless questions about the reactor and 

trying to understand the jargon of nuclear reactor technology. By Tuesday a 

number of Department of Energy public relations people, including James 

Cannon, Gail Bradshaw and Robert Newlin of headquarters and James 

Alexander of Oak Ridge, assisted the Commission's press staff. Conditions 

were not ideal - the xerox machine was in the kitchen and the daily bulletins 

were handed out from the pantry after being collated on chairs set up along 

the gymnasium wall. By the end of the first week after the accident, a regular 

svstem had developed for answering, or trying to answer, endless questions 

about nuclear technology and terminology. 
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Trailer City had become a semi-permanent encampment behind the obser

vation building. The city possessed a helicopter landing pad, a large mess tent 

and dozens of light-green mobile homes, which spilled over the parking lot 

and into the surrounding fields. From here the Nuclear Regulatory Commis

sion provided information and periodic bulletins for officials, reporters and 

scientists. In addition, a mimeographed newspaper, "Trailer City News," kept 

the camp informed of local events. Yet the information available at the gym

nasium press center and Trailer City included little publicity on the extensive 
and continuing Department of Energy effort. 

A week after the accident had begun, hundreds of scientists and technicians 

from the Dep;utment of Energy and its contracting laboratories continued to 

invade the Three Mile Island area. Fresh troops arrived every few ui:iys to 

relieve those who had spent long hours in the field. Soil, vegetation, water, air 

and milk samples continued to be reassuring: no unusual radioactivity was 

found, and the scientists agreed that public safety had not been threatened. 

Aerial monitoring teams were still spotting xenon, but at very low levels. In 

fact, only the extreme sensitivity of their instruments enabled them to pick up 

the low radioactivity they did register. Certainly, they felt, there was no cause 

for alarm. Accustomed to responding to a clear and present danger, the 

radiological assistance teams chafed under what they now perceived to be a 

purely political response. But each day, like good soldiers, the men set out on 

their monitoring missions, patrolled the plume, brought back captive samples 

for analysis and reported their findings to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

or Pennsylvania officials. They could report that the enemy, dangerous radio

adivlly, r~malned under siege within the looming fortress on Three Mile Is
land. And for them the urgency of battle had begun to disappear. 

Like any other military operation, the government's response to Three Mile 

Island needed a code name. Roy Lounsbury knew that the Pentagon re

served certain letter groups for non-military events. He phoned to check. He 

could choose any combination of two words beginning with the letters "I" or 
"P." For a while Lounsbury toyed with possibilities, jotting several down on a 

sheet of paper. With his list of options before him he called the Nuclear Regu

latory Commission. The major responsibility Cit Three MilP. lslr~nd was theirs, 

he reasoned, and someone from the Commission should choose the opera

tional code name. He read off his list. Later that day someone from the Com-
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mission called to tell Lounsbury what name had been selected. Rejecting all of 

Lounsbury's suggestions, the Commission had settled on Operation Ivory 

Purpose. The Air Force helicopter pilots had also christened the event. As the 

crisis wound down after April!, they began to call it Operation Faded Glory. 1 

**************** 
The first few days of April were damp and dismal. Angry gray clouds 

scudded low across the ridges north of Harrisburg. Heavy fog reduced visibili

ty and hampered the aerial monitoring flights. Ground teams, however, con
tinued patrolling the perimeter of the plume, collecting samples. Other crews 

established radiation dosimetry stations within a twelve-mile radius of the 

plant to obtain a cumulative dose assessment, as requested by the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission. The command post possessed the most reliable 

telephone communications in the area and often coordinated the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission and Metropolitan Edison requests for additional sup
port. 2 

Away from the command post, additional Department of Energy scientists 
were exploring and analyzing the reactor's problems and attempting to find 

possible solutions to them. Larry Ybarrondo had arrived to join the "think 

tank" of experts advising the utility. And on Three Mile Island stood Herman, 
the sturdiest soldier in the Department of Energy's army, known to the scien

tists at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory as a "mobile manipulator." Jargon 

aside, Herman would travel where others could not go, a sophisticated robot 
who marched unhesitatingly into areas of deadly radiation. Metropolitan 

Edison had asked that Herman and his human staff be trucked in to take ra

dioactive samples from the damaged reactor's core coolant. In dealing with 

the most serious commercial power reactor accident in the industry's history, 

the Department of Energy was holding back none of its vast resources in the 

effort to protoct ths public. 3 

The Department of Energy's effort was far more organized by April2 than it 

had been even a few days earlier. Communications equipment so badly 

needed when the existing telephone circuits had become overloaded finally 

arrived from Las Vegas despite an airline strike which had delayed the ship

ment. After the equipment arrived, life at Capital City Airport became much 

simpler. 4 

With the additional Nevada equipment, the command post was able to 
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serve as the focus for all governmental monitoring activity at Three Mile Is

land. At Joe Deal's suggestion, the scientists and technicians from the Depart

ment of Energy, the national laboratories, AMS/NEST, the Environmental 
Protection Agency, the Food and Drug Administration, the Nuclear Regu

latory Commission and the Pennsylvania Bureau of Radiation Protection con

tinued to meet each day in the airport hangar behind the command post to 

brief each other on the day's findings. Normally scheduled at the end of the 

afternoon, the "five o'clock briefings" became nn irle<~l way to swap informa
tion, review monitoring problems and double-check radiological findings. 

When a team reported an unusual set of numbers, readings that did not cor
relate with other results, briefing participants would go to large maps with 

sampling locations plotted on an overlay. Rechecking the information with 

other teams which had worked in the area always solved the anomaly, usually 

the result of an error in transposing the readings. This peer review quickly cor

rected any inaccurate or hasty calculations. At the end of the meeting, com

mand post staff would collect, collate and distribute the environmental data to 

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in Bethesda and to Pennsylvania officials 
at the Fulton Building in Harrisburg. 5 

In spite of the five o'clock briefings, the peer reviews and the dissemination 

of the data, one significant problem remained. However often the data were 

checked and rechecked for radiological accuracy, no one at the command 

post - neither the radiological assistance teams nor the federal agency rep

resentatives - was certain that the information was being used by either the 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission or Pennsylvania agenr.ie_c; in making dech 

sions. No one was certain, for example, whether the command post envi

ronmental monitoring data had been considered in preparing the Governor's 

evacuation advisory. Dr. Walter H. Weyzen of the Department of Energy had 

spoken with state officials in Harrisburg and had complained Sunday that 

monitoring information was not being utilized. Scientists, too. became puzzled 

over the complaint. No radiation levels they had seen warranted evacuation, 

and some began to wonder if the Governor or the Nuclear Regulatory Com

mission knew something they did not know. Since communication between 
the command post and the Unit 2 control room was nearly non-existent, this 
was a pO$lbility. 6 
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Residents continued to fear the reactor. Some fled the area, while others 

took advantage of the situation. Upon certification by the Red Cross, in

dividuals claiming to be displaced due to the "reactor situation" were given 

five hundred dollars from insurance companies to aid in relocation. According 

to the local director of the Red Cross, many were taking the money and then 

going over to the Red Cross shelters in Hershey. 7 

The probability of public alarm from the stricken plant was greatly reduced 

by April 4, one week after the accident had begun. Radiation levels during 

periods of planned venting were much lower than readings taken previously 

during similar operations. Dosimeters were measuring steadily decreasing 
dosage rates in the towns around Three Mile Island. Concentrations of radio

active gases in the containment building had also experienced a marked de
crease. The Food and Drug Administration did report finding very low levels 

of radioiodine in some milk samples and in samples of wastewater dumped 

from the plant into the Susquehanna River. This caused some concern, not 

because of the levels, which were far below the Environmental Protection 

Agency's accepted concentration limits, but because officials did not know the 
source of the contamination. Even so, the Department of Energy sent copies 

of the booklet, "Emergency Handling of Radiation Accident Cases," to Penn

sylvania officials in case the situation worsened. 8 

A preliminary assessment of the impact on the health of the population 
within fifty miles of the plant was completed on April 3. Drawn up by a team 

of specialists from the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, the En

vironmental Protection Agency and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the 

report estimated the number of fatal cancers which might occur due to the ac
cident at Three Mile Island. The answer: .36. Cancer and genetic damage, the 

report continued, statistically would affect only one person. The Nuclear Reg

ulatory C:ommission chose not to release the estimates to the press. 9 

By April 3, Department of Energy teams had analyzed 165 vegetation 

samples, 74 water samples, 134 soil samples and numerous air samples. Of 
these, three gave "slight positive identifications." All other samples indicated 

[normal levels of] background [radiation]." In short, the scientists had not yet 

found any significant public health threat.'0 

T::ri::ri::ri::ri::ri::ri::ri::ri::ri::ri::ri::ri::ri::r 

Initially, the fact that no unusual levels of radiation had been detected by 
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the Department of Energy's radiation assistance teams had little effect upon 
the Department's response. One week after the accident had begun, more 
than one hundred Department of Energy personnel at Three Mile Island were 
not as concerned by their own data as by the public's perceptions and fears of 

the twelve hundred millirem per hour radiation release, the apparently ex
plosive hydrogen bubble, the Governor's evacuation advisory, and the gen
eral tension generated by the media. The Department thus brought additional 
resources to the scene, partially to assure state officials and the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission that large numbers of experts were working on the 
problem or standing by should they be needed. But because of the Depart
ment's low profile, the extent of Its response was not made public; conse
quently, people living near the plant remained largely unaware of the 

resources sent to protect them. 
Yet even as more and more radiological assistance teams and equipment 

arrived, most of Friday's problems had subsided. No more major radiation 
releases were reported. The hydrogen bubble had mysteriously disappeared. 
There were more troops on hand than the battle warranted or, perhaps, the 

generals could efficiently direct. 11 

Given the low radiation levels, scientists on the radiological assistance 

teams became convinced that the emergency phase of the operation was over 
and the monitoring teams should go home. Bob Friess reported that his 
Brookhaven team members were finally getting enough rest, a sure sign that 
the crisis was passing. Although some iodine samples indicating radioactivity 

above the minimum detectable level were taken, the concentration was no
where near the danger level, and scientists agreed that environmental moni
toring could be concluded. Moreover, the response had become so large that 
regular wt>rk at the laboratories was being neglected. 12 

Nonetheless, the monitoring operation was assuming an inertia of its own. 
Pennsylvania officials, happy with the work the radiological assistance teams 
were doing, wanted to keep them around, Dave Schweller felt, even thouQh 
radiation levels were low. In addition, the Department of Energy teams 
possessed the best equipment and the longest radiological experience. So 
while nearly every scientist agreed that the response to Three MiiP. lslnnd 
could be terminated, Schweller theorized that the response had become 
political, rather than radiological, and therefore far more difficult to bring to an 
end. 13 
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Schweller was partially right. Politics did not care about low radiation 

readings; the political situation demanded a response and a presence. No one 

in charge of the Department's efforts, either in Washington, Germantown, 

Capital City Airport or the national laboratories wished to appear unrespon

sive. Furthermore, there was an additional reason to have the environmental 

monitoring teams at the scene. While the Interagency Radiological Assistance 

Plan outlined how a response might or would occur, nothing in the plan indi

cated the size of the response, or when and how a response should end. In 

that respect the plan was a nightmare of uncertainty to bureaucrats who favor 

clear responsibility on paper. Consequently, the operation was phased down 

on an ad hoc basis and those at the site had different perceptions of how and 

when to reduce the force than did those at the Emergency Operations Center. 

Scientists working out of the command post believed that once a cold shut

down of the. reactor was achieved, everyone could leave. Until then, inost 

thought that the best plan was to maintain a reduced force to babysit the reac

tor. Friess noted that the twenty-seven contractor employees and two Depart
ment of Energy officials doing monitoring for the state, plus the Environmen

tal Protection Agency's twenty-five people doing similar surveys, were more 

than adequate. Friess proposed that the Department lower its commitment to 

twelve, enough, he felt, to carry the workload. Furthermore, the Environmen

tal Protection Agency could assume some of the responsibilities and monitor

ing functions of the radiological assistance teams from the Bettis and Knolls 
Atomic Power laboratories.' 4 

At the Emergency Operations Center, Jack McCool already considered the 

number of monitoring personnel excessive. But he was uncertain how the 
situation could be remedied without prior approval from Pennsylvania or the 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Until the word came from higher up, Mc

Cool r.ontinued to rotate replacements into Three Mile Island, keeping per

sonnel levels constant. McCool was willing to ask those in the field for sugges

tions on planning reduced levels of support, but whatever the final decision on 

a reduction in manpower, he was adamant that plans would be made by the 
Emergency Operations Center in consultation with the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission and not by the people in the field. 15 

The pPrsistP.nt question of who was runnin~ the Department of Energy 

response strained the relationship between those at the command post and 

the Emergency Operations Center. Uncertainty about the seriousness of the 
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accident led to different perceptions. The command post viewed the situation 

with less concern than Germantown. Scientists monitoring the environment 

came to regard officials not directly working at the site with some contempt. 

How could people tucked away in the basement of the Department of Energy 

building really understand what was happening at Three Mile Island? 

The basis for this confusion, frustration and annoyance was communica

tions. While telephone contacts between the Emergency Operations Center 

and the command post were difficult and irregular during the first days of the 

crisis, the real difficulty stemmed from a mutual mi$t,mderstanding of the 
pressures on those in the field and those in Germantown. So after the first 

week the communications problem was not technical, but organizational. 

Without prior experience at working together on a crisis of these dimensions, 

neither group fully understood the other's mission. 

The Emergency Operations Center, fielding requests for assistance from 

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and Metropolitan Edison, keenly con

scious of Congressional concern and briefing anyone who telephoned the 

control center or crowded into the message center for the latest information, 

began to view the Department's response in terms of numbers. The more 

Department of Energy resources at the site or on alert, the more assurance 
and certainty in a time of instability from the point of view of the Emergency 

Operations Center and its Washington constituency. Thus local pressures de

termined level of response and determination to control the operation from 
Germantown. 

Scientists in the field tended to be insensitive to Washington's political 
pressures. Furthermore, none of the radiological assistance teams came pre

pared for a continuing response. The teams from Brookhaven and Bettis ro

tated monitoring duties according to their own plans and did not always clear 
these arrangements with the Emergency Operations Center. When Bob Friess 

pulled the Brookhaven team out on the thirtieth of March, McCool said he 
was "just delighted with the service they gave us but we just can't have a 

dozen people dipping in and out at random." He wanted to coordinate 

through one channel "and that channel is from here to the site." In short, all 

decisions on assistance would be made in Germantown. 16 

This view eroded the initial idea of coordination between Germantown and 

the command post. The Emergency Operations Center realized that an on-
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site representative was necessary to coordinate the Department of Energy 

response properly. Thus Ed Patterson and then Joe Deal were dispatched to 

provide this coordination. But at the same time, the Emergency Operations 

Center was reluctant to surrender its own coordinating role. Therefore two 

levels of coordination emerged, one at Capital City Airport and the other in 

Germantown, each with its own perception of what was happening and what 
was needed. 

Deal and others at the command post chafed under McCool's directions. 
"We think we can manage what has happened here without any problems," 

Deal had told the Emergency Operations Center on March 31. The Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission was discussing the possibility of an evacuation, Deal 

had noted, and he wanted to be certain that any evacuation of Department of 
Energy personnel would be handled from the command post, not German

town. And he did not want any more environmental monitoring teams, Deal 
emphasized, as there was already a problem keeping those at the site busy. 17 

Indeed, even then Deal was experiencing difficulty finding any significant 
work for the experienced radiological teams that continued to stream into the 

area. When a group from the Mound Laboratory arrived on Saturday, March 

31, from Miamisburg, Ohio, Jim Sage of Bettis briefed them on the situation, 
but he had nothing for them to do. In a cold rain they drove down to the 

Fulton Building in Harrisburg to see if they might help the Food and Drug Ad

ministration crews. The Food and Drug Administration was in the process of 
placin!,; dosimeters in the outlying areas. They welcomed Mound's offer. 

Ironically, neither the people from Mound nor the Food and Drug Administra

tion knew the area well, which delayed placement of the dosimeters. Mound 
scientists were pleased to be helping, but they felt frustrated. Trained health 

physicists and nuclear technicians, they had believed they were driving all the 

way across Ohio and Pennsylvania to monitor radiation. Taping dosimeters to 

churches and fire stations was, they felt, a gross misuse of their expertise.' 0 

Nonetheless, the number of Department of Energy people coming into 

Three Mile Island continued to expand. On April 5 there were 102 Depart

ment and contractor employees operating out of the command post. By then, 
most of the Department's national laboratories were involved with Three Mile 

Island, including the Bettis and Knolls Atomic Power laboratories, facilities 

which had had long experience with pressurized water reactors. Both labora

tories had been established in the early stages of the naval program headed by 
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Admiral Hyman Rickover, who had pushed the development of the pressur

ized water reactor. Other scientists from Oak Ridge and Argonne and the De

partment's Environmental Monitoring Laboratory went "plume chasing" to 

determine if the invisible cloud contained dangerous radioactivity. After 

receiving plume predictions from the ARAC system, whose computer was in 
California, the scientists would pile into a "chase" car to test the region where 

the plume bumped the ground. There the teams would take soil, water and 

vegetation samples, analyze them in a mobile lahori\tory, usually a specially 

equipped van or recreational vehicle, and then exchanqe the information at 
the ftvc o'clock briefings.'" 

The team from Oak Ridge, which arrived on March 30, worked for the 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission out of its command post at Trailer City. 

Monitoring shifts were arranged to provide twenty-four-hour coverage of the 

area on the Middletown side of the river. The Argonne radiological assistance 

team, also operating out of Trailer City, surveyed the west area of the river, 

around Goldsboro. 20 

The monitoring teams from each laboratory established sites at which they 

would install recording equipment or take samples on a scheduled basis. Most 
though not all of the sites were on lawns, in pastures and fields near roads. 

Some were placed on churches or fire houses. This mi\de access to the instru

ments easier and it was thought that devices attached to buildings would not 

attract much attention. Moreover, they would be safer from vandalism. 21 

If the instruments were better guarded at a fire house, they were also closely 

scrutinized. Periodically, firefighters checked the monitors i\nn r.omp<'tred 

readings with their counterparts in other towns. Firefighters in Newberry 

became agitated when they discovered that the readings on their fire house 

were much higher than those reported in Goldsboro. Only after a scientist ex
plained that readings from two different kinds of instruments could not validly 

be compared did the anxiety lessen. Other firefighters were more confident of 

the situation trom the beginning - or almost the beginning. The day after 

President Carter's visit, a Hershey firefighter was spotted wearing aT-shirt that 

proclaimed "I survived TMI." 22 

On Sunday, Idaho scientists Larry Ybarrondo and Nicholas Kaufman of 

EG&G flew to Three Mile Island at the invitation of Herman Oieckamp, the 

president of General Public Utilities, to take part in the think tank's delibera

tions. It was a rainy day, there was a good deal of confusion at the Air Na-
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tiona! Guard Armory in Middletown and they missed the first meeting of the · 

Industry Advisory Group. The scientists reassembled on Monday and seven 

working groups were established to analyze the different parts of the reactor. 

the primary system, the secondary system, the residual heat system, degasi

fication and cooling, core status, degradation scenarios (if "X" happens, what 

steps should be taken) and emergency power. 23 

For the first couple of days the teams met to discuss problems and advise 

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. But little of their advice was having any 

effect, they learned. Kaufman was particularly frustrated, even angry, at the 

lack of any feedback. Others in the group announced they would quit and go 
home. 24 

The morale problem at the think tank as not solved until Wednesday, a 

week after the accident began, with the arrival of William Lee, the president of 
the Duke Power Company and a leading figure in the nuclear power industry. 

Lee reorganized the working groups, held daily status meetings and saw that 

the think tank's ideas and suggestions reached the Nuclear Regulatory Com

mission and Babcock and Wilcox. Nevertheless, the crisis was by then over 
and the industry's think tank had failed to make the impact it might otherwise 

have enjoyed due to the initial shoddy organization and poor communica
tions. 25 

While the scientists worked on the semiscale simulation tests in Idaho, some 

non-scientists claimed to know why the accident had occurred. On April 2, 
security officers of the United States Labor Party told Federal Bureau of In

vestigation agents that the incident was caused by sabotage. The accident, the 

Party officials assmed the agents, was the result of a conspiracy composed of 

the producers of the film The China Syndrome, Secretary of Energy James R. 
Schlesinger, National Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski and former Secre

tary of Stat~ Henry Kissinaer. The ngent dryly noted in his report that the Par

ty's security officers offered no proof of sabotage and that there was "no 

substance" to the allegation. 26 

**************** 
In the final analysis, it became clear that there was only so much that could 

be accomplished at Three Mile Island by the hundreds of experts responding 

to the accident. The small amount of radioactivity escaping from the plant 

could be adequately monitored by fewer people. On April 6 the planned 
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reduction of the Department of Energy's activities and manpower at the site 

began. Ed Patterson headed the planning effort for the reduction and pro

posed to cut the number of people at the command post to forty-two by the 

end of the week. Should a problem arise, Patterson would keep an additional 

forty-eight people at the national laboratories on a six-hour alert. Patterson 
thought that this plan would provide adequate support until the reactor had 

reached a cold shutdown state, when the heat from the core had dropped to 
thQ point where the coolant would not Luil. n 

Even as Patterson was presenting his plan to reduce the level of manpower, 

radiological monitoring operations were already being reduced. The Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission had cancelled the midnight and three a.m. AMS/ 
NEST flights, ARAC had decreased the number of its plume predictions and 

the ground monitoring teams were cutting back the frequency of their sur

veys. Neither Thomas Gerusky nor Bernie Weiss, who was directing the 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission's efforts from Bethesda, had any objection to 

the plan to reduce manpower. But all parties wanted to be certain that both 

Harold Denton and top officials of the Department of Energy okayed the 

plan. By the end of the week all the necessary approvals had been received 

and most of the monitoring teams had gone home. 28 

Even as the plan was first being discussed at the command post and the 

Emergency Operations Center, participants at a meeting in Washington were 

also suggesting a significant reduction in the Department of Energy effort. 

Several days after the beginning of the accident, senior officials at the Depart

ment of Health, Education and Welfare and the Environmental Protection 

Agency had realized that the data going to the Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion were being collected by the Department of Energy. Furthermore, they 

had discovered that the Commission and Metropolitan Edison had very little 

independent monitoring capability. 'There was very much an unspoken feel

ing that ... there ought to be independent radiation monitoring up thl?.re," 

recalled Steven Gage of the Environmental Protection Agency. Environmen

tal data should not be "tied with what the ... public might characterize as a 

pro-nuclear cabal," he told the Kemeny Commission. Consequently, both 

agencies sought to become involved in monitoring the accident. No one at the 
meetmg, apparently, considered how the monitoring information was being 

used by the Commission or the utility; they were concerned primarily with the 
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public's acceptance of the information, not its application at Three Mile 

Island. 29 

At the Environmental Protection Agency's offices at Waterside Mall in 

southwest Washington, officials catalogued their monitoring capabilities. The 

Agency's Office of Radiation Protection could commit eight to ten people and 

a mobile van with "a very limited amount of radiation monitoring equipment." 

The Agency could also send an airplane and thirty monitoring stations from 

Las Vegas, where the Agency had had experience surveying the weapons test 

site. A small crew from the Department of Health, Education and Welfare's 

Food and Drug Administration were already taking milk samples in the Har

risburg area. 30 

Officials from both agencies became alarmed when they discovered at the 

March 31 White House meeting that the Department of Energy was not only 

collecting environmental data at Three Mile Island but was coordinating all 

off-site monitoring activities. The officials assumed that Congress and the 

public would not believe that "the data was [sic] being collected carefully and 

objectively," although there was no evidence to support this assumption, as 

Richard Cotton, an assistant to Secretary Joseph Califano of the Department 

of Health, Education and Welfare admitted. Cotton believed that the En

vironmental Protection Agency should be the dominant coordinating agency. 

But his experts at the site told him that the Department of Energy's monitoring 

capabilities were crucial. As a result, when Cotton and Gage sat down on 

April 10 to draft a memo for White House assistant Jack Watson's signature 

designating the Environmental Protection Agency as the main federal agency 

to monitor radioactivity at Three Mile Island, they specifically assigned certain 

monitoring roles to the Department of Energy. 3 ' 

The Department of Energy's participation was probably assured after the 

visit of Cottnn's "expert," John Villforth, to the command post on April 6. 
Villforth arrived to tour the facility and immediately announced that someone 

else would be taking over for the Department of Energy. Joe Deal, the senior 

officer in charge, was at once surprised and amused by Villforth's pronounce

ment. Facetiously, Deal said the Department could move it~ resources out by 

nightfall and Villforth could move his in. Realizing the paucity of Health, 

Education and Welfare's monitoring assets, Villforth reportedly backed down, 

but Deal thought it would be best to get the working arrangements down on 
pi:!p~r. ll 
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Deal needed an official paper, so Thomas Gerusky obliged. As director of 

the Pennsylvania Bureau of Radiation Protection he wrote Deal a letter re

questing that the Department of Energy "collect and collate all environmental 

sampling data from all Federal agencies and the State of Pennsylvania in the 

Three Mile Island area." The Department's efforts, he wrote, "have been ex

ceptional." 33 

Gerusky's memo had no effect in Washington, where the Gage-Cotton 

memo received Jack Watson's blessing, A Watson niriP phnned s~cretary 

Schlesinger to see if he had any "difficulty" with its contents. Schl~singer felt 

thdlll•e Department of Energy could perform the primary agency role, but he 

had no objections. So on April 13, a week after the Department had already 

begun lo cut back its resources, the Environmental Protection Agency took 

over the long-term monitoring at Three Mile Island. 34 

By Wednesday, April 11, two weeks after Unit 2 had scrammed, the envi

ronmental monitoring forces had dropped to fifty-eight people. Easter and in

come tax demanded more attention from many of the scientists, who wished 

to spend the holiday with their families or to make last-minute scrambles to 

give Uncle Sam his due. As Easter approached, more and more people went 

home. Denton insisted that monitoring continue through Monday the 16th, 

the day after Easter and the last day for mailing tax returns. He wanted to 

check on any problems that might arise until a cold shutdown could be 

achieved. 35 

On April 16, Joe Deal met with Denton and other Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission officials to reach a decision on the continuing levels of environ

mental support. From that meeting and a later conference with Colonel Oran 

Henderson of the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency and Geru

sky, Deal and the others agreed that the AMS/NEST helicopter would aban

don its scheduled flights and fly only upon request. ARAC would continue to 

furnish appropriate meteorological data. All qround monitoring tPnmc; frnm 

the national laboratories would be released to go home, and any additional 

sampling would be done by the Department of Energy's Environmental 

Monitoring Laboratory. By the beginning of May, the Environmental Monitor

ing Laboratory had arranged to continue long-term soil and vegetation 

measurements at six to eight locations, reporting their findings to the En

vironmental Protection Agency. 36 
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Even before most monitoring teams had left the Three Mile Island region, 

they had taken and analyzed over nine hundred examples of vegetation, soil, 

water and air. In addition, nearly four thousand instrument readings had been 

made as the crews drove from one location to another. AMS/NEST had 

flown over sixty aerial monitoring missions, and the Nuclear Regulatory Com

mission requested that the helicopter and crew remain at the Capital City Air

port until June. The Commission also asked the Department of Energy to re

fly the 1976 background survey of the area to determine if any detectable 

changes in radioactivity had occurred as a result of the accident. 37 

At an April 24 meeting of federal participants in post-accident monitoring, 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the Department of Health, Education 

and Welfare, and the Department of Energy agr'eed to exchange pertinent 

data regularly and· continue to release this information through the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission. The Environmental Protection Agency refused to 

sign the agreement, which might have threatened its position as the dominant 

agency, a position awarded by the White House two weeks before. Interagen

cy rivalry was still a part of the political response. 38 

For the duration of the Department of Energy's environmental monitoring 
presence at Three Mile Island the samples analyzed by the scientists were, by 

and large, negative. No radioactivity threatened public health and safety. 

Aerial measurements did reveal the presence of xenon from the reactor and 

the ground teams did find traces of radioactive iodine. In addition, the sen

sitive instruments also discovered the presence of cesium in a few soil sam

ples. However, it had not come from Three Mile Island but from the Chinese 

nuclear test fallout in the autumn of 1976. Indeed, the extensive data base 
generated by the monitoring surveys during the twenty days following the ac

cident documented clearly the absence of any radiological hazard outside the 

plant to the public. 39 

**************** 
While the radiological assistance teams and the AMS/NEST helicopter con-

tinued to check the environment for hazardous radioactivity outside the 

power plant, others began to focus their attention on the fission products 

trapped on the island. Communications between the utility's personnel in the 

r.ontrol room and the command post had never been good. The fact that an 

overzealous plant secutity guard had threatened to shoot down the Depart-
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ment of Energy's helicopter if it flew too close to the plant had not improved 

the situation. Yet it was crucial for the command post to get some kind of in
formation about the situation at the plant, especially when the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission requested a special helicopter flight or transportation 

for a core coolant sample. 40 

Usually even the basic information for coordinating flights with activity on 
the island was lacking. Often the Nuclear Regulatory Commission represen
tative in the control room would phone the command post and ask that the 
AMS/NEST helicopter go up nnd monitor th~ radiation from a venting th~t 
would shortly take place. More than a few times the pilot and crew would 
stand by for hours or actually be in the air only to IP.nrn that the release would 

not take place."' 
The command post believed that the only accurate information on the 

reactor and the plant came from Harold A. (Hap) Lamonds, who managed 
EG&G's program in Nevada. Lamonds had taught Harold Denton some 
years before when Denton had been a young student at North Carolina State, 
and he also administered licensing examinations to nuclear power plant 

· operators on the West Coast. Possessing many contacts with the Nuclear Reg
ulatory Commisson and utility company officials, Lamonds moved easily 
from the control room of Unit 2 to the think tank to the command post, where 
he would show up for the five o'clock briefing. His information did help the 
AMS/NEST crews and the ground teams get a handle on what they might ex
pect to "see" with their instruments. 42 

No one, however, knew yet exactly what had ht'lppened inside thP. rP.nr.tor 
One way of getting some idea was to analyze the contents of a sample of 
coolant - demineralized water which circulated around the fuel rods and 

cooled them - from the reactor core. Under pressure and super-heated. this 
water would travel through a series of pipes into a heat exchanger, where it 
would heat more water to drive the steam generators. The coolant swirling 
around the uranium fuel rods was radioactive. If there had been any damage 
to the fuel rods when the core was uncovered, the detritus from the damage 
would be carried in this primary coolant. Thus, coolant analysis would indicate 

the extent of damage to the fuel rods and help identify the fission products 
present. 

Because of the radioactivity, the primary coolant samples had to be 
handled with great care. Although Herman the Robot was not used, a number 
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of samples were taken. Drawn off into a metal container resembling a thermos 

bottle, the samples were then placed inside a specially designed fifty-five 

gallon drum and driven to Capital City Airport. There the drums were loaded 

on a giant C-141 military transport and flown to the Bettis Laboratory in Pitts

burgh for analysis. Later samples showed that while the reactor core was in
deed damaged, very little fuel melting had occurred. 43 

The analyses of the primary core coolant samples indicated a change in 

concern from immediate problems, such as a hydrogen bubble and radiation 

leaks, to investigating the causes of the accident and the long-range planning 

necessary to recover from it. Seven days after the accident had begun officials 

believed that the reactor had stabilized and that the threat of any immediate 

danger off site had disappeared. At that point the Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission and the Metropolitan Edison Company turned again to the Depart

ment of Energy for planning and advice on the decontamination procedure. 

For this second phase in the effort to conquer the lingering problems 

caused by Three Mile Island, different troops were needed. The shock troops 
of the radiological assistance teams, those prepared to respond to emergen

cies and environmental threats, gave way to crews experienced in nuclear 

decontamination who would literally mop up the radiation on the site, wear

ing special uniforms and masks and swabbing the floors with long-handled 
mops and buckets of soapy water. 

On the evening of April 1, hours after President Carter had left Three Mile 

Island, Lee Gossick, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Executive Director 

of Operations, called the Emergency Operations Center. It was urgent that the 

auxiliary building be de.contaminated if the reactor were to reach cold shut
down, he said. Moreover, the Commission and the utility wanted to start the 

process the next morning. About three hundred people would be needed for 

the operation and Gossick wanted the Department of Energy to handle the 
logistics. At about the same time, Walter Creitz, the president.of Metropolitan 

Edison, phoned Joe Deal at the command post with a similar request. 44 

Speaking with Germantown about the request, Deal promised to meet with 

Gossick at noon the next day to review the situation. But any decision on 

decontamination, Deal pointed out, would have to come from other Depart

ment officials. In the meantime, Deal would see what was needed. He asked 

that the Emergency Operations Center send Ed Vallario to Harrisburg for the 

noon meeting, as he wanted him to draw up a plan for re-entering the 
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building. Vallario was no stranger to damaged reactor areas. In January 1961, 
he and another man had gone info the highly contaminated reactor building 
at the SL-1 facility in Idaho in a vain attempt to rescue three men from the 

reactor core area after radiation had escaped from a control-rod aperture. 

Deal wanted Vallario to write up a report on decontamination procedures. 45 

Vallario, Deal and other Department of Energy representatives met with 

Herman Dieckamp of General Public Utilities on April 5. The auxiliary build

iug Wi:IS lhe utility's top pnority, Dieckamp told them. Decontamination of the 

containment building was a long-range problem. In both cases, General Public 

Utilities would need the Department of Energy's help because the Depart

ment had considerable decontamination experience. But Dieckamp could not 
be any more specific. Deal suggested that as recovery operations progressed, 

the utility might pinpoint specific areas where the Department could be of 

help. Then, Deal said, the matter might be discussed more formally. 46 

One reason for Deal's reluctance to become involved in the decontamina
tion process was that the responsibility and expertise within the Department of 

Energy resided with Energy Technology, not Deal's environmental branch. 

Within Energy Technology was the Office of Nuclear Energy Programs and 

that office had from the beginning viewed the Three Mile Island accident from 

the poinl of view of decontamination. At the March 31 White House meeting, 

Energy Technology representatives Jack Crawford and Herb Feinroth had re
mained silent, unaware of the Department effort at Three Mile Island. When 

the meeting had ended, Crawford had gone to Joseph Hendrie and assured 

him that the Department of Energy was ready to assist at Three Mile Island, 

especially in handling large volumes of radioactive materials and in cleaning 

up contaminated areas. 47 A week after the meeting it was clear that such 
assistance was essential. 

Nonetheless, if there was confusion within the Department about the nature 

of the federal response, the Office of Energy Technology was vitally interested 

in the short and long term implications of the accident, Its scientists knP.w, for 

example, !hat at least since November 1977, Babcock & Wilcox plants had 

had problems maintaining pressurizer water levels during reactor trips, 

especially during a loss of feedwater into thP. prim~PJ coolant svstom. For the 

first several days after Feinroth's aborted trip to act as the office's site repre

sentative, the Nuclear Programs officials watched the events unfold from Ger

mantown. In the short term they were concerned with the damage to the core 
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and finding what had caused the accident. From a longer perspective, they 
studied the accident in terms of decontamination and the financial problems 
that would arise. 48 

Still, from the first, decontamination occupied a prominent place. On April 
2, Feinroth suggested that the DuPont Corporation, which ran the Depart· 
ment of Energy's facility at Savannah River, Georgia, could supply appro
priate personnel to clean up the plant. DuPont was experienced in planning, 
managing and carrying out major decontamination projects, Feinroth pointed 
out, recalling that DuPont people had cleaned up after the weapons accidents 
at Palomares in Spain and Thule, Greenland. 49 The Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission was also looking ahead, wondering what could be done with the dam
aged reactor core once the plant had been decontaminated. Initially, they 
hoped to send it to the Nevada Test Site, but other options, such as Idaho, 
were also open. 50 

Concern about disposition of the reactor core was premature. First the site 
had to be decontaminated so people could work inside the buildings. As in the 
initial response to the accident, dozens of experts were brought in from across 
the nation. Organization of the post-accident response was carried out on an 
ad hoc basis. No one appeared to know who would direct the clean-up opera
tion. Part of the confusion arose because of the number of different organiza
tions requesting the assistance. The Metropolitan Edison Company, the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Electric Power Research Institute all 
invited specialists to work on the broad variety of problems the accident pre
sented. Few of the requests, even for Department employees, came through 
the Department of Energy's Emergency Operations Center. In fact, the only 
way the Department learned of the arrival of other scientists' to work at Three 
Mile Island came if they happened to stop by the command post. 

The Emergency Operations Center was aware of this changing of the guard 
and helpless to direct it. The separate mission to assist in the cold shutdown 
and decontamination process was moving beyond the planning stage and 
neither the Office of Environmental Compliance nor the Emergency Opera
tions Center would play much of a role. When Willis Bixby, a Department of 

Energy scientist from the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, arrived in 
Middletown on April 8, the command post and the Emergency Operations 
Center were a bit surprised. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission had asked 
Bixby to coordinate the work of the various laboratories analyzing the reac-
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tor's problems. Bixby checked into the command post to attend one of the 
five o'clock briefings in the hangar. Involved almost exclusively with the 

monitoring effort, the command post suggested that Bixby talk with Eric Beck
jord in the Office of Energy Technology, who was running the long-term re

covery phase. "It looks more and more like there's need for a new organiza
tion up here," Ed Patterson told Germantown, "and Bixby may be the fore

runner of it." 51 

As it turned out, Bixby was in fact the forerunner of a new organization at 

Three Mile Island, one which would be directed through the Office of Ener~y 

Technology. A week after the accident, on April 5, when it was clear to most 

people at the Department of Energy that the emergency phase was drawing 

to a close, Assistant Secretary for EnerHy Technology, Robert L. Ferguson, 
and Andrew J. Pressesky of Ferguson's staff drove with Beckjord and 

Feinroth to Three Mile Island for a first-hand report. They toured the com

mand post, where Joe Deal briefed them on the status of the environmental 
monitoring. They also met with Harold Denton to learn the status of the plant, 

with William Lee of the Duke Power Company and with Herman Dieckamp 

of General Public Utilities. From Lee and Dieckamp they heard that the power 

companies had called in some of the most experienced nuclear reactor scien
tists in the country to study the reactor and decide how the various problems 

should be handled. Finally they spoke with Milt Levinson, who was directing 
the Industry Advisory Group's think tank. Levinson believed that the reactor· 

core had been uncovered three separilte times on the twenty-ei~hth and that 
significant damage had occurred in the core, an assessment that varied from 

the inital reports on core damage from the Bettis Laboratory. 5 2 

Touring the area with Ferguson, Pressesky and Beckjord were two others 

who would become involved with the Department's post-accident response. 

Richard G. Hewlett and Jack M. Holl of the Historian's Office had made the 

trip at the request of Joe Deal and Herb Hahn. During the first days of the ac

cident, Under Secretary Dale Myers had mentioned the importance of captur

ing the historical record of the accident. But the historians, more comfortable 

in the past than in the present, had taken nearly a week to get to Harrisburg. 

Once there, however, they spoke with Deill, Hr~hn and nthers at th!il com

mand post, urging them to collect and save the materials which documented 

their monitoring activities. Not only would this material prove important for 
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historians but it would be invaluable to the participants in analyzing the 

Department's response. 53 

The visitors were impressed by what they heard and saw. But it was clear 

that a successful recovery operation was crucial to the future of the commer

cial nuclear power industry. Whatever lessons could be learned from Three 

Mile Island and applied to other nuclear programs within the Department of 

Energy, they believed, would be highly beneficial both to the federal govern

ment and the energy future of the nation. The visitors also realized that the 

Energy Technology presence would be a long one, lasting while the recovery 

phase continued. Neither the Nuclear Regulatory Commission nor Metropoli

tan Edison had any specific plans for Department of Energy involvement, so 

Ferguson decided to establish a liaison between the Commission and his of

fice. Beckjord and Pressesky initiated meetings with the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission and the utility on April 11 to discuss future assistance. But rather 

than coordinate their activities through the airport command post, which was 

eight miles from the reactor, they decided to locate the Energy Technology 

liaison representative in one of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's trailers 
in Trailer City. 5 4 

By May the trips to Trailer City were being made on a reg~lar basis. By talk

ing to the people working at the site on the recovery of the plant, the Office of 

Energy Technology believed it could better decide what kind of technical or 

financial assistance could be suggested or given. The assumption was that the 

size and seriousness of the Three Mile Island accident would test recovery 

procedures which could be applied to other Department of Energy nuclear 
programs. 55 

In late May, Feinroth's office was providing assistance to General Public 

Utilities' efforts to clean up the contaminated water at the site. The office also 

expressed an interest in evaluating the damaged reactor core, allhuugl• a•"~Y 
analysis could be, according to many estimates, five years away. 56 

With the focus on such long-range planning and the fact that little was being 

done which actively involved the Department of Energy, the link with the 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission at Trailer City soon reached "the point of 

diminishing returns," according to one of the representatives. All that was real

ly necessary was that the Commission's officials at Three Mile Island send a 

rlnily report to the Office of Energy Technology and that someone call Robert 
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Arnold, General Public Utilities' vice-president for operations, several times a 

week to get the latest information on company plans and activities. But in any 

case, the duties of the liaison representative were not clearly defined. The con

ditions at Three Mile Island, it was noted, were unlikely to require Department 

of Energy assistance as long as the approval to move contaminated water was 

delayed, and in the meantime the assignments to Three Mile Island would be 
"lengthy and unrewarding." Only when there was significant activity should 

someone be on the site. 5 7 

Yet Department scientists trekking to Three Mil~ Island din not mi'lkP policy 

dnd the liaison program continued through the summer. One nuclear expert 

who made the trip defined the Three Mile Island accident as a "relatively 

mino1 iuduE:!nt," But tt wns Pvirlpnt that the accident would hav~ a nul-so

minor impact on the commercial nuclear ~wer industry. The nuclear branch 

of the Office of Energy Technology strongly believed that American reliance 

on foreign oil and the resultant shortages then occurring made it imperative 

that the office support any industry efforts to improve the operation and safe

ty of nuclear power. Accordingly, decontamination planning among govern

ment and utility officials continued throughout the summer and early fall. 58 

In August, officials from the Office of Nuclear Technology met with their 

General Public Utilities counterparts to discuss problems that might be solved 

to the benefit of the Department, the utility and the nuclear power industry as 

a whole. In short, it was thought that information about the accident and re

covery operations could be gathered, disseminated and applied throughout 

the country. For example, the Department of Energy wanted to know how the 

instrumE:!nts and electrical components performed during and after the acci

dent, how fission products were dispersed within and outside of containment 

in order to improve venting designs, and how to find innovative ways to 

decontaminate the Unit 2 containment building. The meeting also discussed 

the less technical - but far more important political - issue of removing, 

packaging, shipping and disposing of the damaged fuel core, as w~ll as reduc

ing the volume of radioactive wastes on the island. 59 

Personnel changes at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and sweeping 

reforms in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's organizational structurQ roc

ommended by the Kemeny Commission, as well as opposition to nuciE:!dr 

power caused by the Three Mile Island accident, delayed any substantive ac

tion on decontamination. In mid-November 1979, General Public Utilities 
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asked the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for permission to conduct a con

trolled purging of radioactive krypton gas from the containment building, a 

necessary step in recovering the reactor system and core. In February 1980, 

the Commission still had the request under "active consideration." 60 

The Department of Energy felt time was running out. The containment 

building had been isolated for over ten months, G. W. Cunningham, the new 
Assistant Secretary for Nuclear Energy, wrote to the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission in February that further delay might be hazardous. The instru

ments in the containment building had not been designed to withstand the ex

treme conditions of 100% humidity which existed there. Many instruments 

needed to be replaced, one safety study urged, otherwise the risk to the safety 

of workers and the public would be increased. The cooling system, the study 

also pointed out, had been operating unattended for this entire period and if it 

failed, an uncontrolled release of krypton would occur. Yet as of May 1980 

technicians still were unable to enter the containment building, because of a 

rusted door lock. 61 

Based on this study, Cunningham proposed that the best solution was to 

act promptly and conduct a controlled purging of the gas from containment 

when the weather conditions were most favorable. The Department of Ener

gy, he assured the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, would monitor the envi
ronmental conditions off-site to insure that the releases were within acceptable 

limits. 62 

The guard at Three Mile Island had indeed changed. The emergency shock 

troops had given way to a much smaller army of occupation. The enemy had 

been contained, if not conquered. Throughout 1980 the army of occupation 

remained and would continue to do so until both the technological and politi

cal battles were over. 
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Chapter VII 
Armistice 

I don't see how you can sit there in 
Washington and imagine a situation like that if 
you had all the information in the world, be
caU$C there arl! tl')O ,.,.,u,y lr.u:llli.lrlr•!J'i that af
fect what's going on. 

L. Joe Oeal 

0 vl<!r a year later, Three Mile Island remains a combination battlefield 

and bivouac area. Workmen are repairing the wooden bridge leading 

to the southern end of the island. Two guarded checkpoints limit ac

cess, first to the island, then to the immediate area of the plant. Driving past 

the first guardhouse one is struck by the juxtaposition of man and nature. Piles 

of scrap metal lie rusting along the road. Nearby in a pond several mallard 

ducks and a solitary white American egret search for food. Suddenly a huge 

parking lot appears, as jammed with cars and pickup trucks as a busy shop

ping mall on a Saturday afternoon. The crisis of Three Mile Island is not over. 

Hundreds of men and women still occupy the island, working to contain the 

radioactivity inside the plant. An armistice is in effect on Three Mile Island. 

The initial battleground is relatively quiet. The principal battle has moved 
P.]<;PWhPrP. 

The Three Mile Island accident has raised many issues concerning the past, 

present and future of nuclear power. What improvements should be made in 

reactor safety and design? In operator training? How should utilities insure 

themselves against major economic loss in the event of an accident? What 

measures should be taken to protect the public health and safety? To provide 

for rapid and safe evacuation from a hazardous area? How far away from 

densely populated areas should reactors be located? 

For the Department of Energy there was an even more germane question: 

what lessons could be learned from Three Mile Island about the role of the 

Department in responding to civilian radiological emergencies? 

The Department began its analysis immediately after the accident. On April 

14 it issued a report on its radiological response to the accident which detailed 
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the actions taken, equipment used and radiation monitoring results. On May 

10 Jim Sage of the Bettis Laboratory concluded that the Interagency Ra

diological Assistance Plan was "very responsive and highly effective," and the 

command post team "functioned extremely well," but "had the need for a 
·full-scale evacuation, major decontamination, or major construction been re

quired, that ad hoc management group would have been severely taxed." On 

the matter of public information, Sage concluded that "the public health and 

safety profile was much too low. The lack of an adequate on-scene command 

structure by NRC blocked the flow of health and safety information from DOE 

to the NRC PIO [Public Information Office] staff."• 

On May 10, 1979, an ad hoc Population Dose Assessment Group con

sisting of representatives of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the Depart

ment of Health, Education and Welfare, and the Environmental Protection 

Agency issued a preliminary report on the impact of the Three Mile Island ac
cident on the population's health. Although the Department of Energy was 

not represented in this group, Department aerial and terrestrial monitoring 

data were used. The report concluded that the average dose to a pen~on with
in a fifty-mile radius of the plant from March 31 to April7, 1979, was 1.5 mllli

rem. Appendices described the Department of Energy radiological measure

ments, their results and their analysis by Department laboratories. 2 

On May 15 and 16, 1979, a meeting was held at Department headquarters 

in Germantown to evaluate the response to the Three Mile Island accident. In 

general, those present felt that the response had been excellent in terms of 

technical data coordination and provision of communication facilities for state 

and other federal agencies. This was the first time a Department of Energy 

response had involved both field and headquarters staff, the Aerial Measuring 
Systems, the Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability, Radiological Assis

tance Teams from c;~veral regions, state authorities and federal agency mem

bers of th~ Interagency Radiological Assistance Plan. 
Admittedly, there had been problems. At first it had not been clear who was 

in charge of the response, nor was it clear whether the Interagency Radio

logical fu~istance Plan had ever been officially used. AMS/NEST com

munication equipment had been insufficient initially because the local tele

phone sy::;tcm was ov4?rloar:led, and it was aHreed that in the future communi

cations systems should be dispatched to the site immediately. "The problems 

associated with communications," it was observed, "arose primarily from the 
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hesitancy of the utility, the state, or the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to call 

for assistance." 3 

Other problems had cropped up as well. Groups and individuals stayed 

longer than anticipated, leading to fatigue, a lack of money, personal incon

venience and problems with motels and transportation. Radiological assist

ance teams needed better training on communication systems and environ

mental sampling. The AMS/NEST helicopter instruments were so sensitive 

that they were saturated by the plume; a broader range of detector sensi

tivities would have been useful. There was no plan to deal with public rela

tions; silence dllU isolation made scientific operations more dficlent, but 

releasing more information might have helped alleviate public concern. 
Oak Ridge provided ib own (1\laluatJOn Jhec;q scientictc felt thot th~ lw 

teragency Radiological Assistance Plan had never been activated and that the 

Department of Energy response was "unilateral." The Department mission 

was never clearly identified, nor was the chain of command from head

quarters to the scene of the·accident defined. Technical on-site support to the 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission and Metropolitan Edison was not coordi

nated, despite "major safety implications." Oak Ridge concluded that "there 

should be established an accident response manageme11l group at the HQ 

level consisting of representatives of all the involved federal agencies (with as 
!RAP is written, the coordinator being the Department of Energy)."4 

In August 1979 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Office of Inspection 

and Enforcement published the results of its own investigation into the acci

dent. A highly technical study, based on interviews with plant operators, the 

report concluded that despite some inadequacies in equipment, operator 

training and design, the accident "could have been prevented." 5 The report 

focused on the operations of Metropolitan Edison and had little to say about 

Department of Energy operations, since its account did not proceed in i'lny 

detail beyond Thursday, March 29. In this version, the accident was a highly 

technical affair confined to the plant itself during the first two days, and the 

repu!l all~rnpted t'lo interpretation of the accident in the context of any public, 
political or emergency response. 

The President's Commission on the accident at Three Mile Island. chain>.d 

by John G. l(~numy, President of Dartmouth College, took testimony from 

two Department of Energy officials. On April 27 John Deutch, Assistant Sec

retary for Energy Technology, testified that the accident had been a "regula-
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tory failure" to which the Department had responded with its radiation moni

toring and laboratory analysis. 6 He could provide few details, however, since 

the main Department effort at Three Mile Island was not under his jurisdiction, 

but under the Assistant Secretary for Environment. 
Perhaps with this in mind, the President's Commission heard comments on 

August 20, 1979, from L. Joe Deal, the senior Department official present at 

Three Mile Island. Deal reviewed various aspects of the Department's opera

tions at the command post: its afternoon briefings for federal and state scien

tists, monitoring and data analysis, transportation of lead bricks for the recom

biner, evacuation planning. Deal explained that, from a radiological stand

point, the major problem at Three Mile Island was the possible release of ra

dioiodine, rather than the meltdown anticipated as a danger by some Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission spokesmen. Deal had no idea why the Department 

of Energy had not been invited to the White House meeting of agency repre

$entatives on Saturday, March 31. His main concern had been that radio
logical data gathered by the Department and given to the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission did not appear to be getting back to Bethesda or Washington 

and having any effect on decisions there. 7 

In October 1979 the President's Commission submitted its final report to 

President Carter. The report found that at Three Mile Island the fundamental 
problems were "people-related problems and not equipment problems" and 
that "except for human failures, the major accident at Three Mile Island would 

have been a minor incident." It also found that the response to the emergency 

was "dominated by an atmosphere of almost total confusion" characterized 

by poor communications and lack of emergency preparedness. 8 

The President's Commission focused primarily on the activities of the 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare, and had relatively little to say about Department of Energy 

operations at Three Mile Island. The Commission noted that Metropolitan 
Edison alerted the Department's Brookhaven office early on March 28, [incor

rectly] that the Brookhaven team arrived at Three Mile Island at the request of 

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and that Department helicopters were 

monitoring radiation by mid-afternoon on the first day of the accident. Further 

Department activity went •.mmentioned. except for an observation that in 

dealing with the hydrogen bubble the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

"sought help from laboratories and scientists outside the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission. "9 
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The President's Commission made no mention of the Interagency Radio

logical Assistance Plan in connection with the emergency response. It recom

mended that responsibility for future emergency planning should rest with the 

Federal Emergency Management Agency, and that the Plan should be "reex

amined and revised by the appropriate federal authorities in the light of the 

experience of the Three Mile Island accident, to provide for better coordina

tion and more efficient federal support capability." 10 

An unpuLiislu,!d subcommittee report of the President's Commission did, 

however, deal with the question of the Plan and its effectivenP.ss. The report 

found that Three Mile Island was, in effect, the "first test of !RAP in a response 

to a significant incident at an NRC-licensed nuclear power plant." Environ

mental Protection Agency and Health, Education and Welfare officials, 

however, "generally were unaware of !RAP's existence." The subcommittee 

made a distinction between the Department of Energy Radiological 

Assistance Plan teams at the national laboratories and the Plan. "Although 

!RAP signatory agencies provided indispensable technical monitoring 

assistance," the report noted, "much of this support was rendered on an ad 

hoc basis outside the formal structure of the plan." The Department of Energy 

was not mentioned.•• 

By the winter of 1979-19HO there was greater awareness that the Depart

ment of Energy had played a significant, if unrecognized, role at Three Mile 

Island. This was evident in the January 1980 report to the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commissioners by an independent investigating team headed by the Wash

ington, D.C., law firm of Mttchell Rogovin. Despite the lack of any "designated 

lead responsibility for radiological monitoring and assessment," the Depart

ment of Energy effort had worked well, according to this report; the Depart

ment of Energy command post was efficient, and the Emergency Operations 

Center in Germantown, "intended primarily for weapons tests and accidents," 

had been useful because it could mobilize "more emergency monitoring 

equipment and other resources than any other agency." 12 

Rogovin investigators agreed with the President's Commission that federal 

emergency planning should be handled in the future by the Federal Emergen

cy Management Agency. Rut it also recommP.nrl~?d that tho Department of 

Energy "be formally designated by executive order as the lead and coor

dinating federal agency to call upon and organize the emergency resources of 
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all other federal agencies in case of an accident at a commercial nuclear plant 
requiring monitoring."' 3 

**************** 
What is the larger significance of the Department of Energy's response to 

the Three Mile Island accident of 1979? 

The accident now appears to have been more human drama than tech· 
nological failure. Its principal actors were not scientists but plant operators, 
politicians and public officials. It was not so much a mechanical breakdown as 

a series of human choices that crippled a nuclear reactor and threatened pub
lic health and safety. The principal cause of the accident was human, not tech
nical, error. From the outset plant operators chose to take actions that helped 

complicate a loss-.of-coolant accident and release radiation from the plant. 
Federal and state officials then made numerous statements and recommenda
tions, often on the basis of incomplete or inaccurate data, that were magnified 
by the media and transmitted to the world as the "Harrisburg Syndrome." In 

sum, Three Mile Island rapidly became a battleground because of what people 
feared might happen, rather than because of an accurate knowledge of what 

was actually happening. The major feature of Three Mile Island would appear 
to be a breakdown in human communications, not a breakdown of a nuclear 
reactor. 

In the public mind Three Mile Island has nonetheless been widely perceived 
as a failure of nuclear technology. The accident is cited as an example of 
technocracy overriding democracy, of the failure of scientists to communicate 
risk to the public, of the end of a nuclear utopia of risk-free energy. In fact, 
nuclear power developed as a byproduct of the military weapons program, 
notably nuclear-powered submarines, and had been frequently oversold by its 
proponents in private industry as a safe and efficient energy source. From 
about 1966 to 1976, a decade of rapid growth in nuclear power, its pro
ponents gradually shifted from trying to persuade industry that nuclear power 
was economical to trying to persuade the public that nuclear power was safe. 
By 1979, despite the rising costs of imported oil, neither industry nor the 
public was completely persuaded, and many orders for new plant construc
tion were either cancelled or not placed. Even without Three Mile Island, the 

future of nuclear power was increasingly questionable. 
In developing nuclear power, government and industry were by no means 
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always in agreement. The utilities wished to develop a profitable nuclear alter

native to fossil-fuel generating plants; government officials wished to protect 

the public from unnecessary risk by licensing and inspecting plants and en

forcing their safe operation, and thereby resulting in a tug-of-war over nuclear 

power. By 1979 the tug-of-war involved four distinct elements: businessmen 

. and industrialists associated with the power companies; local, state and 

federal officials concerned with the development of nuclear power plants; the 

c:mtlnuclear public-interest lobby or movement; scientists and engineers in

volved in the design of nuclear power plants and in proter.tlna th~ public from 

radiation hazards. The Department of Energy effort at Three Mile Island drew 

primarily upon the fourth element, scientists from the nationi'll laboratories 

around the country. The more general response to the accident, of course, in

volved all four groups. 

The division of authority in nuclear matters between the Nuclear Regula

tory Commission and the Department of Energy in 1977 separated the regu

latory and safety functions of the old Atomic Energy Commission. The health 

physicists and radiation experts available in a nuclear emergency thus 
operated under the environmental branch of the Department of Energy, or in 

the various national laboratories. These scientists had traditionally been con

cerned with the health and safety aspects of weapons testing. For them there 

was no particular commitment to nuclear power, which many viewed as· an 

accidental byproduct of submarine propulsion, but there was a commitment 

to the radiological consequences of any potential threat to public threat and 

Sdf~ly. 11 

lhis background is important in understanding that the Department of 

Energy's experience at Three Mile Island only partly reflected the larger pat

tern of events. Indeed, precisely the atypical and unknown aspects of the 

Department's response constitute its historical significance: the successful ap

plication of a technology of radiological monitoring, the flexible application of 

human decisions within a context of prior radiological experience and plan· 

ning, and the great advantage of a quasi-military response to a civilian nuclear 

accident. 

At Three Mile Island the new technology of rarliolo!Jit:f.\1 monitoriuy worlted 

and worked well. The Brookhaven iodine filter enabled scientists to ascertain 

quickly that iodine releases, as distinct from xenon and krypton, were mini

mal. The ARAC computer system operated effectively in the first real test of 
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its ability to forecast meteorological conditions in an area thousands of miles 

away from the computer itself. Thermal aerial photography proved able to 

identify reactor leaks. On-scene communications were greatly facilitated by 

the communications pods flown in from Las Vegas with packaged telecopiers, 

transmitters, and handi-talkies. The dedicated telephone lines of the com

mand post were crucial in providing communication when local telephone 

systems were saturated. The Oak Ridge mobile manipulator, Herman, was 

available if needed. So were numerous devices crucial to logistics, supply and 

monitoring - helicopters, aircraft, radiation monitoring devices, maps and 

photographic equipment. 

Yet what made t)"le Department of Energy response most effective was the 

human component. The very same "human factor" that helped cause the ac

cident became crucial in efforts to contain the crisis of Three Mile Island. From 

this perspective, the Interagency Radiological Assistance Program was less im
portant than the longstanding practical experience of the radiological as

sistance teams that had responded over the years to other emergencies. Few 

scientists were actually aware of any plan, even though they were called to 

Three Mile Island by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and Pennsylvania 

state health officials in accordance with the Plan's requirement; nor was the 

Plan ever activated by any single directive. That did not matter. What mat

tered was the prompt response of an army of professional scientists from the 

national laboratories who had had experience in previous nuclear tests and 

accidents. Many of these "old faces" knew each other well from laboratory 

training, weapons tests, study of fallout from the Marshall Islands, earlier 

emergencies or work for the Atomic Energy Commission. 15 The experience 

and know-how of these veterans often made communications easier, trust 

greater, response quicker and contingency planning better. What made there

sponse effective wali an e:xisting r.adre of professional radiation scientists who 

·could be called upon in an emergency. 
The human factor was therefore as important in helping contain the acci

dent as in making it happen in the first place. Few Department of Energy 

scientists thought that in responding to the accident they were playing by the 

book; indeed, the experience of a nuclear power plant accident was for most 

of them unprec~dented. Once called to the scene of the accident, many were 

forced to make choices that were ad hoc and unplanned, but important. 

When Bob Shipman did not know whether "Nine Mile Island" referred to 
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Three Mile Island or Nine Mile Point Station he decided to bring one hundred 

maps of two different reactor sites, rather than fifty maps of one. Herb Hahn 
chose to bring U.S. Air Force helicopters from Andrews Air Force Base to pro

vide support, to set up command post at Capital City Airport and to install ex

tra telephones there because at the time these decisions appeared correct; 

they were. Charles Meinhold of Brookhaven chose to encourage his old 

friend Margaret Reilly to ask for aid in radiation monitoring, making use of 

personal contacts to facilitate the response. Joe Dei'll rhn.,,.. to establish the 

five o'clock briefings at Capital City Airport to provide a badly needed ex

change of data and information among different, and uncoordinated, federal 

and state agencies. 

None of these choices was planned, but nil wP.rP crucial. During the acci

dent itself the decisions of plant operators frequently complicated an already 

difficult situation; in the Department of Energy response, the latitude for hu

man choice and decision, on balance, was an advantage rather than i:1 disad

vantage. Things worked better because professional scientists made intelligent 
choices that no plan could have anticipated. 

This is not to say that the Department of Energy was immune to the prob

lems that plagued so many people during the hectic days of the accident. It 
too had difficulty obtaining accurate data from the crippled plant on the reac

tor's condition and the possibility of radiation releases and also had little 

evidence that radiological data passed along to other agencies was having any 

effect on the larger accident response. Internally, too, the Department of 

Energy exp~rienced confusion as to the division of authority between Energy 

Technology and Environment, and between the command post and the 

Emergency Operations Center; the appropriate chain of command was not 

clearly understood throughout the Department. In the end the Department's 

response was most effective because key decisions were made locally by on
scene personnel, rather than in Washington by high officials. 

Finally, it is significant that the quasi-military nature of the Department of 

Euergy response to l"hree Mile Island proved the key to its efficiency. The re

sponse was directed by the Department's environmental branch. But military 

planning made the response to an unexpected civilian nuclear. accident f<~r 

bettei llldll ll might otherwise have been. The Emergency Action Coordi

nating T earn and the Emergency Operations Center were designed by mili

tary personnel to respond to a weapons-related accident and were organized 
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under the Office of Military Application. The AMS/NEST teams likewise had 

more experience in dealing with downed satellites, airplanes or guided mis· 

siles than with nuclear power plant accidents. At Operation Morning Light in 

1978 the Department learned about the virtues of a quasi-military response: 

get to the scene of battle as quickly as possible, put one person in charge of 

on-scene operations, bring more equipment than you think you will need, 

plan a longer stay than you first anticipate, avoid unnecessary contact with the 

press. Throughout the Three Mile Island accident the military nature of the 

Department of Energy response was an advantage - providing AMS/NEST 

with extra pilots and helicopters, transporting equipment by military aircraft, 

making evacuation facilities at U.S. Army barracks available, and so on. The 
only major criticism of military support at Three Mile Island was that more 

could have been used, especially in transporting people and equipment dur

ing an airlines strike and in coordinating logistics through the Joint Nuclear 

Accident Coordinating Center in Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
The larger significance of the Department of Energy's response to the 

Three Mile Island accident is therefore paradoxical. In the public mind, the De
partment had inherited the mantle of the Atomic Energy Commission, a gov

ernment agency created in wartime and geared to wartime needs: secrecy, 

contingency planning, centralized decision-making and isolation from public 

scrutiny. Yet these military qualities were precisely the virtues of emergency 

response during the battle of Three Mile Island. Comparing the accident to a 
military campaign is more than an exercise in metaphor. Unknown to the pub

lic, an army of scientists helped protect public health and safety during Ameri

ca's worst nuclear power accident. They did so in the face of unknown risks to 

their own safety. And the lack of public knowledge of that effort was itself no 

accident. For the most effective response turned out to be one which operated 

free of public scrutiuy, but in the public intere:>t. 
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AFTERWORD 
Among the staff members whom the Department of Energy dispatched to 

Middletown, Pennsylvania, in response to the nuclear reactor accident on 

Three Mile Island, those from the Historian's Office arrived on the scene 

relatively late. More than a week had passed since the failure of the Unit 2 

reactor when Chief Historian Richard G. Hewlett and his colleague, Jack M. 

Holl, reported to the Department of Energy command post at Capital City 

Airport. If the historians seemed tardy because they missed the height of the 

crisis, it was surprising, indeed unprecedented, that they were mobilized at all. 

Of the resources available to the Department of Energy during the emergency 

at Three Mile Island, the historians no doubt were among those who were the 

least professionally prepared to respond directly to the crisis. Virtually nothing 

in their graduate training or in their academic careers had prepared them to 
participate as professional historians in a major national emergency. In fact, 

they had not gone to Three Mile Island on their own initiative, but had been 

requested by Joe Deal and Herb Hahn, the principal Department of Energy 

respresentatives at the Capital City Airport command post. 

Prior to Three Mile Island, the Department of Energy historians viewed 

their mission primarily in academic terms. Their primary task was to write 

book-length histories of their agency and its activities. Frequent reorganiza

tions within the Department and its predecessor agencies, however, had 

somewhat altered their traditional role. Departing officials and defunct offices 

regularly deposited their papers in archives of the Historian's Office which had 

grown dramatically after the abolition of the Atomic Energy Commission. De

partment officials other than historians soon found these materials of current 

value. Herb Hahn, working on a project that required a knowledge of the past, 

discovered that the historian's skills and institutional memory could be useful 

in helping to solve practical, immediate problems. Subsequently, he proved 

perceptive in recognizing the historical importance of Three Mile Island. 

Hahn, the first Department of Energy representative to arrive at Three Mile 

Island, was later joined by Joe Deal, who served as the senior Department of 

Energy representative. By the second day of the accident, Thursday, Marc.h 
29, Hahn realized that he needed assistance in managing the flood of papers 

and notes which inundated the Command Post. In addition, both Deal and 

Hahn recognized the historical importance of the nation's first major commer~ 
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cia) nuclear power accident, and the fact that the Department of Energy 

would have to prepare a major report of its activities. When he dropped ex

hausted into bed Thursday night, Hahn had already decided to seek assist
ance from the Historian's Office. 

The great hydrogen bubble scare on Friday and Saturday, and President 

Carter's visit on Sunday, however, pushed thoughts about history firmly aside. 
Hahn was not able to catch his breath until Monday, April2, when, with Deal's 

encouragement, he sent a request for the historians' help through regular 

department channels. Unfortunately, the historians were not told that they 

were wanted at the scene, but merely that they should contact the headquar

ters Emergency Operations Center in Germantown. They interpreted their 

directive in terms of verifying that the flow of information between head
quarters and the field was being adequately documented for historical pur
poses. 

Late Wednesday afternoon, exasperated that the historians had not yet ar
rived, Hahn called Holl personally. "Where are you guys?" Hahn asked. Sur

prised, Holl responded that the historians were indeed following Three Mile 

Island developments from headquarters. "Well, can you get up here and give 

us a hand?" Hahn demanded. After consulting with Hewlett, Holl promised 

that the historians would drive to Harrisburg the next morning. "By the way," 
Holl inquired, "what would you like us to do?'' "Do?" Hahn responded incre

dulously, "How should I know. You're the professionals." Frequently critics of 

the foibles of bureaucracy, the historians were chastened by their own falter

ing response to the Three Mile Island crisis. 

As they finally sped north towards Harrisburg, armed with note cards, tape 

recorders; and cameras, Hewlett and Holl speculated on how to fulfill their 
assignment. Certain tasks were obvious. They would observe, take notes, in

terviP.w, collect data, and offer Deal and Hahn suggestions o·n how best to 

document the Department's activities. But as they drew nearer to Harrisburg, 
they also realized how uncertain they were about what their primary mission 

would be. 
·~! 

Fortuitously, Hewlett and Holl checked in at the Capital City Airport com-

mand post just as Robert Ferguson, Project Director, Office of Nuclear Energy 

Progrnms, arrived to review the Department's efforts at Three Mile Island. 

Along with Ferguson and his aides, the historians spent the day inspecting the 

Department's various operations. Starting at the command post, they visited 
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Trailer City, the Electric Power Research Institute "think tank" at the National 

Guard headquarters, and the press center in the Middletown gymnasium. 

Accompanied by Hap Lamonds, who served as their tour guide, they were 

briefed by government and industry officials, Joe Deal, Harold Denton, Milt 

Levinson, Herman Dieckamp, and William Lee. Remarkably, they also wit

nessed discussions on how to effect "cold shutdown" on the Unit 2. That night 

Hewlett and Holl shared a late dinner with Deal and Hahn during which they 

compared impressions of Three Mile Island and explored what the historians 

might do to offer continuing support. 
Holl was awakened the following morning by Hewlett's impatient knocking 

on the motel room door. In the early hours, Hewlett had decided that the his

torians' most useful contribution would be their most tr;;~.ditional- to write a 

history of the Department's response to the Three Mile Island crisis. But there 

were problems. Hewlett and Holl were already writing full-time on a history of 

the Atomic Energy Commission. The rest of the professional staff was small 

and fully committed. A history of Three Mile Island wou1d have to be written 

swiftly and well. The history should also be objective and professional. Over 

breakfast, Holl sketched a plan for hiring independent contractors to do the 

job, including estimated costs and time tables. 

Deal quickly endorsed the idea and promised to assist in obtaining funds for 

the history project. From Deal's perspective, contractors could offer invaluable 

assistance collecting reliable documentation useful in forthcoming hearings 

while preparing an independent report of the Department's activities. While 

Deal obtained support for the plan from Ruth Clusen, Assistant Secretary for 

Environment, Hewlett and Holl returned to Germantown to work out the de

tails. 

The history was written by Philip Cantelon and Robert Williams while 

under contract to the Department of Energy. Holl served as project manager, 

but the authors determined the book's organization and analysis. For the 
Historian's Office, the project offered a major challenge, testing whether pro

fessional historians sponsored by the government could write a scholarly book 

which would be both useful to the department and credible to the public. The 

public will decide whether this hope has been realized. 

JackM. Holl 

Chief Historian (Ading) 
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EG&G Aerial Measuring Systems, An Aerial Radiological Survey of the Three 
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SYNOPTIC CHRONOLOGY/DEPARTMENT OF 
ENERGY RESPONSE AT THREE MILE ISLAND 

Date/Time 

March 28, 1979 
0400 

0654 

0702 

0704 

0709 

0709-0716 

0710 

Three Mile Island Event 

The turbine generator at the 
Met Ed Three Mile Island 
nuclear power plant shut 
down due to a valve failure in 
the reactor's calling system. 
(12) 

Because of numerous alarms 
and area radiation monitors, 
Metropolitan Edison declared 
a site emergency. ( 12) 

Metropolitan Edison notified 
the Pennsylvania Emergency 
Management Agency of the 
emergency at Three Mile 
Island and asked that the 
Pennsylvania Bureau of 
Radiological Health be 
notified. (10-d) 

Metropolitan Edison officials 
notified Dauphin County Civil 
Defense. ( 12) 

Metropolitan Edison ca11s the 
~v.~l~;!ar Ref~ulatory Commis· 
sian, Region I at King of 
Prussln, Pennsylvania. (11) 

DOE Response 

From TMI Richard Bensel 
of Metropolitan Edison call
ed Brookhaven National 
Laboratory (BNL) alerting 
them to the problem and 
the possible need for a 
RadiologicaJ Assistance 
Team (RAT). Bensel did 
not request immediate 
assistance. The BNL HA I' 
went on stand-by status. (3) 

Other Responses 

Dornsife contacted 
Margaret Reilly, Chief, Divi· 
sion of Nuclear Reactor 
Review and Environmental 
Surveillance, PaBRP, and 
suggested that she and 
other staff members report 
to the office immediately. 
(16) 
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0712 

0718 

07£4 

U"/3U 

0740 

March 28, 1979 
0745 

0750 

0845 

0850 

The site contacted the 
Pennsylvania State Police. 
(12) 

IVJP.tr0politan l;dison publicly 
declared a .. general emergen· 
cy .. due to higher radiation 
·l~uDI~ m tho roaotor contain 
fn~nt Uurne. (12) 

Metropolitan Edison called 
thP. n"'uphln ('Qunty Civil 
l)~ft;o!'!H to inferr.' th,:,r,. uf 
the general emergency. ( 12) 

TMJ called PEMA to report 
the general emergency sltua· 
lion. (12) 

The site phoned NRC Region 
I of the general emergency. 
(12) 

David Schweller, Director 
of the Brookhaven Area 
Office IBHOJ, notifle.rl tho 
Department of. Energy's 
EmergP.nr.y OpPr('tioni 
Center (DOE/EOC) in Ger· 
mantown, Maryland of the 
problems al TMI. (3) 

BNL places two 
Radiological Assistant Plan 
(RAP) teams on stand·by 
alert lr'! the event nf an ;u:· 
llv~ response, the Uriited 
State~ Coast Gulllrd 
(USCG) agreed to furnish 
helicopter transportation to 
TMI area. (3) · 

.At about this time, Dornsife 
called the licensee for a 
status report The licensee 
contacted him a few 
minutes later, bulhung up 
quickly. Dornsife was con· 
fused about the status of 
the plant and possible 
evacuation of surrounding 
counties. ( 16) 

The secretary at NRC 
RP.ginn I office opQnod the 
switchboard and received a 
message that the licensee 
had attempted to cOntact 
the offirn to rnr('l!t ~n 

emergency. The secretary 
PcC>~U lhe me.~AAg~ to 
Region I branch chiefs. ( 11) 

Governor ThornblJJGh of 
Pennsvlvitni<t infnrn,qlj t:of 
accident at TMJ. (16) 

Thornburgh first thought of 
ordering an evacuation. 
(16) 0 

A five man On Site 
Inspection T earn (OIT) 
departed NRC !legion I 
office. NRC's team 
con5l5ted or 1 invt::"sUya· 
tor, 3 heaJth physicians, 
~!1d 1 reactor inspPrtnr. 
(11) 
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0855 

0900 

0905 

0915 

0935 

March 28, 1979 
1000 

1002 Metropolitan Edison 
requested a State Police 
helicopter to monitor the air 
over the plant. (!O·a) 

DOE/EOC verified the 
"general emergency" situa· 
tion with the NRC's opera· 
tions center in Bethesda, 
Maryland. (4) 

Robert Bores of NRC, 
Region I. contacted 
Schweller at the BHO 
regarding the RAP. At the 
same time, Charles Mein· 
hold, Director of Health 
and Safety, BNL, contacted 
the Pennsylvania Bureau of 
Radiological Protection ~th 
an offer of assistance. (2) 

DOE Emergency Action 
Coordinating T earn (EACT) 
and staff were notified of 
accident. (14) 

J. Beaufait of DOE's EOC 
requested that the Aerial 
Measuring Systems/Nuclear 
Emergency Search Team 
(AMS/NEST) at Andrews 
Air Force Base (AAFB) go 
on alert for a possible 
response to TMI. (4) 

Robert Friess (BHO) 
phoned Bores at NRC 
Region I to ask if NRC 
wanted an AMS survey of 
TMI. 13e.aawe BoroG had no 
information regarding off· 
site· radiation releases, he 
said no, "not at this time." 
Bores also rejected an offer 
of assistance from a BN L/ 
RAP team. (3) 

Friess called DOE/EOC to 
request that AMS go on 
sliln~·\>y alert. (3) 
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NRC notified the 
Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) of the TMI 
Incident. Shortly thereafter, 
the EPA activated its radia· 
Hon alert office in Washing· 
ton and placed several of 
its regional offices on a dai· 
ly collection schedule. (7) 

NRC Region I inspector 
reported that the licensee 
saw no significant leakage 
and advocated no evacua· 
Uon from the site. (12) 
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1010 

1020 

1030 

March 28, 1979 
1030 

1032 

1035 

1045 

1055 

llOO 

Maroh ~81 1979 
l!OO-i400 

NRC On Site Inspection 
Team arrived at TMI. Re· 
ceived briefing on the plant's 
status. (12) 

Utility detected offsile 
radiation at the level of 3 
mUiirems per hour. (16) 

Bores called BHO to 
request that AMS go on 
stand-by. (3) 

Bettis Atomic Power 
Laboratory (Bettis) placed 
on stand-by alert (5) 

The NRC Operations 
Center in Bethesda re· 
quested that AMS go on 
alert status. (4) 

0dl\ Rtdge ~~rlltiuus 
IOKU) went on siand·by 
alert. (4) 

Friss (BHO) informed NRC 
that AMS could be at 
Capital City Airport. New 
Cumberland, Penn., within 
two to three hours. (3) 

EACT members called for 
a meeting. (4) 

EACT couv~ued In 
Germantown. (4) 

l:lores (NHC) requested that 
AMS airr.rrtft frnm Anci!'(JI.'.rt 
Air Force Base proceded to 
Capital City Airport and 
wait for further instructions. 
(4) 

DOE/EOC requested that 
AMS and RAP activities be 
coordinated through the 
EOC.(1) 

Nne iufo•u•~U the BurP.;UI 
of Radiological Health 
(RRH) n.f tho "ood and 
DruH f'I\JIItlrttstr~H~n (Filii!. 
Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare 
(HEW), of the accident. (6) 

William Scfaulun held a 
press conference. He re· 
pot h::LI nu lnt:'1'~as~ m nor· 
mal radiation levels outside 

th• ~'·•·1. (16) 

Two carloads of NRC 
official::; left hendqua1t~1s In 
Bethesda to team up with 
Region I van at TMI. Upon 
arrival, they discovered that 
TMI phonP..s ""'='re jammed. 
(10-f} 



1115 

1118 

1130 

1130-1800 

1225 

1245 

1330 

March 28, 1979 
1350 

1400 

1400-1430 

1410 

NRC monitoring radiation 
problems. (11) 

Presswe spike of 28 psig felt 
in Unit 2 control room, re· 
suiting from a hydrogen burn 
in the reactor building. (12) 

NRC Operations Center 
told BHO that a RAP team 
was not needed at this 
time. (3) 

Margaret Reilly, PaBRP, 
requested a DOE/RAP 
team from BHO. (3) 

EACT requested that AMS 
team proceed from An
drews Air Force Base to 
Capital City Airport ( 13) 

AMS team left Andrews A~ 
Force Base for Capital City 
Airport on an Air Force 
~ .. ;::iicopter. Herb Hahn, Bob 
Shipman, and Ike Harris 
constituted the advance 
party. (4) 

A second helicopter, this 
one loaded with aerial 
measuring equipment, left 
Andrews for Capital City 
Airport (4) 

Air Force helicopter with 
advance AMS/NEST party 
landed at Capital City Air· 
port. Hahn established 
communications v..ith 
DOE/EOC. (4) 

DOE/EOC confirmed that 
BNL/RAP team would be 
working for Pennsylvania 
and the AMS/NEST team 
would be working for NRC. 
f21 

At.Y•ospheric Release Ad· 
visory Capability (ARAC) 
Center gave weather condi
tions. (8) 
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Pennsylvania State Police 
blocked Route 441 to traf· 
fie, upo~ request from 
PaBRP. (12) 

An NRC inspP.r:tor made 
surveys in Harrisburg and 
found no radiation levels 
above those of background. 
(12) 
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1430 

1439 

1445 

March 28, 1979 
1500 

1525 

1545-1653 

1559 

1600-1700 

1610 

1630 An NRC inspector in the Unit 
2 Control Room reported that 
bubbl~s it• tl.e. ~uvllny sysh!m 
hi!.d·be~n removed. (12) 

AMS/NEST helicopter 
reported first radiation 
reading in the plume above 
TMI. (14) 

NRC informed Idaho Na
tional Engineering Labora· 
tory (INEL) of incident at 
TMI. (9) 

Coast GUard helicopter 
with BNL/RAP team and 
air and sail sampling in· 
struments arrived a.t Caoita1 
City AiqJurl (3) . 

Th• socond AMS/NEST 
h~llcopter wnh tnsrruments 
aboard landed at Capital 
CHy Airport It immediately 
refueled and launched the 
(Ia ~t aeti,) ~w VI;:!Y uf Lht:! 
l'dt.ltdiiiJII levels ot ati'OOi'i\~ 
releases from the TM I 
power plant. ( 13) 

Herb Hahn established the 
OUt:: Command Post in the 
manager's office at the 
Capital City A~porl ( ll) 

BN L/RAP team began to 
monitor milk, vegetation, 
and air samples northwest 
of the plant. (4) 

DOE/EOC staff briefed 
CongressionaJ and other 
DOE staff on the situation 
atTMI. (4) 

AMS plume flight which 
showed a reading of 0.2 
milliroentgens per hour 
(mr/hr) seven miles from 
the plant. AMS personnel 
then relayed this informa· 
Tll:ll'\ Jl.'l NH(', H.egion I. (J) 

!'/RC senior manager 
communit;('ll?d to licansee 
over telephone NRC's con· 
tern thi\t prp_ .... ufp lc;ouPI !n• 
dict~to1 diU nul preclude a 
huhhlr iu llnr 1 111u I.'••!•J 
may bo uncovered. ( 12) 

An NRC Region I inspector 
reported that licensee be· 
lieved that there was no 
bubble in the core. (12) 



March 28, 1979 
1656 

1710 

1815-1830 

1845 

1900 

1910-2000 

2030 

2130 

March 28, 1979 
2200 

2230 

2300 

2316 

D. E. Patterron selected as 
senior DOE representative 
at TMI to coordinate DOE 
activities with the State of 
Pennsylvania and NRC. (4) 

DOE/EOC orders Bettis to 
upr.rade its RAP team 
status from stand·by alert to 
full alert Argonne National 
Laboratory (ANL) placed 
on stand-by alert (4) 

EG&G monitoring teams 
from Las Vegas left for 
Capital City Airport (8) 

• Colonel Roy Lounsbury 
(DOE/EOCl contacted the 
office of the Ll Governor 
of Pennsylvania to explain 
llu~ DOC's role in. respond· 
ing to the incident at TMI. 
(4) 

Bores (NRC Region I) 
requested an AMS plume 
flight which was then 
launched. Radiation levels 
proved to be lower than 
those found during the 
1600-1700 flight. (2) 

Bob Friess (BHO) briefed 
Lt. Governor William 
Scranton Ill and his staff on 
DOE activities. (8) · 

Friess (BHO), Lt. Governor 
Scranton, NRC, and 
Thomas Gerusky of PaBRP 
hold a press conference in 
11.,,1sburg. (8) 

Hahn reported to the 
DOE/EOC that radioactivi
ty was escaping from the 
reactor building into the 
auxiliary building. (4) 

Friess and NRC turned 
AMS and RAP team ·data · 
to Go .. •ornor Rl'=h;urt 
Thornburgh of Penn
sylvania. (8) 

Ed Patterson arrh.i~d at 
Capildl C;ty Airport (4) 
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An NRC inspector reported 
to Region I that licensee 
concluded that core was 
uncovered. (12) 

Dr. Charles Gallina, and 
NRC vestigator, said' that 
the worst was probably 
over. "fhe reador is 
otablo," said Gallino. (10-d) 
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DURING THE 
DAY 

March 29, 1979 
0200 

0210 

0400 

0435 

0700 

0846 

0937 

1000 

1000·1100 

March 29, 1979 
1030 

The makeup tank was vented 
to the vent header to the 
waste gas decay tanks. Opera· 
tions personnel knew that the 
vent header leaked and that 
venting to the vent header 
resulted In releases to the 
aUAili<ny building exhC!Iust 
system. (12) 

A second BNL/RAP Team 
arrived. (8) 

Hahn informed DOE/EOC 
that a second NEST teom 
h•cl cl•parted from An· 
drews Air Force Base 
bound for Capital City Air· 
port (4) 

Group from AMS/Andrews 
Air Force Base arrived with 
u Jtslo vllll, M!dlt:h van, and 
~unable ana1y2~~ (!!J 

A plume flight gave a 
reading of 0.1 mr/hr at a 
distance of eight miles from 
the plant. Ill 

.lim Sao11. PittlihYr!h No.ul 
Reaclors (PNRJ placed Bet· 
tis RAP tc~m on full lll':!ll 

with personnel and equip· 
ment ready. (3) 

A plum~ !Ugh! took o)ar.e in 
rcspon:;c to o pro~ble 
•vlv~~v yf radlnllnn frM, 
the plant. The flight spotted 
xenon 133 as well as some 
radiation leakage from the 
containment building. (4) 

Patterson, DOE Command 
PQst, requestgd that Bettis 
send its RAP team. (13) 

AMS/NEST flew a plume 
flight to measwe the size of 
the plume. No radiation 
levels were measwed dur· 
ing this flight. ( 1) 

l.;.o;: \Jgaa~ ~MS ttJam 

arrived at Capital City Air· 
port (8) 

PaBRP advised the Pa. 
Department of Agriculture 
that milk sampling should 
begin with farm samples of 
milkings on Wednesday 
evening and Thursday 
morning. ( 16) 



1032 

1215 

1223 

DURING THE 
AFTERNOON 

1400 

1410 

March 29, 1979 
1410·1815 

1430 

1510 

1600 

1600-1700 

Floor in the auxiliary building 
now covered with plastic 
sheeting to reduce release 
rate of radioactive gases from 
water on the floor. ( 12) 

A Metropolitan Edison 
helicopter measured 3,000 
mr/hr beta-gamma and 400 
mr/hr gamma at 15 feet 
above the stack. (12) 

Metropolitan Edison dumped 
25,000 gallons of radioactive 
waste water lntu lh4:!! •iv!;!J. 
(12) 

L. Joe Deal left 
Germantown for Command 
Post at Capita] City Airport 
(4) 

One BNL RAP team de· 
parted from Harrisburg In
ternational Airport A sec· 
ond BNL RAP team re· 
maincd in order to brief 
their replacements from 
Bettis. (4) 

The Bettis RAP T earn 
arrived at Capital City Air· 
porl They immediately IQft 
with Ed Patterson for Har
risburg to be briefed by 
BNL's remaining RAP 
teijm, 14l 

A plume fllght occurred 
which sho~J..~ed a reading of 
0.5 i"'W/hr at 600 feet 
a~ih.orlP., m• hill! mile &om 
the plant. ( 1) 
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NRC told the licensee that 
no iodine appeared in the 
Unit 2 control room air 
sa,;;ples collected by the 
licensee. (11) 

Scranton went to the 
Observation Center for a 
briefing with Metropolitan 
Edison. Subsequently, he 
was aJiowed in the aux· 
iliary building of TMI for an 
inspection. Scranton said 
that "there is no cause for 
alarm." (11) 

Thornburgh said that the 
situation did not merit 
evacuation of pregnant 
women. (10-d) 

Bores called Gerusky and 
found out that Xe133 and 
Xe 135 was In the water at 
TMI. Gerusky was in favor 
of dumping the 400,000 
gallons of water. (2) 
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March 29. 1979 
LATE 
AFTERNOON 

1755 

1800 

1830 

March 29, 1979 
DUKING THE 
OfiY 

1845 

2000 

2045 

2200 

2230·2330 

Sage and Bettis RAP team 
arrived at the offices of 
PaBRP in Harrisburg to be 
briefed by BNL RAP team. 
(3) 

Ju~ rkal arrived at the 
Command Post at Crtpiti'll 
Cuy Alrjl(>rl 181 

Si'IQI? '=allod FriocG at home 
in New York in order to 
receive a briefing and all 
relevant data taken by BNL 
teams. (3) 

I\ ~~.;:o~h.t nAr lt:nrn (nun 
BNL left for TMI by truck. 
(:3) 

Plume flight readings 
showed 0.5 mr/hr at 500 
feet altitude, on half mile 
from the vl•nl. (I) 

Thornburgh, Gerusky, and 
Dr. Charles Gallina of NRC 
held a press conference. 
Everyone agreed that no 
danger existed for area 
residents. Gerusky said that 
radiation levels near the site 
had decreased from 20 
mr/hr at 0630 to I mr/hi 
at 2 p.m. Charles Gallina 
said that conditions i"n the 
area were "steadily improv· 
ing." (!0-b) 

NRC's Executive 
Managemenf T earn di· 
reeled the licensee to stop 
dumping all water. Region I 
notified NRC HQ that stnp· 
ping' the dumping would 
cau£o wator to bndc ur in 
the turbine ~uiluh•~- ( 11) 

PaBRP said that 
Metropolitan Edison ~auld 
dump the water. NRC 
could make the final deci· 
:,iuu without further con· 
suiting PaBRP. (11) 

NRC l~arns results of an 
analysis of a primary 
coolant sample: damage to 
the core was far more sub· 
stanticil than had been ex· 
peeled. (!b) 

Hendrie and NRC: ~t<"ff 

rM!ilied before House 
Subcommittee on EnP.rgy 
and Environment, chaired 
by Representative Morris 

·Udall. Hendrie silid thot the 
problem at TMI wt~s cCJus~d 
by A Mries of mechanical 
failures. ( !0-d) 



March 30, 1979 
0130 

0150-0350 

0700 

0744-0800 

0756 

0800 

0801 

March 30, 1979 
0830-0900 

0834 

0900 

Metropolitan Edison vented 
the make-up tank for short in· 
tervals of time. (12) 

Licensee notified NRC 
representatives at plant and 
Pennsylvania officials that 
make·up tank had been 
vented and that increased 
releases were expected. Later, 
the licensee caJied back and 
said that releases would be 
greater than originally an· 
ticipated. ( 11) 

Metropolitan Edison heli· 
copter measured 1,000 mr 
reading 130 feet above the 
Unit 2 auxiliary building. (12) 

Metropolitan Edisnn hell· 
copter measured 1,200 mr/hr 
reading at same position. (12) 

Metropolitan Edison notified 
PEMA of new releases from 
gas decay tankS. (11) 

Licensee told Pennsylvania 
Civil Defense to relay the 
message of new releases to 
PaBRf'. Some cMfUSIOn ••· 
istl?rl as to whether the 
licensee recommended evac· 
uation of the site. (11) 

Joe Deal informed the 
DOE/EOC that although 
the reactor was venting 
some radioactivity, the 
releases were under con· 
trol. (4) 
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A Metropolitan Edison 
Nuclear engineer said that 
he notified the State of 
Pennsylvania and the NRC 
representative at TMI of a 
planned venting of a tank 
around 0200-0300. He also 
said that he followed this 
procedure each time he 
knew of a vent. ( 11) 

E. C. McCabe of NRC 
at Trailer City told 
reporters of high radiation 
reading in the air. ( 10·0 

Just after this time, Carter 
called Hendrie. Hendrie ' 
wanted better communica· 
tions. The White House 
Signal Corps installed 
telephone lines to hook up 
the White House, State of 
Prt. offices. ~nQ tJ'le control 
room in four hour~ ( 10·0 
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0925 

0928 

March 30, 1979 
1000 

1015 

1025 

1030 

March 30, 1979 
1030-1130 

1C»5 

1100 An unplanned release of a 
significant quantity of radioac· 
ti'.•g material ii"'IV tl.~ at· 
mosphere W<t5 reported. Local 
residents were told to take 
shelter. (3) 

Because of an anticipated 
planned release of radioac· 
tivity, BHO and PNR dis· 
cussed the possibility of 
relieving Bettis' RAP teams 
with BNL personnel and 
vice versa. Equipment 
would be shared and all 
Betti! and DNL monitoring 
would. be coordinated 
through Joe Deal. (3) 

A plume fUght gave a 
reading of 20-30 m•/hr at 
300 feet altitude, 1/4 mile 
SOUihWMI 1>1 tho plonl. (1) 

In response to an NRC 
request, HNL sent a meter 
capable of reading 1000 
R/hr. (3) 

NRC Region I called the 
state about new releases. 
Despite rumors, the site did 
not plan to call for evacua· 
lion. (11) 

Paul Critchlow, Press Aide 
to Governor Thornburgh, 
ISSUed e 5tat~uu::-nl from th9 
Governor advising those 
within a 10 mile radius of 
the plant to stay indoors 
and to keep the windows 
shut. (lO·b) 

Grier called Gerusky and 
said that his office (Region 
I) did not recommend evac· 
ualion. (2) 

Grier called Gerusky after 
having c;nnft?rr~d with NRC 
HQ (Norman Mosely) and 
r.onfirmQd that~ at thilt 
point, the NRC did not 
rer~nmmend ~Vitt':Hilti.,,. 

Gerusky said that the state 
Wds u:cummencting rh~t 
people stay indoors. (2) 

NHC Region i lost contact 
with the Unit I 17ont!'"l 
room. (11) 

NRC Region I continued to 
recommend no evacuation. 
(11) 



1115 

1130 

March 30, 1979 
1149 

1200-1300 

1230 

1330 

In response to an NRC 
reques~ DOE!EOC called 
in RAP teams from Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory 
(ORNL) and Argonne Na
tional Laboratory (ANL) to 
aid in the monitoring ef· 
forts. (4) 

DOE!EOC placed two BNL 
RAP teams on stand-by 
alert to relieve other RAP 
teams as needed. (3) 

Metropolitan Edison 
requested ORNL personnel 
with specific capability to 
monitor iodine which was 
believed to have been 
released during the morn· 
ing. (4) 

The AMS/NEST H-500 
helicopter grounded due to 
ongino trouble. Hahn re· 
quested additional e.quip· 
ment and personnel from 
1st Helicopter Squadron at 
Andrews Air Force Base. 
(4) 
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Carter called Thornburgh to 
discuss the effect of the 
new releases. The President 
said that he would send 
Denton, a special army 
communications system, 
and antiradiation medicine 
to TMI. He remarked that it 
is "best to err on the side of 
safety and caution." (10-d) 

Air raid sirens in Harrisbwg 
went off, causing some 
panic in the city. (10-0 

At about this time, 
Hendrie and NRC 
personnel recommended a 
partial evacuation to 
Thornburgh. ( 10-d) 

Governor Thornburgh held 
a press briefing. Thomas 
Gerusky was also present. 
The governor ordered preg· 
nant women and small chil· 
dren to evacuate a five mUe 
radious of the plant. Thorn· 
burgh also placed those 
within a ten mile radius of 
the plant (about 140,000 
persons) on alert and clos· 
ed area schools. "We can· 
not predict what the situa· 
tion will be in 24 hot~rs." 
remarked Thornbwgh. 
(10-b) 

Saul Levine of NRC called 
the Idaho Engineering 
Laboratory and EG&G for 
assistance in dealins with 
the hydrogen bubble. (9) 
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March 30, 1979 
1330 

1400 

1450 

Marr.h ~o. 1979 
1515 

lbUU·U!UU 

1650 

1 ........ , 

rooo 

DOE/EOC requested that 
Lawrence Livernore 
Laboratory ILLL) send 
Paul Gudiksen to relieve 
Marv Dickerson of the 
ARAC operation. 14) 

NRC informed DOE/EOC 
of Intermittent radioactive 
releases from the primary 
coolant system. Evidence 
indicated that there had 
been severe fuel damage 
and the presence of lll ldtge 
hydrogen gas bubble in the 
reoctor vessel. 14) 

Region V RAP coordinator 
And thrqq others trom ANL 
left Chicago by. plane for 
TMI. (!31 

A pJ1.!mo flight indhmtlld 
feading of 9 mr/hr, one 
mile from the plant. (I) 

ORO informed DOE/EOC 
that a six man RAP team 
would be enroute to TMI. 
Two additional men would 
drive uiJ uu tin~ 31st bring· 
ing 25·50 respirators. (4) 

DQ['> N•v•~• Operanons 
Office INVOO) told 
OOE/F.Or. thAI it wnulrl 
send two communication 
pods on April 1 from Las 
Vegas and two more on 
the same day from Los 
Angeles. 141 

ANL RAP team arrived at 
Capital City Airport 
Another RAP team de· 
parted from BNL for 
Capital City Airport 13) 

The While House held a 
meeting with DOE, DOD, 
FDAA, NRC, and other 
federal agencies regarding 
the problems at TMI. 141 

Harold Denton and 12 
6fhl?r NHL' personnel ar
rived at the site. Denton 
said that he planned to 
work closely with the 
Governor. Shortly there
after, the National Securitv 
Council called. The Presi·. 
riP.nl wilnt"ti tn t~!!o: tQ Don· 
Inn in nr~.g:r to !]Ot a d""tuo 
update. Dt!uluu hdt a 
meeting with John Herbein, 
Vice-President of Metro
politan Edison, in order to 
speak with the President. 
(11). 
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2100 

2120-2225 

2138 

March 30, 1979 
2215• 

DURING THE 
DAY 

March 31, 1979 
0015-0105 

0300 

0300-0400 

0320 

0415 

0430 

Two Air Force helicopters 
left Andrews Air Force 
Base for TMI. (4) 

ORNL RAP team arrived at 
Capital City Airport ( 13) 

Plume flight measurements 
indicated a reading of 0.5 
mr/hr at 500 feet altitude, 
one mile from the plant. (4) 

Joe Deal met with NRC 
and officials of other 
reSponding federal agen
des. This meeting was the 
first of what would later be 
called the "5 o'clock brief
ings." (4) 

BNL RAP team arrived at 
Capital City Airport (3) 

Midnight plume flight flown 
by Air Force crew from 
Andrews Air Force Base 
found a reading of 1 mr/hr 
at 500 feet altitude, one 
mile from the plant. (I) 

Scheduled plume flight 
indicated a reading of 1.5 
mr/hr at 500 feet altitude, 
one mile from the plant. ( 1) 

NRC requested that DOE 
locate and send as many 
lead bricks as were availa· 
ble to expedite a plan to 
get rid of the hydrogen 
'bubble. (4) 

NRC rqquqs;tqd lead brir.ks 
from BNL. (3) 

BHO informed NRC that 
they could deliver some 
hrir:ks to TMI within twelve 
hours. (3) 
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Jack Waston, Presidential 
Assistant for lntergovern· 
mental Affairs, ordered the 
FDA to ship 240,000 vials 

. of potassium iodide, which 
protects against radioactive 
iodine, to Harrisburg. (10-0 

The FDA authorized 
Mallinckrodt Chemical to 
begin production of potas
sium iodide. (10-d) 
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0505 

0508 

0525 

March 31, 1979 
0600 

0600·0715 

0635 

0655 

0715 

0745 

07SO 

0900·1000 

Bettis informed the 
DOE/EOC that they had 
about 1,000 lead bricks two 
miles from the Allegheny 
Airport in Pittsburgh in case 
qWck delivery was im· 
perative. (4) 

NRC informed the 
DOE/EOC that approx· 
imately 2,000 bricks would 
be required. (4) 

NRC asked Bettis to bring 
their lead bricks to the 
All~!-tlnwy Ahvu1l wll~ll:! till 

Air Force C-130 would pick 
them up. Bettis informed 
the NRC that a second 
count revealed that 600 
bricks were available. (4) 

ANL monitorinR van 
arrived at Capital City Air· 
port. (13) 

Plume flight monitoring 
equipment measured 2.5 
mr/hr at 500 feet altitude, 
one mile from the plant. (1) 

The NRC called Colonel 
Roy Lounsbury at the 
DOE/EOC in inquire about 
DOE planning for an es· 
calated emergency. Louns· 
bury outlined means of ad· 
ditional assistance, but 
made no spt::dfit: c1l'Jduy~· 
ments. (4) 

The NRC checked with 
IJUI'./EU<.: regarding con· 
tingency plans for a "worst· 
c&e" event nnd (.on~~
quent evacuation. (4) 

BNL prepared two flatbed 
trucks of lead bricks to sent 
to MacArthur Field in Islip, 
New York for reshipment 
to TMI by military aircrafl 
(3) 

The plant manager at TMI 
made arrangements With 
thP. OOF. r.ommitnd Prnt i\1 

l..ilp1tal l:ity Airport lo ship 
a gas sample from the reac· 
tnr V~?SS.c?l to Bettis for 
analysis. (4) 

Joe Deal rcqucotcd the 
assistance of Colonel 
Lounsbury at TMI. (4) 

Scheduled plume flight 
indicated a measurement of 
3 mr/hr at 500 feet 
altitude, one mile from the 
plant. (I) 



1020 

1030 

March 31, 1979 
1128·1221 

1200 

1215·1330 

1225 

1230 

131!; 

March 31, 1979 
1335 

1421 

Reactor status report stated 
that an off-site radiation 
release. probably from a leak· 
ing relief valve, was occurring. 
(4) 

EG&G/Nevada agreed to 
send four communications 
pods to Philadelphia. From 
there trucks could haul the 
pods to Capital City Air· 
pert. (4) 

OOE!EOC requested four 
U.S. Army trucks ..;th 
drivers to deliver the com· 
munications pods to Capital 
City Airport (4) 

OOE!EOC, BNL personnel, 
and Bettis scientists discuss
ed the status of the primary 
core coolant sample. They 
•YT••d that the high radta· 
tion level of the sample, 
100R/hr per lOOm!, was 
too hot to handle in most 
laboratories. To ensure ade· 
quate radiation protect, the 
sample would be shipped 
in a 55-gallon drum. (3) 

NRC accepted the respon· 
sibility for packaging an 
shipping the primary 
coolant sample. (4) 

A plume flight which 
registered a reading of 1.5 
mr/hr at 500 feet altitude, 
one mile from the plant. (1) 

Primary core coolant 
sample was to be analyzed 
by Bettis and Knolls Atomic 
Power Laboratory person
nel at Bettis' laboratory in 
Pittsburgh. (4) 

Fness reported ro SHU that 
the size of the hydrogen 
bubble in the reactor core 
had shrunk by one-third. 
(3) 

OOE/EOC briefed Sec· 
retary James Schlesinger. 
(4) 

BNL RAP team at site 
requested specialized port· 
able monitoring equipment 
from EML. (3) 
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HEW Secretary Califano, in 
a memorandum to the 
White House, summarized 
HEW activities and recom· 
mended that the White 
House encowage the NRC 
to consult HEW and EPA 
public health experts. (6) 



184 

1427 

1440 

1520-1540 

1n17 

1620 

1632 

DURING THE 
AFTERNOON 

March 31, 1979 
1800 

1843-1945 

1925 

1927 

2100·2145 

Metropolitan Edison cal· 
culat~d the size of the 
hydrogen bubble at 880 cubic 
feet. (15) 

Metropolitan Edison 
calculated the size of the 
hydrogen bubble ar 621 cubiC 
teet. lwo samples 61 contain· 
ment atmosphere showed hy· 
drogen concentrations at 1· 7 
and 1-0%. (15) 

DOE/EOC asked BHO to 
provide a list of medical 
personnel to respond to the 
scene if needed. (3) 

A plume flight recorded 3 
mr/hr at 500 leet altitude. 
one mile from the plant. (1) 

RHO rPpnrtPrl that hPfWPPn 
eight and ten doctors were 
available to aid radiation 
vi:tims in case of an 
emer~ency. (3) 

Additional personnel from 
EG&G/Ncvada left for Har· 
risburg. (4) 

A RAP tcom from 1\NL 
began operation at a moni· 
toring site in Goldsboro. 
(I~) 

Plume flight mission 
indicated a reading of 3 
mr/hr at 500 feet altitude, 
one mile from the plant. (1) 

Colonel Lounsbury re· 
quested space to house 
[)()f. per!'innnel i\t the Ar· 
my's Carlisle Barracks. (41 

ThP. ArMy OJ'&'r~rinM. 
Center at the Pentagon told 
the Carlisle Barracks to 
suppori ihe OOE request. 
(4) 

AMS/NF.ST rl•.-rnf] f!!ah! 
indicated a radiation -
'""ding uf 0.8 mr/hr one 
mile from the plant. (I) 

Stuart Eizenstadt. Presi· 
dential Aide, called Carter 
in Wisconsin. Eizenstadt 
suggested that Carter go to 
TMI. The President check· 
ed with Denton to make 
sure that the visit would be 
okay with NHC. (IU·II 
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EVENING 

April I, 1979 
0030-0100 

0155-0245 

0340 

0600-0700 

0610 

0635 

0805 

0900-0940 

0945 

AprU I, 1979 
[JIJRING 11-fE 
MORNING 

The Bettis Laboratory 
reported levels of Xenon 
and Iodine in the sample of 
gas taken from the reactor 
building. This information 
went to the OOE/EOC and 
then to the command post 
at Capital City Airport (4) 

AMS plume flight indicated 
a reading of 1 mr/hr at 500 
feet altitude, one mile from 
the plant. (I) 

A special plume flight was 
to be flown during a samp
ling of holding tank water. 
Metropolitan Edision did 
not take this sample. Radia
tion levels reached 1 mr/hr 
at 500 feet altitude, one 
mile from the plant. (I) 

A Bettis analysis of the 
primary core coolant indi
cated no significant fuel 
melting. (4) 

After holding tank sample 
was taken, a plume flight 
indicated a reading of 2-3 
mr/hr at 500 feet, one mile 
from the plant. (I) 

An announced radioactive 
release from the TMI waste 
gas decay titn k or.currP.rl. 
(4) 

25 additional EG&G staff 
arrived. (4} 

BNL personnel on site 
requested an analytical 
trailer from EML. (3) 

Plume flight indicated a 
radiation reading of 3 
mr/hr at 500 feet altitude 
one rrute from plant. {1) 

OOE/EOC learned that 
NASA was sending an H2 
gas expert at Metropolitan 
Edison's request DOE 
agreed to provide transpor· 
tation ~nd communication 
support (4) 
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President Carter, in a 
speech in Milwaukee, an· 
nounced that he wou1d go 
toTMI. (10-0 

President Carter and his 
wifo Roc:l.lynn limr;lqtj at th" 
Air National Guard Facility 
in Middletown. Governor 
Thornburgh and Harold 
Uenton, who briefed Carter 
ldtta, met the President. 
(10-0 
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1200 

1220 

1300 

1300-1346 

1425-1427 

1400-1500 

1500 

1800-1900 

April 1, 1979 

2340 

DURIN() THI! 
EVENING 

DURING THE 
DAY 

President Carter was on site 
111 1he Unit 2 tontr61 room. 
(II) 

For 36 minutes during this 
time, Carter toured the TMI 
plant. (10·0 

Metropolitan Edison and 
Electric Power Research In
stitute (EPRI) requested 
che~ical engineers to aid in 
cleaning up gaseous and 
liquid wastes. ORNL agreed 
to send three men. (4) 

As of 1300 hours on April 
1, DOE Support personnel 
tnta!Grl Pll (4) 

Plume flight indicated a 
reading of 1 mr/hr at 500 
f~Pt "ltih.•de, om~ mile from 
the plant. ( 1) 

Plume flight indicated a 
reading of 0.5 mr/hr at 500 
feet altitude, one mile from 
the plant. (I) 

Deal arranged a meeting 
with plant and NRC staff 
for noon, Acril 2. on 
decontamination of the 
Auxiliary building. (4) 

All DOE/RAT teams 
became linked by radio. 
Mound personnel assisted 
FDA with setting up 
translumincscent dosimeh~IS 
(TlDsl. (13) 

NRC briefed officials from 
HEW, EPA, and the White 
House. (6) 

President Carter held a 
press conference in the 
gymnasium of the Mid 
dletown Borough Hall. 
(10·0 

Lee Go.,ick, NRC 
Executive Director of 
Operations, r.a.IIPd DOE's 
t.mergency Operations 
Cent~r IEOCI tn re~ne<t " 
cleanup of the auxiliary 
building. General Public 
Utilities (GPU) also re· 
quested help. ( 11) 

Governor Thornburgh 

iSSI).'i!d a statement whlrh 
said that only those schools 
within i'l !) mile radius of 
TMI should remain rlns~d. 
He also directed all state 
workers to report to work 
•• ~«u>l. (10 b) 

HEW transported the 
200,000 remaining 
information leaflets on 
potassium iodide to 
Harrisburg. (6) 



April 2, 1979 
0300-0400 

0600-0615 

0812 

1050 

DURING THE 
MORNING 

1200 

1310 

April2, 1979 
1320 

DURING THE 
DAY 

2321 

NRC bulletin admitted that 
"the net oxygen generation 
rate inside the noncondensi
ble bubble in the reactor is 
much less than originally con
servatively estimated." (15) 

Plume flight indicated a 
reading of 1.5 mr/hr at 500 
feet altitude, one mile from 
the plant. Sampling of 
holding tanks did not 
change the reading. (!) 

Plume flight during bad 
weather and poor visibility 
indicated radiation of 
1.0-1.5 mr/hr. (I) 

DOE/CP asked EOC to 
make arrangements to fly 
55 gallon drum of primary 
core coolant to Bettis in 
Pittsburgh for analysis. (4) 

BHO requested cop1es of 
"Emergency Handling of 
Radiation Accident Cases" 
in conjunction with possible 
evacuation plans. Booklet 
made available. (4) 

Horb Foinroth (ET) 
suggested that Savannah 
River Laboratory (SRL) 
personnel be used in de
contaminating buildings and 
equipment at TMI. (4) 

Friess reported NRC's 
request that Savannah 
River Laboratory (SRL) 
oersonnel be used in de· 
contaminating buildings and 
•quipm•nt •t TMI. (4) 

C-141 was on standby to 
tr;tnspnrt th~ primilf~r r.nrP 
coolant sample at NRC's 
request (4) 
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Denton in a press 
conference at the 
Middletown Gym, said that 
the size of the bubble had 
decreased dramatically and 
that the temperature in the 
reactor had gone down. 
(10·0 

Thornburgh decided to 
continue earlier directive 
about pregnant women and 
young children remaining 
l)utside b five mile l't~dius l)f 
TMI. (16) 
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April 3, 1979 
0035 

0045 

0155 

0700 

0905-1005 

0915 

1000 

1200-1245 

1430 

Apri13. 1979 
1500-1600 

1515 

1600 

Hydro~en recomblner 
operating. Hydrogen concen· 
f!~t!"n '.'.li!.i about 1.9%. (15) 

NRC requested DOE 
assistance in obtaining blad· 
der tanks to store excess 
contaminated water. {4) 

NRC requested a medical 
doctor to discuss iodine 
radiation problems. Doctor 
was to be at NRC trailer at 
TMI at 0800, April 4. Dr. 
W eyzen was contacted. (4) 

DOE/EOC learned that the 
FDAA (Federal Disaster 
Assi.stlllnc~ Adf••i••i:,llaliu••) 
would handle bladder tank 
problem for NRC. DOE 
would not be involved. (4) 

Plume flight indicated a 
radiation reading of 9.8 
mr/hr at 500 feet, one mile 
from plant. Ill 

Iodine levels were below 
minimum detectable levels. 
Samples were to be sent to 
outside laboratories for 
analysis. (3) 

NRC requested a DOE 
photographer to document 
NKC activities at the reac· 
tor site. (4) 

Plume flight indicated a 
radiation reading of U.H 
mr/hr at 500 feet altitude, 
one mile from the plant. (I) 

8NL discussed withdrawing 
J)JaSUIIII~I CIS ~mergency 

phM~ i1aa ~M~ed. IJI 

A plume flight indicated a 
reading of 2 mr/hr at 500 
feet, 1/2 mile from the 
plant. (I) 

DOE CP requested Gene 
Start, National Oceanic and 
Atmo.sph~1it:: At.1•••!••i~tr~IIVII 
(NOAA) in Idaho Falls, 
Idaho, to assist ARAC on 
the scene. (4) 

OOE/EOC was authorizing 
Bettis to analyze primary 
core coolant sample. 
DOE/EOC believed that 
lJUio! environn•u:ntol iT1V1li• 

loring support wi\S I?X· 

cessive for the present 
situation. (4) 



DURING THE 
DAY 

LATE 
AFfERNOON 

April 3, 1979 
1715 

1815-1900 

2100-2145 

April 4, 1979 
0000-0100 

0300-0330 

0600-0640 

0700 

0845 

Hydrogqn concqntration in 
containment at about 2.1 %; 
hydrogen recombiner in 
operation. (15) 

Plume flight indicated a 
reading of 2 mr/hr at 500 
feet, one mile from the 
plant (I) 

Plume flight indicated a 
reading of 0.5 mr/hr at 500 
feet, one mile from plant. 
(I) 

Plume flight indicated a 
reading of 1.1 mr/hr at 500 
feet altitude, one mile from 
the plant (I) . 

Plume flight indicated a 
reading of 0.3 mr/hr at 500 
feet altitude, one mile from 
the plant (I) 

Plume flight indicating a 
level of 1 to 1.2 mr/hr at 
500 feet altitude, one mile 
from the plant, was flown. 
(I) 

BHO rQpnlsllntativll a, TMI 
reported some organiza· 
tiona! problems. He 
suggested that the RAP 
team response should be 
terminated as there was no 
dangllr to thq health and 
safety of the people near 
the plant (3) 

DOE/EOC began planning 
for reduced levels of 
monitoring support The 
NRC requested a reduced 
M1S/NI'.ST flight oohodulo. 
(4) 
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Congressman Udall called 
for an investigation of TMI. 
(10-d) 

Officials in Harrisburg 
received the remaining 
shipments of potassium 
iodide, bringing the total 
number of bottles delivered 
to the Harrisburg area to 
237,013. (6) 

HEW made preparations to 
send 80 nurse/physician 
teams to evacuation cen· 
ters, if needed. (6) 

Lieut. Governor Scranton 
visited the Dauphin County 
Office of EmBrggncy PrQ· 
paredness. He urged all of· 
ficials to remain on alert 
(10-b) 

NRC dubbed TMI 
operation "Ivory Purpose." 
(4) 
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0900-0945 

0920 

0945 

1030-1115 

Apri14, 1979 
1130 

1200-1230 

1300 

l:J45 

1515 

1522-1545 

1535 

1550 

Plume flight indicated a 
reading of I mr/hr at 500 
feet altitude, one mile from 
the plant (!) 

BHO discussed a reduction 
of personnel at TMI with 
DOE/EOC. The EOC said 
that BHO must get prior 
approval from the State of 
Pennsylvania for a reduc· 
Uon. (3) 

Assistant Secretary Clusen 
cancelled a scheduled trip 
to TML (4) 

Plume flight reflown due to 
the insensitivity of the in· 
strumentation during the 
0900 flight PlumP 5iu;_o w~s 

monitored, but no addi· 
tiona! radiation m.::.aJW'i. 

•Yieul" we1e lu~~m. (1) 

ORO agreed to send two 
chemists to TMI to aid at 
the site. (4) 

Plume flight indicated a 
reading of 0.7 mr/hr at 500 
feet altitude, one mile from 
the plant (I) 

The NRC requested help in 
locating contractor labora· 
tories other than Bettis to 
analyze primary core 
L'Uuldnl sC:Unples. At the 
same Hme, DOE/EOC in
formed the NRC of the 
phmn~r;t ph;;"~se·down of · 
UUE personnel at TML (4) 

The NRC requested ORNL 
to aid Babcock & Wilcox in 
the evaluation of core con· 
difions. (4) 

The DOE Com and Post 
requested that the Army 
permit its truck containing 
the communications pods 
to remain at Capital City 
Airport for five more days. 
(4) 

Poor visibility at this time 
shortened this plume flight. 
the flight was made to test 
the Microwave Ranging 
System.{!) 

Metropolitan Edison 
r~Q~es!ed a oortable hot 
cell from 001!- t<ii 

BHO site representative 
proposed to reduce current 
DOE and contractor per· 
sonncl doing cnvironmcnt;:JI 
monitoring for PennJ>yl· 
vania from 29 to 12. (3) 



1610 

1615 

April4, 1979 
1620 

1830 

April 5, 1979 
0600-0645 

0700 

0%0-1040 

1000-1530 

1205 

1223-1327 

1400 

Hydrogen in containment at 
about 2%; hydrogen recom
biner in operation. (15) 

0837 

BHO informed Joe Deal of 
the possibility of ending the 
RAP response when the 
reactor reached the cold 
shut down stage. (3) 

The Army granted the 
extension on the use of its 
trucks. (4) 

The DOE informed 
Metropolitan Edison that it 
had no portable hot cell. 
(4) 

The DOE Command Post 
scheduled a reduction in 
the RAP team levels. As of 
April 6, all CHO and ORO 
personnel would be re
leased; 3 people from BNL, 
2 from EML., 2 from Bettis, 
and one from SNR would 
remain. (4) 

Plume flight indicated a 
reading of 0.3 mr/hr at 500 
feet altitude, one mile from 
the plant. (I) 

Herb Hahn informed the 
DOE!EOC that 102 DOE 
and DOE contractor per· 
sonnel were at TMI. (4) 

Plume flight readings 
indicated a level of 0.3 
mr/hr at 500 feet altitude, 
one mile from the plant (1) 

At about this time, Robert 
L. Ferguson, Herbert 
Feinroth, Erick Beckjord, 
Andrew Pressesky, Richard 
Hewlett, and Jack Holl 
from DOE headquarters 
toured the TMI site and 
Command Post. (17) 

Joo Daa1 rcquc~tcd that 
team individuals not discuss 
radiation levels or opera· 
tions \.Vith news media 
representatives during the 
phase·down operation. (4) 

Plume flight readings 
indicated a level of 0.1 
mr/hr at 500 feet altitude, 
one mile out. ( 1) 

The DOE Command Post 
reported 80 DOE and DOE 
CVI,ti'uc.tv. j:lt..J!I(nlln:l•e· 
moinen ot TMI (4) 
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1430 

1S1S-161S 

AprilS. 1979 
164S 

'1619 1831 

17SO 

DURING THE 
DAY 

AprilS. 1979 
2o;; 

2120-21SO 

Joseph A. Califano, Secretary 
of HEW, announced a long 
term health study of workers 
at TMI and pregnant women 
in the oreo. He predicted that 
no cancer death would result 
from TMI. (10·0 

Using measurements from 
dosimeters in the area around 
TMI.a team lrom HEW, I:.I'A, 
and NRC estimated that the 
exrerna1 ra(nauon doses 
received by the population 
around TMI would be 
relatively low. (6) 

HEW, NRC, PaDER, Pa. 
Dept. of Health, and 
Metropolitan Edison met in 
Middletown to discuss the ex
posure of Metropolitan Edison 
o~r,qnn~l to radiation. (6} 

The DOE filed a cost 
summary of RAP team sup
port to the NRC and the 
State of Pennsylvania; 
$819,476 for the period 
between March 28 and 
April S, 1979. (4) 

Plume flight readings 
showed less than 0.1 mr/hr 
at 500 feet altitude, one 
mile from the plant. ( 1) 

I he IJUI:. Command l'ost 
filed a reduced operation 
pion with the DOE/EOC to 
rod~o~'o tho numMr ol LUJI:. 
personnel to 42 uv~r the 
next four days. (4) 

A cJ""ri<~ol plumP. flioht wi'ls 
!!'.l.!n'='hct?ti in rnnjnnrtinn 
with a transfer procedure at 
the plant. Less than 0.2 
nn/hr was detected near 
the plant. ( 1) 

Thomt.~s Gerusky of the 
State of Pennsylvania and 
Bernie Weiss of the NRC 
agreed to the DOE phase· 
down plan. (4) 

Th~ NRC osked the 
DOEJEOC if one of the na· 
tiona! laboratories might 
have five constant flow air 
meters to detect a high 
level of iodine. The NRC 
o.l!Jo roquootod tho c;;~,mo in 
struments from ORO 
simultaneously. (4) 

Plume flight indicated levels 
of O.OS mr/hr at SOO feet 
altitude, one mile from the 
plant. (1) 

Carter established a 
Presidential Commission to 
study TMI. (10-d) 

State of Pennsylvania and 
Metropolitan Edison 
refused an offer for more 
radiation medication. OO·d) 

EPA began a milk 
sampling program, which 
was designed to comple· 
ment the programs of the 
FLJA, ~lale oll'a., and 
M~tropolitan Edison. (7) 



2325-2345 

'pril6, 1979 
"•45-0630 

0600-07IO 

0745 

0900 

0915 

1030 

1120 

1245 

1425 

1640 

Waste Gas Decay Tanks were 
vented. and then closed. 
when radiation levels at the 
auxiliary building exhaust 
monitor increased ten-fold. 
115) 

Venting of Waste Gas Decay 
Tanks to the containment 
building resumed. This in· 
creased hydrogen concentra· 
lion to slightly over 2%. 115) 

A special plume flight was 
requested to monitor a 
transfer at the plant. When 
the transfer was delayed, 
the flight was scrubbed. Ill 

Plume flight launched 
during a transfer of radioac· 
tive water at the plant. In 
very strong winds, the in· 
SliUIII~IIIS, ::.!.uw~J d 0.1~ 

mr/hr reading at 500 feet 
altitude, one mile from the 
plant. Ill 

The DOE Command Post 
at Capital City Airport re· 
quested approval for a staff 
reduction from the OOE/ 
EOC. (4) 

BNL agreed to send a new 
RAP team to TMI to relieve 
present personnel at the 
site. 131 

Joe Dea1 met with Harold 
Denton regarding staffing 
levels. (4) 

Bettis agreed to remain on 
standby in order to analyze 
primary·core coolant sam· 
pies over the weekend. (4) 

Denton and the NRC 
approved the OOE person· 
nel reduction plan. The 
DOE Command Post be
gan to implement the 
I!!UUL:IIUII. (4) 

The NRC requested that 
the EOE/EOC arrange for 
SRL expertise on charcoal· 
iodine removal. (4) 

The NRC asked the 
DOE/EOC to help with 
AMS/NEST and ARAC 
technology information in 
preparing congressional 
il!~umuny. 
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April 6, 197Y 
DURING THE 
DAY 

810·1845 

2055-2125 

April 7, 1979 
0600-0645 

0755 

1000 

1030-1100 

1234 

Plant discharged waste into 
the Susquehanna River. 
(!O·g) 

PlumP flioht mP~~•.1r~mc;mt~ 
inr:\ir ..... _to;oo:l. J ro;J.ding vf O.Oii 
mr/hl" tal !jQQ r'=!~l dllltud~. 

one mile from the plant. (1) 

Plume flight indicated a 
level of 0.05 mr/hr at 500 
feet altitude, of•~ 111il!<! bum 
the plant. (I) 

Plume flight measurements 
indicated a reading of 0.04 
mr/hr at 500 feet altitude, 
one mile from the plant. (1) 

The DOE Command Post 
reported that "all b quiet." 
(4) 

Plume flight indicated a 
level of 0.05 mr/hr at 500 
feet altitude, one mile from 
the plant. (!) 

The DOE/EOC sked Ray 
Zintz in the DOE Strategic 
and Contingency Plannin!=l 
Division when the agency 
wuld >iU[J ~iVIIIY ldliiU· 

logica1 assistance according 
to the Interagency Radio
logical Assistance Plan 
(IRAP). Zintz, who 
aided in drawing up the 
IRAP, believed that DOE 
should remain as long as its 
services \.\/ere needed to 
v•ul!!l:l tin~ puLI!c ~dl~<!iy. (4) 

PEMA estimated that 90% 
of those who fled the 
nuclear accident had 
returned home. (10-g) 

Nuclear Waste from TMI 
trucked through Virginia on 
the way to a South Carol· 
ina storage site. (10-0 

The EPA disLonlinul:!d 
drinking water sampling, 
except for major sources of 
puhlir drinlo-ino u,r;.t(lT Of' 

the Susquehanna River. (7) 

HEW discontinued the 24-
hour operation of its Com
mand Post in Rockville. (6) 

The Evacuation Center at 
l·le1shey Pd1k Ari:!Hd WdS 
closed. (10-f) 
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1315 

1805·1845 

1955 

April 7, 1979 
2255·2335 

AprilS, 1979 
0600 

0620·0700 

0900·UY4!:> 

1033 

1320 

1535-2015 

DURING THE 
DAY 

Metropolitan Edison began 
lowering reactor coolant sys
tem pressure in 50 psi incre
ments, a step towards cold 
shutdown. (15) 

Hydrogen concentration in 
containment at about 1.85%; 
degassing continued. (15) 

Reactor coolant system began 
to heat up. due to a decrease 
in steam generator level. ( 15) 

The DOE Command Post 
reported that 51 DOE and 
DOE contractor personnel 
were at the site. In addition, 
the OOE was making two 
flights a day from Washing
ton to TMI transporting 
NRC personnel. (4) 

In an up-date, the DOE 
Command Post reported 
56 DOE and DOE contrac· 
tor personnel at TMI. (4) 

Plume flight indicated 0.05 
mr/hr at 500 feet altitude, 
one mile from the plant. ( 1) 

Special plume flight to 
monitor a plant release. In
struments showed a level of 
0.2 mr/hr at 380 feet al· 
titude, one mile form the 
plant. (I) 

Plume flight indicated levels 
of 0.3 mr/hr at 650· 700 
feet altitude, one mile from 
the plant. (I) 

Plume flight mcaswcd 
radiation levels at 0.03-.04 
mr/hr at 500 feet altitude, 
one mile from plant. (1) 

At this time 47 DOE and 
DOE contractor personnel 
were at TMI. (4) 

During this period there 
was a continuing discussion 
between the DOE/EOC, 
the NRC, ORNL, Bettis, 
and SRL to handle the 
analysis of 55 gallon 
samples of primary core 
coolant from the reactor. 
All arrangements with the 
laboratories were com· 
pleted by 20!5. (4) 
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Anti·nuclear rally at the 
Harrisburg State Capitol. 
(10·0 
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1805·1830 

Apri19, 1979 
MIDDAY 

1238-1308 

1805-1848 

April 10, 1979 
AM 

0600 

0627-0800 

1500 

DURING THE 
DAY 

1833-1913 

AJWIIlJ, Hf!~ 
0917 

TMI emiHed some radiation. 
More releases expected. 
(10-e) 

As of this time, hydrogen 
concentration in conlainm~nt 
about 1.7%; degassing con· 
tinued. ( 1.~1 

Plume flight measured 
levels of 0.05 mr/hr at 500 
feet altitude, one mile from 
the plant. (I) 

1-'tume tlight indicatQd 1.5 
to 2.0 mr/hr at 500 feet 
altitude, one mile from the 
plant. (I) 

Plume flight in strong wind 
and rain indicated levels of 
1 mr;/hr o'\t sno fp~f "'· 
m11riq, 01'll3 mi!fJ from ~ho:~ 
pion!.(!) 

Plume flight launched in 
response to an announced 
rele•se. Flight found 0.1 
mr/hr readings at 200 (eet 
altitude, one mile from the 
pl<lnl (1) 

The NRC requested an 
Immediate analysis on the 
primary core coolant sam· 
pie after delivery to Bettis. 
(4) 

Plume flight found 0.015 
mr/hr levels at 500 altitude, 
one mile from the plant. (1) 

Jo~ ~al discussed with the 
DOE/EOC the position re· 
garding the duration of 
DOE support to the NRC 
and thP. Sti!.tP. nf P~nn· 
sylvania at TMI. (4) 

Denton, in a press 
conference with Thorn· 
burgh, said that the nuclear 
crisis was over. Thornburgh 
said that women and 
children within a 5 mile 
radius of TMI could return 
home. (10-e) 

President Carter chose 
John Kemeny, President of 
Dartmouth College, to head 
the President's Commission 
on TMI. 110-dl 

At the request of NRC, a 
lllhni~? /!V!'cty ~Q,,mtor wac cot 
up in Middletown by 
PaDER to scan citizens. 
(15) 



0917-0952 

DURING THE 
DAY 

1700-1743 

1840 

April 12. 1979 
0115 

0938-1016 

1205 

DURING THE 
DAY 

1510-1603 

April 13. 1979 
0115 

0908-0940 

1003 

1115 

Degassing operations con· 
tinued; hydrogen concentra· 
tion in containment about 
1.8%. (15) 

Degassing operations now 
completed; hydrogen concen· 
tion in containment about 
1.6%. (15) 

Hydrogen recombiner 
stopped running due to 
hLD"ned out heaters. (15) 

Cooldown of the primary 
coolant system initiated. ( 15) 

By this time 292 local 
residents have been scanned 
with a whole body counter in 
Middletown. Scan results 
'!i.hr:nu"t;l nn ri'ldii'ltion lqvqJi 

above normal body levels. 
(15) 

Plume flight during which 
''extremely Jow·activity .. 
was monitored. ( 1) 

Plume which found no 
visible plume. ( 1) 

The DOE asked the NRC 
to coordin"ate all requests 
for analysis of the primary 
core coolant samples 
through the DOE Com
mand Post at Capital City 
Airport (4) 

Plume flight indicated 0.03 
mr/hr at 500 feet altitude, 
one mile from the plant. (1) 

DOE and DOE contractor 
personnel at TMI stood at 
44. (4) 

In ~ain and fog a plume 
flight found no readings 
above background. ( 1) 

Plume flight indicated 
mostly background read· 
ings. (1) 
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Bureau of Radiological 
Health shifted from a 
24-hour a day schedule to 
a 12-hour a day schedule. 
(16) 

South Carolina blocked 
TMJ's radioactive waste 
from entering the state. 
(10-e) 

Laboratory tests showed 
that an insignificant amount 
of uranium melted during 
the accident. ( 10.c) 
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1130 

1454·1533 

DURING THE 
DAY 

Apfil J3, 1.Q79 
DI.IRING THE 
DAY 

214~·2230 dllll 

2252-2335 

April 14. 1979 
1138-1221 

2152-2350 

April 18, 1979 
1000 

The Command Post 
reported 49 DOE and DOE 
contractor employees at 
TMI.(4) 
A special plume flight was 
launched in conjunction 
with the opening of the 
shielded doors in the auxil· 
liary building. While the 
peak reading was 1.03 
mr/hr, only one set of the 
doors were opened. ( 1) 

Two plume flights were 
flown consecutively to 
monitor possible releases 
during the sampling of the 
primary core coolant 
system. The first flight 
found essentially back· 
ground levels of radiation, 
0.003-.005 mr/hr: the sec· 
and flight hod o maximum 
reading of 0.007 mr/hr. (!) 

Plume flight indicated a 
radiation level of 0.012 
mr/hr at 250 feet altitude, 
one quarter mile from the 
plant. Ill 

Plume flight indicated a 
reading of 0.03 at 300 feet 
altitude, one half mile from 
the plant. (!) 

DOE Command Post at 
Capital City Airport was 
t.lu!'l~d flown. (41 

Penrose Hallowell cancelled 
his advisory for farmers to 
i~~~ r.Arrl~ ;w~n QrAIM. 
Since March 28, his office 
hrn:t bU.I"' Jean,plil"'g milh 
~nd gnn. HIJ ii\id th~t no 
1·131 had bl:!l:!ll found In 
any grass. (10-b) 

.J~rk. \AI?IB:nn n~mod EPA 
d~ th~ CO(HJindtCII fOf eight 
federal agencies involved in 
radiation data collection at 
TMI.(7) 
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